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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines the emergence of revisionism in the foreign
policies of the great powers: it is concemed wiîh the rise of 'challengerf states.
Current approaches to the rise of challengers (arguments from 'structuref,
'pmdence', and 'historical sociology') are if generauy usefd ako incomplete,
leaving the emergence of several great power challengers not hlly explained.

This dissertation offers a new explanation, not as a replacement but as a
complement to these theories, and in doing so accomplishes two tasks: first, it
explains cases previously unaccounted-for; and second, it does so in a fashion
that acknowledges the CO-determinationof domestic and international politics.

The new mode1 suggests that the seeds of challenges to international orders are
often found in the wartime experience itseu, i
n social pacts between elites and

societal groups shuck to achieve mobilisation requirements. Violation of these
pacts in the postwar period can in tum generate powerful political movements

for the overthrow of both the domestic and international postwar orders. The
explanation offered by this mode1 is then applied to five cases of great power
behaviour after major wars. While imperfect in its ability to account for great
power behaviour in all these cases and thus requiring refinement, the mode1
obtains sufficient support to warrant further exploration of these and other caçes
in future studies.

L'émergence d'une politique extérieure révisioniste des grands puissances
est le sujet principal de cette thèse. Elle porte sur la croissance des états
«provocateur». Les arguments courants qui tentent d'expliquer la croissance de
ces états provocateurs (de point de vue «structure»,((prudence)),et «sociologie
historique») sont en generale utiles, mais insuffisants. Ils laissent sans
explication, l'apparitiond'une politique revisioniste de plusiers des grands
pussances. Cette thèse offre une nouvelle perspective, non pas pour remplacer,
mais pour offrir une analyse complémentaire des théories préalablement
proposées. Elle rempli ainsi deux objectifs. Premièrement, elle éclairci le
cornportment de plusiers états qui étaient auparavant sans explication
satisfaisante, et deuxièmement, elle les explique d'une manière qui recomait
l'influence réciproque de la politique intérieure et de la politique extérieure.
L'approche proposée suggère que les causes primaires des défis a l'order
international se trouve dans I'experience de la guerre même. Elles se trouvent
dans les accords sociaux entre les élites et autres groups sociaux, créés pour
maximiser la mobilisation. La violation de ces accords, durant la période apresguerre, peut provoquer des mouvements politiques importants, qui ont pour
buts de bouleverser l'ordre politique intérieure et extérieure. L'analyse offerte

par l'approche proposée est appliqué au comportement de cinq grandes
pussances apres les guerres majeures. Toutefois imparfaite dans sa capacité

d'éxpliquer le comportement des grandes puissances d m tous les cas étudies, et
ayant besoin de raffinement, l'approche qu'on propose est suffisament bien
soutenue pour mériter plus d'exploration de ces et autres cas dans des études
futures.
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CHAPTER 1

MAJOR WARS, POSTWAR ORDERS AND THE RISE OF
CHALLENGERS
It is a widely held assumption in international relations that in the
aftermath of a major war, the peace is made by the victors. Major wars,
according to this view, are conflicts of great structural sigruhcance. They are
alleged to resolve fundamental contradictions in relations among the great
powers, includ ing conflicts between leading states and their challengers, and
between revisionist states and states committed to defend the status quo. Victory
in such a conflict, it follows, presents the triumphant power or powers with an

opportunity to remake the rules of the game, to reorder the expected pattern of
relationships in the international system. In short, the ability to construct a new
international order rests with the victors.
However, the events subsequent to the three most recent major wars cast
doubt on the ability of the victors to so dictate the content of the postwar order.
The reactionary designs of the Congress of Vienna were followed by three
decades of revolutionary upheaval which, if ultirnately unsuccessful, came close
to disrupting the form and content of the postwar settlement. The failure of these
revolutions was due in large measure to the dynamics of domestic political
coalitions, and only partly to efforts at internationally coordinated counterrevolution. A century later, the peace conference at Versailles saw attempts

made to ensure the pacification of Germany, the payment of reparations, the
construction of a new Europe based on national self-determination, and the
regulation of international disputes through an institutionalized system of
collective security. The ensuing two decades saw the ahnost-unchecked nse of
three revisionist states, regular violations of the principles of national selidetermination and sovereignty of smaller states, and the often unilateral
abrogation by Germany of itç Versailles cornmihnents. Finally, the crushing
defeat of the Axis in 1945 led to an order that was in essence two orders. Both the
United States and the USSR were able to construct and enforce new patterns of
interaction within their own geopolitical spheres - generally speaking. But the
presence of rivals mode1 of the international system occasionally provided small

powers and some great powers - in particuiar, China - with opportunities to
challenge the stnks qno, a situation which led to massive expenditure of resources
by the superpowers in pursuing issues whose strategic significance was often
exaggerated and on which the effect of great power coercion was minimal.
The Cold War is now retreating into history, but its conclusion saw a
reorganisation of the rules and alignments of world politics cornmensurate with
the aftermaths of most major wars. 1s our current situation analogous to that

faced by state leaderships and publics in 1815,1918, or 1945? Does the end of the
'cold' conflict mirror the end of real wars? Although the past five decades have
been called a 'long peace' amongst the great powers, if we take in to
consideration measures of hostility other than open warfare between the great

powers - for example, international crises, proxy wars, alliance configurations,
or ideological cornpetition - the protracted conflict of the period from 1948 to

1989 seems anything but peaceful.1 Indeed, many of the characteristics of
domestic poütics seen during major wars, such as high levels of military
mobilisation and expenditure, suspension of individual rights, and
propagandistic depictions of other actors' goals and characteristics, were defining
features of the Cold War.
For the West after the Cold War, as for the victorious states in 1918 and
1945, the incentives to construct a world in which such trials need not be

repeated are many. The victors of the World Wars shared with contemporary
policy-makers a broadened x o p e of possible action due to the defeat and
temporary (or permanent) incapacity of powerful antagonists. Finally, the
contemporary international scene is witness to a burgeoning of new political
agendas, movements, and conflicts, many of which found no room for expression
in the Cold War context; a similar mushrooming of political demands c m be seen
in the aftermaths of the World Wars. Wit!! the conclusion of this conflict there
was much talk of a 'new world order', which some claimed to see and others

expected to arrive: in seeking to understand Our own circumstance, 1 believe that

Michael Brecher and JonathanWilkenfeld, "Crises,Internahona1 Instabiiity, and the Myth of the

Long Peace". In Charles W. Kegley, ed., nie Long Peace: Contending Expianations and Projections.
New York: Harper Collins, 1991.

we may gain insight from the study of previous attempts at estabüshing order
after major wars.2

The focus of this dissertation is the emergence of systemic revisionism in
the foreign policies of the great powers. In other words, how can we account for
the rise of 'challenger' states? Central to this work is the belief that the mutually-

constitutive dynamics of domestic politics and international outcomes have k e n
overlooked in the study of such states: existing approaches have instead relied
too heaviiy on monocausal, unidirectional accounts. Current explanations of the
rise of challengers (arguments from 'structure', 'prudence', and 'historical
sociology') are thus if generally useful also incomplete. Specifically, they leave
the appearance of several great power challengers essentially unaccounted-for -

narnely China after 1945, and Germany and Italy between the two world wars about which more will be said in later chapters.
1hope not to replace but to complement these theories, and in doing so

accomplish two tasks: first, to explain cases previously unaccounted-for; and
second, to do so in a fashion that acknowledges the CO-determinationof
'domestic' and 'international' politics and thus accents the linkages rather than
the separateness of these domains. As a contribution to Our understanding of
revisionist foreign policies, I offer a mode1 which suggests 'postwar challenge' as
a cornpanion to the other patterns identified in the other explanations alluded to
-

-

cf.remarks by George Bush, "Transcriptof Resident Bush's Address on the End of the Gulf
War", h k u York Times, March 7,1991,p. AB.

above. My core argument is that the seedç of challenges to international orders
are often found in the wartime experience itself, in social pacts between elites and

societal groups shuck to achieve mobilisation requirements. Violation of these
pacts in the postwar period, perceived as a consequence of collusion between
iIlegithate elites and foreign powers, c m in tum generate poweful political
movements for the overthrow of both the domestic and international postwar
orders. This argument is contrary to the explanations offered by structural
realism, historical individual-level accounts, regime-type theories, and others.
However, my contribution should be seen as an attempt to augment, rather than
replace in any purportedly 'Lakatosian' fashion, Our current understanding of
these issues. 1 hope to add to a growing literature which draws on standard
realist conceptions of international relations but develops a greater sensitivity to
historical change in the stateç system, and to the mutually-constitutive
relationship between international and domestic politics.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to a review of current explanations of
challengers and the breakdown of international orders. First, 1assess those
arguments most commonly associated with structural realism, which 1 bunch
together accordingly as the 'structural' or 'rising power' thesis. Second, 1
examine approaches sternming more from case-studies in the tradition of
diplomatic history, which 1will term the 'argument from prudence'. Thd,1
explore the contribution made by the branch of inquiry most commody termed
historical sociology. This approach 1term the 'socioIogical' argument. The

reader should note at this junchire that the argument drawn out is irnplied rather
than explicit: the questions implicit in this literature's exploration of the 'social

origins' of regime types are, I argue, of great significance in explaining the rise of
challengers, yet they remain Iargely unaddressed. Finally, I provide an overview
of the goals and organisation of the remainder of the dissertation.

Poshunr o r h s m d cltnllengers: conventiond uiems
Why have a number of 'challenger' states sought to overthrow

international orders? How did those orders emerge after major wars in the first
place? In general, the international relations literature on international order has
paid considerable attention to the first question, but much less to the second.

The literature on war has avoided the consequences of war, focusing instead on
the origins and proximate causes of wars, as if the two were somehow unrelated.3
Such has been the Cold War concem with avoiding major war that the historical

minutiae of crises, 'misperceptions', and group decision-making have now been
exhaustively documented through interdisciplinary efforts, as has the universe

Jonathan H. Turner and Norman A. Dolch, "Classical Statements on Geopolitics and the
hftennath of War", S~ciof~grcal
I n p i r y , Vol. 64, No. 1,1994; Keith Jaggers, "War and the Three
Faces of Power: War and State Making in Europe and the Americas", Comparative Political Shrdies,

Vol. 25, No. 1,1992;John Modeli and Timothy Haggerty, "The Çocial Impact of War", Annunl
Rmiao of Sociology, vol. 17,1991; Arthur A. Stein and Bruce Russetî, "Evaluating War: Outcornes
and Consequences", In Ted Robert Gurr,ed., Handbook of Polifical ConJlict,New York, Free Press,
1980.

of plausible 'ecological variables'; stiU others have sought to derive 'issue-based'
explanations of war? While the 'xientific' nature of some aseptic attempts to
analyse, control, manage, and prevent conflict as if it were a virus rather than a
conscious and deliberate act may be questionable, there has k e n no lack of
industry in this regard - it is probably true that very few Stones lay untumed in

this endeavour. Consequently, causal statemens regarding war's origins
abound.5 But what should we expect the structure of world order to look like in
the aftermath of a major war, and how do we account for challenges to these
orders? In the disciplines of international relations and comparative politics,
three general categories of response can be found, roughly corresponding to
systemic, state, and societal levels of analysis. There is not, however, the degree
of specificity in accounts of major wars' consequences found in the 'causes'
iiterature.
A number of authors have explored the possible causal impact of major

wars on the structure of world politics, creating a new power structure with new
opportunities for the leading state to reorder the patterns of international

K.J. Holsti, Pence and War:Arnled Co@cts and International Order 1645-1989, Cambridge
University Press, 1991; Jack S. Levy, "TheCauses of War: A Review of Theories and Evidence", in

Philip Tetiock et al., eds, Behmtiour, Society & Nuclear War, New York, Oxford University Press,
1989; Robert Jervis,Perception and Misperception in fnternational Politics, Princeton Universiv

Press, 1976.

interaction. This approach 1will term the 'structural' argument, as it k d s the

origins of challenges to postwar orders in structural characteristics of the s ~ s t e r n . ~
Others have made intensive studies of diplornatic behaviour at the conclusion of
major wars, rooting the development and durability of each postwar order and
the origins of challenges in the quality and 'good sensé of this behaviour: 1 term

this the 'argument from prudence'. Finallv, studies in the tradition of historical
sociology suggest that the timing and nature of political development (and t i u s
the emergence of regimes likely to challenge the existing international order)

may have an intemal logic exclusive of international d u e n c e , deriving instead
from peculiarities of class strategy and configuration. Ln the foliowing three

sections 1 will assess each of these sets of approaches.

Stnichml nrgn ~~lerits

Generally speaking, we may sub-divide the structural Literature into three
categories: uneven-growth theories, Long-cycle theories, and world-system

Even if few tike as thrir focus the histoncaiiy-situated wishes and goals of warring leaderships
and publics. Holsti's approach is an exception.
6 ~ the
s chief concem of the dissertation is the emergence of challenger states in peacetirne, rather

than the related but separate question of the recurrence of major war, the foUowing discussion is

ümited to those existing contributions which make e.xplicit claims regarding the participants of
major wars, the outcornes of those wars, and the resdting global-politicai (and/or state)
structures. I do not discuss authors concemed solely with the occurrence, frequency or periodicity

of major wars (for example, the work of Ludwig Dehio, Arnold Toynbee, or Charles Doran).

theories. The i ~ n m - g r o r u t h
or nsing poruer approach sees major wars resulüng
from uneven rates of growth amongst the more powerful states in the
international system, and argues that the state emerging victorious from these
confiicts is in a position to construct a postwar order in accord with its own
political and economic interests. Robert Gilpin7is a leading exponent of the
uneven-growth approach. Drawing on Thucydides' history of the Pelopomesian
War, Gilpin identifies what he terms the 'theory of hegemonic war', based on the
idea that "the uneven growth of power arnong states is the driving force of
international relations". The theory consists of three propositions. First a
hegemonic war is distinct from other categories of war in that it is caused by
broad changes in political, strategic and economic affairs. Second, the relations
among individual states can be conceived of as a system, and the behaviour of
states is thus detemined in large part by their strategic interaction. Third, a
hegemonic war threatens and transfoxms the structure of the international
system; whether or not the participants in the conflict are initially aware of it, at
stake is the hierarchy of power and relations among states in the system.8
According to Gilpin, a stable, hierarchic order is disturbed when a state
growing in power cornes to rival the dominant state in the system. Polarisation,

Robert Gilpin, "The Theory of Hegemonic War," laumal of Interdistiplimny His tury XWI:4,

Spring 1988; nie Political Economy of International Relations, Princeton University Press, 1987; War
and Change in World Politics, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981.

crisis, and "hegemonic" war between the dominant siate and the challenger are
the inevitable result. We c m distinguish a hegemonic war from other lesser

conflicts by its scale, war aims, and war measures. Çuch a war "generdy
involves ali of the states in the system; it is a world ~ a r "Moreover,
.~
hegemonic
wars are total: "they become pure c o d i c t s or clashes of society rather than the
pursuit of limited objectives".~0 Gilpin initially identified five such wars in the
history of the modem states system, later narrowing the List to three - the Thlrty
Years' War, the French Revolutionary-Napoteonic Wars, and the period of the
two WorId Wars).l*
With respect to the consequences of such wars, Gilpin is quite clear
(though he is less explicit regarding the causal mechanisms at work). In a
hegemonic war, "the fundamental issues to be decided are the leadership and

Gilpin, "HegemonicWar"; pp. 391-92.
lbid.; pp. 595-97.
Io

Ibid.; pp. 6ûû-01.

In his initial formulation, Cilpin included the wars of Louis XIV (1667-1713), and treated the
two World Wars separateIy (1914-18,19394).By 1987 he argued for the classification of the

World Wars as one event separated by a twenty-year interregnum, ciaiming that the Second
World War fiowed logicdy from the failure of the V e r d e s peace settlement to refiect the actual
balance of forces in the intenvar period. As such, it is a continuation of the previous struggle. See
ibid., p. 610.

structure of the international system".l2 The distribution of power and hierarchy
of "prestige" in the svstem are redefined, and the war produces a new dominant
state (or set of states), determinhg "who will govem the international system
and whose interests will be primarily servecf by the new intemational order".13

For the newly emergent dominant state, or hegemon, govemance of the
new order entails rule-making not only in the relationships among system actors,

but also within those actors. In the international realm, the question of military

dominance is resolved by the war. However, the close relationship between
economic and military strength means that each postwar global economy should
also clearly reveal the influence and reflect the interests of the hegemon. Gilpin
argues that in the modem states system, "the structures of the international

political economy have been the consequence prirnarily of the actions of
successive hegemonic nation statesu.1J In constructing a new order, the hegemon
is not restricted to regulating patterns of interaction, but may also redefine the
intemal characteristics of other states. As hegemonic wars are in part ideological
struggles, the combatants seek to "reorder other societies in terms of their own
political values and socioeconomic systems" as did the antagonists in the
Pelopomesian War; the outcome of a hegemonic war "profoundly affects the

lbid.; pp. 601.
I3

Gilpin, Wor & Change; p. 198.

l4 Gilpin, Political

Econoniy; p. 92.

intemal composition of societies because, as the behaviour of Athens and Sparta
revealed, the victor remolds the vanquished in its imageM.lj
A.F.K. Organski also presents a mode1 of major war based on the logic of
uneven growth amongst the leading powers, but draws conclusions sigruficantly
different from Gilpin regarding the consequences of these wars for world order?

Organski's conception of the states system is hierarchical. The state at the apex of
the power hierarchy dominates the existing international order - defined as the
"distribution of power and wealth" and "the rules of trade, diplomacy, and war"

- and "receives the greatest share of the benefik that Row from the existence of
the international order".I7 Below this are a variety of greater and lesser powers,

exhibiting varying degrees of "satisfaction" with the international order
according to the benefits they accrue from it. The structure of the international
system is largely shaped by the dominant state actor, which is by definition

-

-

l5

Gilpin, " Hegemonic War" .

Ib

A.F.K. Organski, World Polihcs, New York, Knopf,1968; Organski and Jacek Kugler, The War

Leciger, Chicago,University of Chicago Press, 1980; jacek KugIer and A.F.K.Organski, "The

Power Transition: A Retrospective and Prospective Evduation", in Manus Midiarsky, ed.,
Handbook of War Shldies, Boston, Unwin, 1989; see also Woosang Kim, "Power Transitions and
Great Power War from Westphalia to Waterloo", WorId Politics 45, October 1992.
I7 Orgrnici, World Politics; pp. 354,364.

"satisfied" a s it has "already used its power to establish a world order to its satiç
faction" -18
Dissatisfied challengers to this status quo arise through dynamics of
intemal growth, a process Orgamki terms the "power transition" (which he links
exclusively to the period subsequent to the industrial revolution).19 Major wars
in the industrial era can be traced to conflict between dominant powers and chal-

lengers. When challengers sense that their level of power is nearing that of the
dominant state, they precipitate a conflict, usuaily resulting in war, in order to
effect a new international order, and hence a redistribution of benefits. For
Organski, there have been five major wars in the industrial era: the Napoleonic
Wars, the Franco-Prussian War, the Russo-Japanese War, and the two World
Wars.20

.

ls

Ibid., p. 369.

l9 In Kim's refomulation. the strength of challengers c m also be augmented through allwce

formation.
Organski & Kugler, Wur Ledger p. 16. The selection criteria for "major war" status used are:
major-power participation in opposing coalitions; a higher number of battle deaths than in any
previous war; and that the stakes include loss of temtory/population for the vanquished.
As with Gilpin, the selection criteria appear to cast doubt on the cases actuaiiy examined (se2

below). Kim (1992). using alliance data to extend the power transition mode1 to the 17th cenhiry,

and employing the sarne selection criteria, includes the Dutch War of Louis XIV (dated 1672-78),
the War of the League of Augsburg (168û-97). the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-13), the

ParadoxicaIly, argues Organski, as the dynamics of power are intemallygenerated, the dissatisfied challenger could achieve even greater power (and thus
greater rnilitary strength or political influence) through k i n g patient, rather than
through initiating military hostilities. Challengers are generally overmatched in
major wars, yet their defeat does not render them helpless; on the contrary, war
seems only temporarily to retard the growth of states. Defeated challengers
rebound according to the workings of a 'phoenix factor'.Zl
As with Gilpin, Organski tells us little regarding the causal mechanisms
whereby the dominant state c m create and benefit from a new international
order. We are told that a newly dominant state is able to "redraft the rules by
which relations among nations work." Since the industrial revolution only two
new dominant powers have risen to the fore, England replacing France in 1815,

and the United States replacing Britain in this ceniury. Of these two cases, in
only one was the challenger "dissatisfied": the United States, according to
Organski, was supportive of the "Anglo-French order", and "did not upset the
w o r h g rules"." Thus there is only one case in which the newly dominant

power needed to recreate the international order along different lines. After the

Seven Years' War (1756-63), the French Revolutionary Wars (1792-1802),and the Napoleonic

W a r ~(1802-15).
21 Organski & ~ u ~ l eWar
r , Ledger.

"Organski, World Politics, p. 371; Organski & Kugler, War Ledger, p. 23.
Organski,World Politics, p. 362.

defeat of Napoleon, Britain in the 19th century was able to use its control of the
seas and its undisputed economic might to ensure a new set a miiitary and
economic expectations." However, unlike Gilpin, Organski does not assert that
newly dominant powers have the intention or the ability to reorder the domestic
societies of other states.
The long-cysir approach sees major wars as playing a functional role in a
recurrent cycle of world politics, serving to produce a leader endowed with sufficient relative power to both dominate and innovate as it implements a new
global agenda. The long-cycle approach is most closely associated with the work
of George Modelski.3 Modelski relates the issue of the systemic consequences of
major wars to the causes of subsequent similar wars. His argument is a more
elaborate and imaginative account of structural processes than that of the
uneven-growth school. However, the argument presented about the
consequences of major war is very similar: "global" war acts as a
"macrodecision~~
to resolve the issue of leadership in the system. The systemic
outcome is more than one of simple leadership, but is characterised by a phase of

Organski. World PolUics. p. 355.
?5 George Modelski and

William R. Thornpson. "Long Cycles and Global War", in Manus

Mid larsky, ed ., Handbook of War Studies, Boston, Unwin, 1989; Modelski, "1s World Politics

Evolutionary Leaming?" In temational Olgonization 44. no. 1, Winter 1990; Modelski. "The Long
Cycle of Global Poiitics and the Nation-State". Comparative Studies in Society and History 20, April
1978.

"irnplementation" or "world power," in which the state finding itself in a
dominant position at the conclusion of a global war implements "major new
programs" -26
The new order cowmicted during the period of irnplementation by the
new global leader provide it with "monopoly rents" through security, privileged
access to trade and wealth, and further rulemaking abiIities.z7 Consistent with
Organski's account of British domination, Modelski sees control of shpping and
trade as necessary conditions for the construction of a new order by an emergent
leader?
Modelski identifies five periods, or cycles, of global leadership, each
punctuated by a major war, all of approximately one hundred years' duration.
The ascendancy phase in each cycle is characterised by an innovation pioneered
by the emergent leader, always the dominant sea power, which resolves the

global problem of previous phase of global codict. For instance, according to
Modelski the Netherlands' period of leadership in the seventeenth century was
characterised by the Dutch pioneering international capitalism, resolving the
earlier global problem of insufficient integration.z9

26

Modekki & Thornpson, "Long Cycles", p. 21.
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Challenges to postwar orders ofcur as the leadership status of the world
power is delegitimized through its inability to provide innovative solutions to
new probiems, which may arise as a consequence of previous innovations. Thus
the German challenge to British dominance was a consequence of British inability
to satisfactorily incorporate other major industrial powers in the late nineteenth
century world order; one might infer that the German ability to challenge as a

mercantdist late industrialiser stemmed from earlier British innovations, namely
the industrial revolution and the liberal state. However, the question of why
some states challenge postwar orders and others do not is not fully explored in
Modelski's work.
The ruorld-systenz approach shares the cyclical beliefs of the Iong-cvcle
school, and draws as well on the logic of uneven patterns of development, but
sees major wars as stemming from capitalist rivalry, each war serving to
consolidate the hegemonic status of the victor and thus further the development
of the capitalist world-economy. According to Immanuel Wallerstein, the
concentration and diffusion of relative power among states has moved in a
regular rhythm since the emergence of the European 'world-economy' in the
seventeenth century? The periods of concentration have seen long, intense
stretches of war cuhinating with the emergence of a new hegemon exhibiting an
edge in agro-industrial, commercial, and financial power, as well as dominant sea

power and strong land forces. Hegemons pursue global liberalism in each

postwar period: that is, as the leading 'coré state they are "defenders of the
principle of the free flow of factors of production .... throughout the world
economy" -31 In periods of economic expansion, the hegemon is able to
"coordinate more or less the political responses of al1 states with core-like
economic activities to all peripheral states, maximising thereby the differentials

of unequal exchange".32
Wallerstein argues that each major war is followed by "a major restmcturing of the interstate system....in a form consonant with the need for relative
stabiliw of the now hegemonic power" which generally takes the form of
liberaIism.33 However, the liberalism pursued by the hegemon is later the source
of challenges to that hegemony. Free trading is likely to favour later developers,
who eat into the hegemon's productive advantage; domesticaIly, the
cornpetitiveness of the hegemon is eroded by rising real wages. Struggles for
market share in periods of Kondratieff fdowntums' erode the coordinating

ability of the hegemon and lead eventually to major war, in which the state
having improved its relative competitiveness the most will emerge as the new
hegemon.
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However, it is not necessarily the future hegemon which initiates the
rniiitary challenge leading to major war, nor is it necessarily the military

challenger that succeeds the declining hegemon. Wailerstein's mode1 suggests
the emergence of two challengers, both of which have profited from enhanced
productivity during the postwar period of liberalism promoted by the hegemon.
The challenger emerging successhiIy from major war - not necessarily the most
rnilitarily powerful, but c e r t d y the most economically cornpetitive of the two -

becomes the new core zone of the expanded capitalist worId-ec~norny.~

Thus in the world-system approach challenges to postwar order are rooted
in global economic downtum: productive advantages developed by lesser states

are deciding factors in their eventually military conflict with the hegemon and
other states over scarcer resources. The short-term interesh of new hegernons in
creating and maintainhg free trade work in the long run to prornote challenges
stemming primarily from material, not political-military, considerations.
There are four problems with this set of approaches. First, as suggested
earlier, while al1 these theories contain similar beiiefs regarding the consequences
of major wars, they are primariiy theories of cause. Less energy is devoted to
demonstrating the alleged ability of the victor to construct a post-war order
replete with benefits for itself, be they institutional, commercial, ideological, or
religious. This is understandable, given the Cold War acadernic preoccupation
with confiict avoidance. But in stepping back from the proxirnate causes of war

lhd., p. 15.

to deal with the interaction of conflict and system structure, the cause-effect
linkages from wartime to the post-war system are poorly documented. In general, the consequences of war have not been subject to rigorous empirical
research, in light of the assumptions made by a wide range of au th or^.^^ In the
case of theories of hegemony, JohnIkenberry has found neither compelling
theoretical reasons nor strong empirical support for the assertion that aspiring
hegemons are able to dominate postwar mie-making and institution building
simply by virtue of their predominant power?
Second, as Jack Levv has pointed out, problems of case selection plague
these and other efforts? Modelski and Thompson exclude the Thirty Years' War
from consideration, despite its severity. They, Wallerstein and Gilpin both treat
the two largest wars of this century as one war, despite differences in the lineup
of the protagonists, the diplomatic setting, the xale and scope of the conflicts,
and both long-term and proximate causes and war aims. And Organski and
Kugler violate their own selection criteria, including the Russo-Japanese and
Franco-Prussian wars as major wars despite contrary operational definitions.~
-
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Kistorical fit presenis these models with a number of other unresolved
challenges, leading the reader to question the strength of the evidence presented.
Gilpin's mode1 suggests that the emergence of a new hegemon is dùectly linked
to the outcome of the war, which seems a questionable assertion with respect to
the case of Britain in the nineteenth c e n t ~ r y . 3Modelski's
~
reliance on naval
strength as his indicator of global power leads to the identification of Portugal as
the worid's leading power during the sixteenth century, despite near-consensus
among historians that the Habsburg dynasty came far closer than Lisbon to
establishing a position of dominance amongst the leading states in that perioà.'o
Third, the suggested systemic motivations for challengers to upset the

postwar order are often less than persuasive. The largest question looming in
this regard is that of the different roles piayed by the United States and Germany
during the period of British leadership. According to Organski's logic of challenge fuelled by intemal growth, America ought to have been a prime candidate
to contest for leadership of the system by the late nineteenth century, just as
Germany was: America's failure to do so is explained largely through its lack of
willingness to accept the mantle of leadership, which is a tautology. As Mark
Brawley has pointed out, the motivations of challengers in such circumstances
c m o t be derived from a systemic perspective which ignores domestic
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influences, given the structurdy similar position of states which have
demonstrated divergent patterns of behaviour.4' Wallersteints anaiysis displays
shortcomings on this issue as well. The occurrence of major war may in fact be
heavily dependent on the particular domestic political characteristics of the
challengers, not simply on their emergence. Hypothetically, if the challengers to
British economic dominance in the nineteenth century had u-icluded France,
rather than Germany, it seems less clear that phase transition in the expansion of
the capitalist world-economy must necessariIy include major war as a catalyst.

The question of historical accuracy brings up a fourth weakness of the
structural thesis. With consistent operational case selection, it is apparent that
victory has not proven to be a sufficient condition for the victor to establish an
order beneficial to itself. Using war severitv as an operational criterion for
selection, a survey of the five most severe major wars since 1500 yields at least
two cases where the victors have encountered sigruficant difficulty in creating a
posiwar order reflective of their interests: the decades following the Napoleonic
Wars, and the period between the two World Wars.42 Despite sigruhcantly
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superior capabilities and resources, the victorious powers were unable in the
twenty years following Versailles to ensure any of their several aims: the
democratisation and seif-determination of European society, the implementation
of an effective multilateral mechanism for confiict resolution, or a balance-ofpower arrangement to contain Germany. The case of the post-Napoleonic period
appears to yield at best ambiguous results for the conventional wisdom: white
the victorious coalition was successful in controlling French temtorial ambition,
it is unclear (as 1argue below) that the victonouç powerç themselves had much
to do with that outcorne. Furthemore, the conservative domestic order sought at
the congress of Vienna and of the Holy and Quadruple Alliances was regularly
shaken by political challenges from below. Holsti argues that of the five cases
mentioned above, oniy the settlements of 1815 and 1945 made significant inroads
into the problem of warfare; both, however, had significant shortcomings in
terms of assessing the destabilizing potential of ideas.43 To view Vienna as a
success is to ignore the central place of domestic factors among the goals of the
peacemakers, and to ignore the linkage between domestic and international
conflict which was explicitly made at the tirne.

J3 Holsti, Pence and

Wrzr.

There is an alternative to the structural argument in the tradition of
diplornatic history. As with most historical writing, the approach which 1will
term the 'prudence' argument is not always expressed in abstract theoretical
terrns, but emerges nonetheless from the works of several writers who have
addressed the question of postwar orders and their durability. The resilience of
postwar orders, according to this view, is related primarily to the wisdom and
foresight of the peace settiement, the premises on which it is based, and the
Iegitimacy accorded to it by al1 relevant actorç; structural considerations, while
obviously relevant, are by r.0 means determining factors.

Henry Kissinger's case study of the V i e ~ settlement
a
attributes the
outcome to the nature of the peace settlement and in particular the foresight and
persona1 qualities of the postwar diplomats, rather than to any particular
sû-uctural characteristics of the system. For Kissinger, the goal of any peace settlement after a major war is that of legitirnacy - the construction of a new order
which is recognized as legitimate by al1 major parties to the treaty, such that
disputes concem "the adjustment of differences within an accepted frarnework,"
not "the Iegitimacy of the frarnework itself'.a For an order to be legitimate it
must be accepted, not imposed, "so to relate the clairns of legitimacy to the
requirements of security that no power will express its dissatisfaction in a

Henry A Kissinger, A World Restored, New York, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1957,p. 4.

revolutionary policy".'j According to Kissinger, this principle was violated in
1919: the short-sightedness of the peacemakers at Versailles and the injustice of

the treaty itself were the principle causes of the breakdown of the postwar order.
On the other hand, he argues that the Congress of Viema in 1815 produced a
century of peace, primarily due to the wisdom of Castlereagh's negotiating and
the shrewd manner in which Metternich legitirnized and implemented. For
Kissinger, the brilliance of Metternich was in developing a legitimate order
which allowed for change but resisted revolutionary tides; siuülar wisdom was
lacking in 1919?

E.H. Cam places the blame for the unravelling of the peace of Versailles
with the misguided nature of the settlement, rather than with structure; more

particularly, he is highly critical of liberal theories of international relations
politically popular at the time, which he t e m s "utopianism". The uiherent
logical flaws in utopian thought, the belief that "right reasoning about one's own

or one's nation's interests is the road to an international paradise," created a set
of conditions in the interwar period where a second cataclysm was practically
inevitable. For Carr, the collapse of the Versailles order under challenge from a
variety of fronts "was too overwhelming to be explained merely in terms of
international action or inaction. Its downfall involved the bankniptcy of the
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postdates on which it was based"."

The possibility of constructing a lasting

peace was o b m r e d through the subconscious identification of the material
interests of the victorious states with an aliegedly objective social morality, which
served to cloak an unjust and untenable settiement in the garb of apparentiy
universal right, at least as far as the most powerful signatones were concemed.48
The dissatisfaction on behalf of those whose interests conflicted with the

'moraIityf of the treaty, and the quick u n r a v e h g of the settlement, should
therefore corne as little surprise. Structural considerations in C m ' s argument are
secondary to the founding principles of the postwar order. Similar currents are
to be found in the work of Edward Vose Gulick, while in a recent comparative
study, K.J. Holsti roots the uneven record of postwar order creation in the degree
of wisdom exhibited by various cohorts of peacemakers, by assessing their
actions against a set of ideal ~riteria.4~
This approach is an improvement on the structural thesis in terms of
historical sensitivity, and it would be iiIogica1 to deny a link between unfair or
imprudent settlements and subsequent revisionist behaviour. However, it is
unclear whether the prudence thesis is capable of explaining aii that is attributed
to i t or whether diplomacy itçelf has the power to control the forces it confronts
-
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First, the prudence thesis connotes a primarily reactive notion of foreign policy
formulation, assuming that with the correct extemal conditions, challenges to the
status quo can be minimized. As 1 have argued above, however, structural
conditions alone are insufficient to account for varying behaviour among the
great powers. Moreover, such an approach excludes the possibiIity of revisionism
as a consequence of polltical dynamics intenid to the former combatant states:
with little justification, the assumption is made that challenges to each postwar
order will corne solely as reactions to the peace, rather than as a result of
domestic political alignments, or the interaction of the latter with the former.
Second, peace settlements are generally concluded at somewhat artificial

moments of history. The victors are in a position of considerable, temporarily
exaggerated advantage, and the temptation and the political pressure to impose a
one-sided settlement are extremely high. The defeated signatories are
representatives of states usually undergoing a great degree of social and political
unrest. Under these conditions it is probably unreasonable to expect immediate
postwar diplomacy to anticipate the source of future challenges to the postwar
order. Even if the challenges are correctly anticipated (as they were in 1815),
their outcome may well hinge on factors extemal to the peace settlement?

For instance,the success of the reactionary coalition in mid-19th centuq Europe in delaying or
blunting the advance of the forces of nationalism and republicanism was probably the primary

goal of many of the participants at the Congres of Vienna. However, the reason for the overd
defeat of the revolutionary chaUenges in the generation afîer Waterloo r e t s ultima tely with

Third, the standard of 'success' for peacemakers is sometimes unclear, or

applied somewhat anachronisticdy across tirne periods with resulting u m a l
expectations of peace settlements. Holsti's work, for example, askç how the
peacemakers in each of the last five attempts at establishing postwar order in the
Westphalian system addressed the 'problem of peaceful change'. While the
notion of war as something to be avoided in seeking change has resonance in this
century, it is unclear whether the peacemakers at Utrecht, Osnabrück, or even
Viema were concerned as much with removing war from the repertoire of
change as with not letting its exercise escape their control.
Finally, the suggestion that an imprudent or harsh peace settlement will
reap revisionist consequences implies that there should be a way to idenhfy those
states for whom the settlement is unacceptable at the tirne. As events examined
below will show, the appearance of harshness or rnagnanimity can be deceiving:
dissatisfied states can corne from the ranks of the defeated but also from those of
the victors, and challenges can emerge from states profiting as well as suffering
from the treaty. In essence, perception, highly unpredictable, is a key factor in
these outcornes. Italy, just as did Germany, rebelled against the Treaty of
Versailles, despite being a mernber of the victorious coalition. Chma sought to
break the Cold War mould of international relations despite making gains and
choices of class alignment in those conflicts, rather than with treaiy provisions. See Michael
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gaining recognition in the poshvar settlement completely at odds with its
contemporary international standing. This, then, is the chief problem with such
an approach: we may not know a pmdent or just settlement when we see one.

The centrality of perception at various leveis in the evaluation of peace
settlemens has meant variable responses to apparently prudent (or harsh)
treaties.

His toricnl sociologicd nccozi n t s
The third approach 1wish to discuss, that of comparative historicai

sociology, does not deal directly with the main question we are exploring here,
namely the reasons for the failure and success of postwar orders in the aftermath
of major wars. Nevertheless, 1believe that this literature can shed valuable light
on Our efforts to understand this question; conversely, Our question may serve to
highlight some of the unexplored implications of this literature.
The starting point for what I shall term socioIogical approaches is in some
respects remarkably sirnilar to that of the structural and diplornatic history
approaches discussed above. The cataclysm of the period of the World Wars and

the subsequent struggle between superpowers led many to explore beyond
imrnediate causes of these conflicts to search for distant and even remote origins.

Yet while students of politics attempted to develop abstract, universalist
explmations for conflict, other scholars departed in the direction of more

contextual theories. In particular, the repeated clashes of the Western
democracies with states possessing quite different regime types led some to
question how societies with broadly similar historical roots could have evolved
in such markedly different fashions. The initial results of this research provided

strikingly domestic explanations for the emergence of the twentieth century's
leading revisionist regimes.
The earliest exploration along these iines was that of Alexander
Gerschenkron.5' Paying particular attention to German fascism, Gerschenkron
argued that an explanation of German regime development in the twentieth

century required an understanding of agrarian land ownership, capitalist
development, and the historical political-sectord bargains stnick between Ianded
elite and industrialists. Late industrialisation was seen to contain its own
particular problems, notably that of the rapid incorporation of national
populations into the political realm.
However, the best-known early elaboration of the sociological approach is
of course that of Barrington Moore? Moore builds on the work of
Gerschenkron, but conshuctç a more explicit and self-conscious theory of the
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emergence of differing regime types. In Moore's analysis, the differing
twentieth-century end points of communism, fascism, and capitalist democracy
can be accounted for by differing combinations of key domestic-level variables.

These variables include the role of capitalist agriculture in the economic development of states; the relative strength and sizes of crown, landed elite, and peasant
mass; the nature and timing of class coalitions; and the existence and xope of
revolutionary watershed points in a state's political development.
Moore's work had a revolutionary effect on the study of political
development and regime types. Yet if one accepts that the international
behaviour of non-democratic states in this century implicitly provided Moore's
work with much of its relevance, then one finds a strange silence on key
questions: there is almost no discussion of how the social origins of dictatorship
manifest themselves as foreign policy. Were this issue to remain unaddressed,
the reader would be left to draw one of two conclusions: either the foreign
behaviour of Soviet Russia, Nazi Gerrnany and Fascist Italy is such an obvious
corollary of domestic political developments that no commentary is necessary, or
altematively that domestic political development can tell us nothing about
foreign policy choices. Clearly, neither is the case, and what is required is a
discussion of the relationship between domestic political development and
international politics.j3
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Subsequently, this has been provided in part by a number of scholars
whose work flows clearly from that of Moore. In particular, Charles TUy, Theda
Skocpol, John Hall, Brian Downing, and Michael Mann have drawn causal
linkages between international conflict and domestic political development?
Tilly's examination of the development of the nation-state in Europe as a political
forrn suggested two connections. First, involvement in extemal war appears to
be the Iargest single expianatory factor with respect to growth in the size,

extractive and coercive capacity of states - a point developed M e r by Mann.
Second, revolutionary upheavals (identified by Moore as central to variance in

regirne outcornes) find their origins either in resistance to onerous state extraction
of individuals and materiel in war, or in the dilution of a govemment's coercive
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capacity and ability to meet domestic commitments during war. On this point,
Skocpol has argued that the state's position at the nexus of international and
domestic politics provides si@cant

cross-linkages between revolution and

military struggle: most revolutions occur in part due to extemal crises, and are
often consolidated, exported, or defeated as a consequence of the state's
involvement in an international conflict.
With respect to German faxism, one of the less a p p e a h g alternatives
explored in Moore's work, Mann and Hali have respectively offered remote and
immed iate explanations involving international factors. HaIl suggests that the
social origins of national socialism provide an incomplete picture if no reference
is made to the effects of defeat in 1918: a defeat which when mixed with an
abortive revolution produced a generation largely unwilling to accept the
legitimacy of Liberai democracy." Mann's discussion of the pattern of national
formation undergone by the eventual German state in the nineteenth cenhiry
sees the antecedents of the Kniseweich's protectionism and militarism in
international cornpetition. The victory of Prussia, with its markedly
authoritarian political structure, over other contenders for German hegemony
legiîimized militarism and authoritarianism as part of the "crystaliisation" of the
new German state in the Darwinian climate of late nineteenth-century Europe (in
much the same kind of hstorical accident as in Moore's suggestion that
dependence on sea-power rendered the EngIish state comparatively weak in

terms of a domestic represçive a p p a r a t ~ s ) Mann
. ~ ~ argues that German
protectionism had its roots not simply in rational economic calculus, but also

(inter alin) as a policy of state-making and creation of a cohesive German identity,
as reaction and in opposition to (British) liberal universaiist economics."
Of all recent arguments suggesting geopolitical cornpetition as centrai to

explanations of domestic political development, perhaps the rnost explicit and
best-traced is that of Brian Downing. Downing takes as his starting point
Moore's interest in the early modem origins of regime types. However, whereas
Moore relies primarily on materialist explanations, such as the degree to which
rural elites tumed to commercial agriculture, and the consequent size and
strength of different agrarian classes, Downing explores the effects of the military
revolution in early modem Europe. Downing argues that this revolution in army
composition, tactics and weaponry forced states to develop new methods of
resource extraction and mobilisation. Many (e.g. Poland) were swallowed up by
more powerful expansionist states. Those states which suwived did so through
two avenues to augmented power. The first was through a mixture of more
efficient intemal extraction combined with a number of more-or-less manipulable
exogenous factors: alliance formation, geographic circumstance, economic
wealth, and/or an abdity to raise resources on foreign territory.
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The second, for those states unable to benefit from such extemal or

circumstantial factors, was to develop a centralized administrative structure
capable of waghg war on modem terms. Downing terms such a structure the

"military-bureaucratie absolutist" state, and argues that such a development
could only take place at the expense of the medieval constitutional pluralism
common to al1 states of Western Europe prior to the early modem period. This
was the fate, he argues, of Pmssia and France. Conversely, those states surviving
by following the first route (England, Sweden, the Dutch republic) retained many

of the features of that early constitutionaiism, including parliamentarism, local
privileges, and the rule of law.9
Downing's work is a vaiuable one, pursuhg for the first time the effects of
mobilisation on poli tical development in a broad histo rical-comparative study.
However, as an attempt to explain outcornes appearing in the nineteenth century
at the latest, it c m only be suggestive of the effects of mobilisation for major war
in more recent times. Downing speculates that military-bureaucratic absolutism

is obsolete as a threat to constitutional govenunent in wartime, and offers
" populist-militarism"

as a more likely modem outcome of such mobilisation. To

pursue this and other possibiiities, it will be necessary to direct our attention
more cioseiy to the politicizing effects of mobilisation in more recent conflicts,

and this is one of the primary tasks of this dissertation.

Mann, Sources Vol. II, pp. 3Oû-312.

On the whole, one may observe that despite the considerable contributions

of these writers in establishing links between international politics and conflict as
cause and dornestic political development as consequence, the reverse
relationship remains largely a mystery. The international and domestic ongins of
regimes may stiU be debated, but rve are fairiy sure of where the answers wiIl be
found. However, why should non-dernocratic regimes, and in particular faxist
ones, have been the ones to shake the world order to its foundations in the 1930s?

In what way was the international order no more legitimate to these regimes
than domestic regimes had been to fascists in the 1920s? Here, as noted, the
initial literature on social originç was silent, both on the nature of foreign policy
pursued by regimes and the timing of the actions taken.
But if the position of nation-states within the realm of geopolitical
cornpetition c m shed light on the origins of regimes, as the second wave of
sociological writers has argued, c m we not also look in that direction to find

sources of foreign poiicy? If victory and defeat in war, and revolutionary
developments in resource mobilisation, have combined with class coalitions and

balances, commercial agriculture, and the sumival of landed eIites and peasant
masses to produce distinctive regune outcornes, should we not expect the
resulting regimes to have foreign policy, as weU as domestic, "cry stallisations"
rooted in these initial conditions? These are questions which 1hope to answer at

Do~vning,Militmy Rmolution, pp. 239-46.

least partially, through a closer examination of the politics of mobilisation in
major wars, and the postwar consequences of wartime politickation.
Ultimately, the question of revisionist behaviour and challenges to the
status quo is one of how a state, which behaves initially in accordance rvith the
requirements of the new order, cornes to alter its policy. Structure, and relative
power position, can provide only a partial answer to this question. Models of
foreign policy which rely on good judgement and magnanimity as methods of
forestalling revisionism are unable to account for varying responses to similarly
magnanimous or harsh settlements. Finally, models of political development
which explain the emergence of (some) expansionist regimes are unable to
account for the extemal actions of these regimes - or indeed the timing of such
behaviour. To discover the sources of challenges to postwar orders, closer
attention to domestic politics is necessary, but so is attention to the interaction
between domestic and international politics. If different domestic coalitions can

create alternative foreign policy outcomes, international events may also alter the
nature of domestic coalitions.

How might these two levels of politics interact? 1s there a traceable
'rebound' effect originating with and eventually resulting in significant

international conflict, but moderated by domestic political factors? In Chapter 2,
1will outline an alternative mode1 to those assessed above, which may serve to

augment our understanding of the incidence of challenges to international

orders. This in tum will be followed by a series of case studies (Chapters 3

through 6), in which the suppositions of the mode1 will be evaiuated in light of
historical experience. In Chapter 7,1 retum to the questions posed at the

beginning of this chapter, drawing conclusions from the case-histories, and
suggesting how the understandings developed in the dissertation may be of
relevance to the current international situation.

CHAPTER 2

MOBILISATION BARGAINS, COLLUSIVE ILLEGITIMACY,
AND CHALLENGER STATES: A MODEL
In exploring the domeçtic and social origins of postwar order, it rvill be
necessary to probe the relationship of each postwar settlement to the pattern of
social relations during the war. Stated simply, the relevant questions are: what
are the effects of the war on domestic political interaction? and how, if at ail, do
these war-related issues play out with respect to the postwar order? I shall
attempt to provide at least a partial answer to these questions by examining the
political legacies of what I term wartime 'mobilisation bargains'. The mode1 I
develop here has two main extemal-intemal linkages. The first posits the impact
of an event at the systemic level (major war amongst the great powers) on
domestic politics. The second suggests how those domestic political
configurations result in either acquiescence to, or challenge of, the postwar order.

During a major war, the requiremenis of unprecedented levels of
g
to societal
mobilisation often force great-power elites into o f f e ~ bargains
groups in exchange for their increased (or even contuiued) support of the war
effort. This support is usually in the form of accepting materid sacrifices or

heightened likelihood of miiitary service, and the concessions offered by the
regime are often promised as a dividend of the coming victory.
Mobilisation bargains are thus

explicit promises of a) current or future extension of fuller participatorv rights of
citizewhip, or b) future material or territorial benefit, offered by state elites in

wartime to politicdy o r economically disadvantaged domestic groups, in
exchange for maintenance of (or increase in) the level of wartime mobilisation of
these groups.j9

Mobilisation bargains should not be expected to occur

every state participating

in a major war, as there can obviously be varying degrees and duration of

involvement in such struggles. W e should only expect to observe them in
periods of total mobilisation: w here the war effort requires substantial dislocation

of a state's productive capacity combined with a signrficant reallocation of

j9 Note

that the groups identified as being the targets of government bargains are those n o d y

excluded from the centres of political power. Why shodd this be so - what of monied interests,
military castes, or business groups? 1 would argue in response that the latter are typically already

in a position of influence during normal (peacetirne) political interaction, benefiting most from the
normal allocation of rents. The requirements of wartime cause govemments to attempt to obtain
greater Ievels resources; they therefore turn to groups normaiiy considered politicdy expendable
or manipulable.

individuals into the military directly and into war production, in a process
affecting most of the state's major populated regions.
These bargains have two general consequences. First, they create a set of
expectations on the part of previously excluded, politically donnant, or partiaiIy
incorporated groups regarding the specific postwar intentions of the current
regime. Second, they expand the degree to which these groups view themselves
as contracting parties, rather than objects, in the political arena; they therefore act
to raise perceptions of political efficacy on the part of these groups. The very
existence of mobilisation bargains points to the fact that major war is a
politicizing experience, its rnounting level of destruction regularly requiring
hitherto-unknown degrees of deprivation and cornmitment on behalf of the
population. Whether as cause or as consequence, the increasing intensity and
social scope of major war have required the provision of ever-more persuasive
reasons for people to consider themselves citizens and thus inheritors of the
collectivity whose interests they are asked to defend or project.60

60 Typicaliy, the

bargains of which 1 write would be struck not at the outset of a major war - for,

after ail, the leaderships of states in the First World War could hardly have been expected to
anticipate that the stniggle in which they became embroiled would take on the dimensions it did,

or tha t it would provoke severe constitutional crises in a majority of the participating states. 1t is
far from uncommon for leaders and publics to underestimate, rather than overestimate, the
challenge posed by international cofict Thus we shodd expect such bargains in mid-war, as it
were.

Lf concessions are promised, these promises rnay well be honoured in the
postwar period. If they are, we should expect little inter-group conflict or
challenges to regime legitimacy as a result of wartime grievances; what confiict
there is c m be assumed to have other causes (although it is possible that the

keeping of promises rnay also in itself upset existing politicai relatiomhips).
However, not all mobilisation bargains rnay be kept, and there are a

number of reasons why this is the case. First, some incentives offered by
governments to gamer additional support in wartime rnay be predicated on a
victory never achieved, particularly in the case of material considerations such as
land or resources in to-be-conquered territory Moreover, even victory rnay not
bring the influence required to achieve a state's war aims: a leadership's promises
to its population rnay be h s t r a t e d through postwar coalition politics amongst
erstwhile allies. Second, defeat rnay bring regirne change, with a new set of
leaders who refuse to consider themselves hound to honour the bargains entered
into by their immediate predecessors. Third, elites rnay have the option of
changing their minds, or deferring realization of the promised concession. It
should also be clear that regimes offering bargains rnay sometimes have no
intention of honouring their commitments. Either way, and especially in the case
of victorious states, the conclusion of the war rnay bruig regimes a more solid
political footing than when the outcome was in doubt, allowing a retum to
reliance on narrower societal support.

It is important to note at this juncture that the honouring of bargains is not
necessarily a function of victory or defeat. If it was, the implications of the mode1
would be extremely uninteresting. As it is, regirnes which are militarily
victorious may be unable or u n w i h g to respect their commiûnents; equally,
defeated states may encounter domestic intervention by victonous states which
satisfies the expectations of bargain-mobilised groups, or renders wartime
political aspirations and dialogue irrelevant by introducing new incentives and
constraints.
As suggested above, at the conclusion of a major war it is safe to Say that

not every state elite will be in a position to honour the bargains made during the
war. For the purposes of this study, it is those which fail to meet their

commitments which are of most relevance, and it is these cases 1 address in the
following paragraphs.

Do mestic con1itions, collzlsiue illep tirnnq and cltnllenges to postzmr o r h s
Regardless of the objective ability of the state to comply with its wartime
bargains, if substantial portions of the population expect certain concessions or
benefits from the state which are not forthcoming, it is reasonable to expect that
this situation will have adverse effects on the relationship between those g-roups
and the regime.

There are three different situations in which the terms of mobilisation

bargains c m be breached, with differing consequences for postwar domestic

politics. The first condition occurs when the regune fails to meet its side of
bargains struck in wartime, but is perceived by bargain-mobilised groups as
doing so of its own wiIl exdusive of any interference by outside powers: I wül
term this an instance of dnp1icit-y.

The second occurs when the regime iç perceived as failing to meet its
commihnents as a consequence of an arrangement with outside powers, whereby
other powers induce the regime to sacrifice war aims according to certain

domestic and international n o m s of behaviour; or, when the regime appears to
act in tandem with outside powers to frustrate demands arising as a consequence
of mobilisation bargains. This occurrence I will designate collusion.
The third occurs when the regime is cornpletely supplanted by a foreign
occupational-administrative force, rendering commitments of the outgoing

regime moot; 1term this outcome occupntion. These three outcornes are
represented in the table in figure 1.

Figure 1: Domestic perceptions of responsibility for
postwar regime's failure to honour mobilisation bargains

Perceived regi'?ne
inflimzce/responsibili~

high

low

high

collusion

duplicity

low

occupation

n/a61

Each of these circumstances will have different consequences for regimepopulation relations in the post-war era, and for the attitude of individuals in
groups subject to mobilisation bargains towards the domestic and international
components of the postwar order. In the case of duplicity, where the regime acts
to renege on or roll back its wartime commitments independently of the

influence of other states, we should expect the postwar political activity of
groups affected by these actions to directly challenge the postwar domestic order

and thus the legitimacy of the regirne. We have, however, little reason to suspect

6 1 Whiie

logicdy possible, it is extremely unlikely that a regime's failure to deiiver on its

commitmenk would result in no blame king directed at authonty structures.

R

priori that there will be any direct challenge of the legitimacy of the postwar

international order.

In the case of occupation, few are likely to expect the occupying power(s)
to honour bargains made by the departed regime. Moreover, indigenous
political activity approximating the pre-war level is likely to be proscribed for a
considerable period of tune, especially in the case of potential regirne opponents.

in this case, then, a challenge of the regime in the postwar period is unlikely.
The second case, collusion, offers rather more potential for international as
well as domestic unrest than either postwar duplicity or occupation. In such a

case, the targets of domestic discontent are found at both the regime level and at
the international level simultaneously, and it is in these cases that the concepts of
international order and domestic order become difficult to separate. The regime
will likely be viewed by aggrieved groups as excessively acquiescent to the
demands of foreign powers, or as having activelv frustrated elements of its own
population through an international accommodation. In practice, both of these
perceptions may coexist and be mutually reinforcing each situation rendering
the regime cornplicitous in an unsatisfactory postwar order that marufests itself

both in relations among states and in relations within states. Dissatisfied groups
are therefore likely to assai1 the legitimacy not simply of regimes but of the
postwar international order itself. This perception of collrîsive illegitiinnnj is the
precondition for the emergence of a international-revisionist movernent amongst
domestic groups.

Of course, the mere fact that a group (or groups) feels aggrieved by the
dornestic and/or international order and seeks to challenge the legitimacy of that
order is no guarantee that anything will corne of the political activity undertaken
by such a group. We are not dealing with small or marginal groups, as regirnes

forced to make domestic concessions in wartime are likely to court groups of
sufficient number to make an impact on the war effort, and of a degree of
political moderation such that cooperation with the war effort is in the r e a h of
possibility. On the other hand, groups offered bargainç in wartime but then
denied h e m in peacetime are unlikely to be the rnost powerful political actors in
a society, as regimes must perceive such groups as politically expendable except
in the most extreme circumstances. The outcome will depend not only on the

group's desire to challenge the postwar order, but also on the particular allies the
group makes or fails to make in the course of its challenge.
Let us assume, then, that the failure of the regime to make good on its
wartime promise to a particular segment of society has created a moderate-sized
group which considers both the domestic regime and the postwar order to be
mutually reinforcing and equally illegitirnate. The obstacles that such a group

faces are twofold. First, as stated above, the group is unlikely to be large enough
to mount a challenge to the domestic regime on its own: it will require allies,
other groups willing to overthrow or at least reconstitute the ruling elite, with
whom it will be required to logroll. There may be a number of junctures in the
political history of a state where such groups wiU be more comrnon. However,

gaining allies willing to employ extra-constiîutional means to achieve political

change is most iikely under conditions of limited political institutionalization62,
yet also under conditions of Ning expectations of poütical inclusion and political
efficacy. In order to challenge the state through mass movements, members of
different societal groups must have Little faith in current constitutional channels
for redress, yet have enough experience of popular (as opposed to elite) politics
that the concept of mass organization is familiar. Thus if the primary
independent explanation of movements for domestic and international challenge
is a societal perception of collusive illegtimacy, the most important intervening
explanation is that the society has recently undergone an incomplete process of
mass political inclusion, which 1will term nbortive incorpordion.
Second, any attempt at overthrowing the domestic regime will of course
have to either defeat or ensure the abstention of the state's organized coercive
forces: in the face of rnititary opposition, few political coalitions are likely to be
able to effect an extra-constihitional transfer of power. I would argue that there
are three circumstances under which the opinion of the military regarding the
overthrow of the postwar domestic regune would range from neutral to positive.
The first is where one or more groups within a logrolled anti-regime coalition
overlap considerably with current and former military personnel: where the antiregime coalition includes a sigiuhcant portion of veterans of the previous war.

62 See

Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Clianging Societies, New Haven, Yale University

Press, 1968.

The second is in the event that the postwar regime has made a deliberate attempt
to limit the role and d u e n c e of the m i l i t q , causing the officer corps to view
regime change as favourable to the military's sectoral interestF The third

possibility would arise when the military leadership is in ideological conflict with
state elite.
Should conditions of political development provide fertile ground for antiregirne coalitioning, and should any of the three conditions regarding the
rnilitary apply, regime overthrow is the iikely result. But another question arises
here: if bargain-mobilised groups find it necessary to form logrolled coalitions to

gain power, why should we expect their particular agenda to dominate the new
foreign policy of the state? Why should a challenge to the postwar order be the
necessary result of the overthrow of the previous regime?
The answer lies in the peculiarities of logrolled coalitions. As Jack Snyder has

argued with respect to imperialist coalitions, theories of collective action predict that
coalitions composed of heterogeneous interests will produce policies orchestrated such
that each group within the coalition gets what it most desires, at the expense of collective
self-re~traint.~
A significant group within such a coalition, bargain-mobilised groups are

63 See Samuel Finer,

Tire Man on Horseback, second edition, Boulder: Weshnew Press, 1988; pp. 20-

53. For a counter-argumen t w hich suggests tha t institutional constraints ra ther than sectord
interest may be a determinhg factor, see Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldier and the State: nie
Theoy and Practice of Civil-Militmy Relations, Cambridge, M a s . , Harvard University Press, 1957.

Jack Snyder, Myths of Empire: Domestic Politics and International Ambition, Ithaca: Corneil

University Press, 1991, pp. 17,47.

rnost likely among anti-regime groups to have strong foreign policy preferences. We
should therefore expect that while concessions will be made to the domestic preferences
of other groups, foreign policy will be the preserve and prirnary concem of groups
perceiving collusive illegitimacy. Accordingly, regirne change in such circurnstances
shouid be followed by the adoption of a foreign policy intended to contlict with or subvert
the rules of the poshvar order.

Thus, the mode1 suggests four stages. or conditions to be satisfied, for the
emergence of a state challenge of the postwar international order, represented in figure 2.

K e y concepts
At this stage it is necessary to establish working definitions of some of the

main phenornena under consideration. In this section I wiIl elaborate my
understanding of grent poruer, postrunr ordo; nfmmth, nninjor runr, and uictor.
Which states have historically held claim to 'great powerf stahis? In a

study of war involving great powers in the modem states system, JackLevy
argues that this commonly-used concept suffers regularly from imprecise
definition (or even non-definition)?

Attempts to establish objective operational

indicators, while useful, have encountered problems in the weighting of different
componenh of power (for example, the importance of naval versus kmd forces).
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Figure 2: the emergence of postwar challengers
MOBILISATION BARGAIN NOT HONOURED
(group's perception of unjust outcorne)

If yes

u

PERCEPTION OF COLLUSIVE ILLEGITiMACY
(blarne both state and international order)

If yes

u

ABORTIVE INCORPORATION
(poor institutionaiisa tion, conducive to allies, anti-regirne logroli)

I f yes

u

MILITARY ACQUIESCENCE
(military has institutional interest in regime change)

If yes

u

REGIME CHANGE, REVISIONIST FOREIGhTPOLICY

Moreover, the use of intuitively appealing material standards of power ofien
leads to classifications which defy common-sense judgement.

Levy argues that an adequate definition of the t e m must draw on both
objective and percephial criteria. Accordingly, great powers exhibit a h g h level
of military power relative to other states; they have interests which extend far
beyond their borders and include issues of honour or prestige; they have distinct
patterns of behaviour which incfude frequent threats or use of force, regular
interactions with other great powers, and involvement in undenvriting major
geesirategic setilements; they are perceived and treated as equals by other

powers with respect to such issues as alliances, negotiations, and general
attention; finally, they are formdy differentiated from other states through
distinct voting privileges or membership in international organizations or
treaties." These criteria provide Levy with the following list of great powerç
between the years 1395 and 1975:g

Ibid., pp. 16-18.
67

Ihd, pp. 2943.

Figure 3: Great powers from 1495 to 1975

France:
England / Great Britain:
Habsburg Dynasty:
Spain:
Ottoman Empire:
Netherlands:
Sweden:
Russia/ USSR:
Prussia/ Germany/ FRG:
Italy :
United States:
Japan:
China:

What are postwar international orders? In the foilowing analysis this

phrase will sigrufy an attempt by a victorious power (or powerç acting in concert)
to establish and enforce a set of political and economic norms at both the
interstate and state levels. At the interstate level, the realms in which new norms
are promoted will typicalIy include one or both of trade policy and alliance
behaviour, and will certainly include acceptance and adherence to the new
geopolitical status quo. At the state level, postwar orders typically include
expectations regarding the domestic political organization and ideological
outlook of individual states.

Levy coiiapses the Habsburg dynasty and Spain into one entity from 1519 to 1556.

The importance of expanding the conception of order beyond interstate
relations to include domestic politics cannot be overstated. Hedley Bull
developed two conceptions of order in world poütics: world order and
international order. The latter is "a pattern of activity which sustains the
elementary or primary goals of the society of states," whereas the former is a
W
pattern sustaining the goals of social life among humanity as a wh01e.~~

e

this distinction highlights the possibly contradictory relationship between the

two forms, the peacemaking efforts of victorious states often address aspects of
international and world order in a complementary or overlapping fashion. While
past order-creation efforts are often seen as k i n g directed prirnarily at
consmcting international order, questions of human political relationships other
than state-to-state contact regularly appear on the agenda.

Why not define postwar order as simply the avoidance of major war, i.e.
peace? A definition of postwar order linking its existence and duration to the
phenornenon of a 'long peace' is tempting but problematic. To take peace as the
problem of order-creation R prion is to overlook the fact that in previous periods
of histow war was not considered a pathology. Recent research suggests that the
concems of international policy-makers have Buctuated cowiderably in their
content and themes over the longer term.70
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How do we know a challenge of a postwar order when we see one? One
measure of challenge might be the occurrence of another major war. However,

linking the duration of postwar orders to the phenomenon of a 'long peace,'
while tempting, is problematic. To take peace as the problem of order-creation R

prion is to overlook the fact that in previous periods of history war was not
considered a pathology. Moreover, the fact that a çtate demonstrates a
willingness to challenge the posiwar order does not pre-ordain the outbreak of a
large-scale war betrveen the great powers (aithough t h s may be a probable
consequence): there are a number of alternative possible outcornes. The nonoccurrence of war may also be a false guide to stability, as it would exclude the
consideration of 'near-misses'. The question here is thus not the outbreak of
another major war but the appearance of a challenger, by which I understand the
following: a great power whose leadership pursues a foreign poiicy in direct
conflict with the rule content of the postwar order.

What does 'ui direct conflict' mean? First, and most obviously, it can
mean a direct military attack by a great power on one or more other great powers

who are acting as consmictors and guarantors of the postwar order, or on the
allies of those powers. Second, it c m mean a flagrant violation - that is, openly
comrnitted - of key postwar treaty provisions applying specificaiiy to the great
power in question. While providing an exhaustive Iist of provisions conceivably

we c m include in this category arms
falling under this rubric would be dif£~cult,
limitation stipulations, the agreed-upon boundaries of the state in question, and

the binding nature of decisions made by international organizations regarding
security issues. Third, it c m mean a concerted attempt to undermine the

territorial settlement established at the peace conference as it pertains to third
parties, such as giving substantial aid to secessionist or nationalist movements in
territories nominally under the control of other powers.
Over what tirne period should one assess attempts at order creation? I
propose to define aftermath as the generation subsequent to the concIusion of the
war in question - a period of no more than thirty-five years. As a definition this
is inevitably arbitrary, but it does contain at least two merits. First, in this period
the war is SHI a part of the adult experience of majorities of the populations of
the countries involved, and a part of the formative experience of postwar
political leadership: it is reasonable to assume that throughout this period
(although perhaps to a d e c h g extent) the wartime experience will still exert
influence in domestic debates over foreign policy problems? Second, and
conversely, this tirne period should be sufficiently long to get a sense of the
longer-term implications of post-war policies. If, as authors such as Gilpin and
Modelski suggest, major wars are fought to determine the niles of the system, the
distributive benefits of the system, or the modal form of domestic political
organkation, a generation seems a reasonable length of tirne over which to
measure the ability of the victors to maintain a stable order with these
characteristics.

The definition of the victor of such a wax is problematic. First of dl,
identifying the winners of wars through a set of universal criteria has pitfds:
were one to use membership in a winning coalition as a criterion, for instance,
one would arrive at the somewhat counier-intuitive coding of Poland as a
'winner' of the second World War? Second, as order is an interactive and social
phenornenon, subjective perceptions of victor status by contemporary obsewers

must be central to the question of who is attempting to create a new order. Thus
while adhering to standard historical accounts of the outcornes of wars, 1 will relv
on a simple decision rule: victors are those combatant states in a winning
coalition who make a substantial contribution to victory in a major war, or who
are considered by contemporaries to be in a significantly more powerful class at

the conclusion of the war than other coalition members. It is important to note
that victory and defeat are often highly perceptual categories. Technical

membership in a militarily victorious coalition is n priori no guarantee that a state
will realize even a majority of its war aims: the perceived beneficiaries of the

postwar settlement and the members of the winning side need not be identical.
This study considers the aftermaths of major wars only. 1s this justified are they analytically distinct from other wars? While there is considerable debate
-

-

Dan Reiter, Leming, Realism and Alliances, Ithaca, Comell University Press, 1996.
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on the merits of treating large wars as a separate categoryn, rny concem is with
consequences of war, where there is a clear distinction to be made. Major wars
provide numerous opportunities for positive structural change which are not
provided by smaller conflicts. Through their very severity, they provoke the
leading actors to seek changes in the axioms of world politics and in the
behaviour which derives from them. The consequences of the two types of war,
at least in their potential for change, are sufficiently different to warrant separate
treatrnent.

Lf this is true, then we should expect the largest wars to provide the
greatest opportunity - or at least the greatest incentive - for order-creation.74
According to this logic, and the logic of much of the systemic, realist literature on
the topic, it should be after the most wide-spread, severe major wars that the
victorious great powers are most likely to effect new sets of systemic rules and
attempt to enforce those rules. If the degree of warfare varies with the systemic

importance of the issues at stake, major wars are clearly the testing ground for

the pattern of order-creation asserted by numerous theorists. I adopt Levy's
definition of major war (or as he terms it, general war). Levy suggests that a

distinction may be made if the war includes the leading power, most of the other

n See the symposium on this question in International Interactions 16, no. 3,1990.
74 G.JohnIkenberry and Charles A. Kupchan, "Socializationand

Organization 44,S u m e r 1990, pp. 313-14.

hegemonic power," Internarional

great powers, and is sufficiently severe in terms of casualties." He identifies ten

such wars in the modem states system.76
Which of these wars are most relevant to this study? Most studies of

major wars, their causes and their consequences take the mid-seventeenth
century as their starting point, usually arguing explicitly that this point marks the
origin of the modem states system. While I have no disagreement with this
judgement, I would also argue that there is a second watershed point in the
history of major wars to which rather less significance is generdy attributed in
international relations literature, but which nonetheless marks a great shift in the
character of international conflict. This is the end of the eighteenth and the

beginnuig of the nineteenth century, a brief period which marks the end of
absolutism and the beginning of the 'republicanization' of warfare. M e r 1815,
no absolutist regime won another great-power war against a more republican

regune? States, regardless of their form of govemment or legal
acknowledgement of the concept of citizenship, were forced during the

--

'' Levy, "General War", pp. 368-7î.
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ten wars in order of decreasing severity are: World \Var II, World War Ir French
Revolutionary/ Napoleonic, T ' t y Years, Spanish Succession, Seven Years, League of Augsburg,
Austrian Succession, Dutch War of Louis XIV, and Dutch Independence. See ibid., p. 372.

The lone exception king the Franco-Pnissian war: for this to be an anomaiy one must judge the
Second Empire to have had better republican and/or democratic credentials than the
Hohenzollern regime.

Napoleonic Wars and after to resort to new measures to achieve the great levels
of mobilisation required in modem warfare. From the dawn of republicanism,
the questions of the individual's role in warfare and the state's responçibility to

itç inhabitants were tied together in a way they had not before the French
Revolution.
As a consequence, the arguments outlined in the mode1 above should be

most relevant and most apparent in the aftermaths of the three most recent major
wars: the Wars of the French Revolution and Napoleon, the First World War, and
the Second World War. It is therefore on these three case-periods that I wiil
concenhate my research efforts. However, in the interests of cornparison, an
attempt will also be made in future works to trace the differences and similarities
these three periods exhibit with respect to the two largest major wars in the
earlier period, the War of the Spanish Succession and the Th*

Years' War.

Problems of selection bias must be considered at this juncture. First, by
choosing to examine only the three most recent wars, it is possible that 1 have
selected those cases where my argument dealing with elite-mass bargains and
mobilisation will perform best. The French revolution was a particular
watershed in the historical development of world politics, one might argue,
denoting a point after which the commoner had increasing political influence on
the waging of wars and the formulation of foreign policy. As such, 1 have
eliminated cases fom more absolutist periods where postwar foreign policy may

have been less likely to be constrained in any way by the dissatisfaction of
domestic actors.
Second, by selecting only the three most severe major wars, this study may
end up idenhfying a pattern which may not obtain after less severe major wars.

That is, these wars and their dermaths may be sui generis, locating a c h a h of
events unlikely to be replicated in instances where the demands of mobilisation
are less intense, and hence where elite-mass bargains may be non-existent or
insignificant. Where these bargains are not a factor in influencing or constraining
postwar foreign policy choices of combatant states, the mode1 specified above
will have little or no explanatory power.

If my intention was to generalize about the postwar behaviour of great
powers after major wars, regardless of historical epoch, this criticism would be
well-founded. But this is not my intention. L€ some aspects of contlict between
states are timeless and universal, as realism claims, we must also be aware that
others are necessarily time-bound. Recent studies in historical sociology, for
instance, have demonstrated how warfare between states has led to a ratcheteffect extension of control over domestic societies by central statesT8War has
over time altered the intemal composition of the units which conduct it.
In fact, it is just those factors which render the three most recent major
wars different from earlier campaigns - the degree of involvement in foreign

policy of publics, and the unprecedented, mounting severity of those contlictç -

which point to the possibility that there is a qualitative difference in the nature of
domestic political mobilisation and its postwar effects on policy between the last
three major wars and earlier examples of these conflicts. Lf this is the case - and
there seems to be good reason to believe that it is - then generalizing to other
periods would not simply be untenable methodologicdy; it would be pointless.
The model specified above is posited upon a world in which state leaderships
must trade off the costs of expanded political incorporation to receive ifs benefits
in the form of enhanced military mobilisation. In earlier periods where mass

political incorporation or its possibility was not part of state discourse, these
dynamics should not be expected to apply.
1am therefore seeking to idenhfy a phenomenon which is likely unique to

more recent times: it is not my intention to generalize from the outcome of these
recent case studies back through the history of the Westphalian states system.
However, this does not mean that it is not worth applying the argument to these
earlier periods at some later juncture, and it is my eventual goal to expand this
study in just this manner. But for the moment, 1 believe it is worthwhile to
determine whether in fact the pattern my model suggests does in fact exist in the
time period where, if 1 am right, it ought to.
Thus we have criteria for selecting the states involved in this study, the
wars whose aftermaths will be examined, and the length of time of which the

78 Cf.the work

of M i c h e l Mann and Charles T i y on thk issue.

case studies W U be comprised. Unfortunately, this still yields a number of cases
too great to examuie in-depth in this dissertation, as Figure 4 demonstrates.

Figure 4: Great powers in three major wars & postwar periods

Post-1815
Prussia/Germany
France
Britain
Russia
Austria

Pest-1 918
Germany
France
Britain
USSR
USA
Italy

Post- 1945
Germany
France
Britain
USSR
USA
China

One should note that there are two important categories of exclusions

from this list, when compared with Levy's chronological specification of great

powers above. The first is comprised of those states which had great power
status during a major war but lost that status as a consequence of the course of
the war. States falling into this category are Spain after the Napoleonic Wars,

Austria-Hungary after World War 1, and Italy after World War II. Even if
revisionist, such states are unlikely by definition to have much chance of
dismpting the postwar order. The second includes states which are great powers
and were involved in the war, but which for unusual circumstances such as
delayed entry never underwent total mobilisation. States f&g

into this

category include the United States and Japan in World War 1, and France in

World War 11.79 Japan's participation was not of the magnitude of even the
Dominions: the United States was a late entrant, its troops seeing combat only in
the waning months of the contlict, and it suffered little in the way of econornic

dislocation in cornparison with its European allies. There was, not surprisingly,
little in the way of mobilisation bargains offered by the Wilson administration.
The early French departure from the last major war did not, of course, alleviate

the burdens of war for the French people. But the nature of occupation again
hindered bargains between ruling elites and societal groups; those bargainç
which did occur under either the Nazis or Vichy were vitiated by the fact that

both the regimes and groups that benefited from interaction with them were
rendered fundamentally Uegitimate by the war's outcome.
One inclzrsïon which may not be obvious is that of states which were
involved in the war but only obtained great power status in its aftemath. Thus
China, which most certainly underwent sigmficant societal upheaval and
mobilisation from the early 1930s through the second world war, and thus
experienced imperatives for national survivaI similar to those experienced by
major power combatants, was not accepted as a major power until the
consolidation of the revolution and the ensuing stalemate with the United States

in the Korean peninsula (although many of the trappings of great power status
were bestowed on Nationalist China immediately upon conclusion of the
Japanese war.

79 On

the exclusion of Japanas a case, see Chapter 7,fn.1.

Returning to the problem of case selection, certain other cases may be
excluded from further consideration. First, there are those states whose defeat
was of such magnitude, and whose regime was in consequence so politicaily
discredited through national min (and possibly moraily dixredited through
revelation of wartime atrocities), that no politically tenable arguments could be
made in the postwar period regardhg the injustice of the wartime regime's
broken promises. That is to Say, in total defeat, the outcome 1described above as
'occupation', the promises of the ousted regime are moot. In this category, there
are grounds for the exclusion of Germany and Japan after 1945; one may also
make a good case that the revulsion exhibited towards the Vichy regime after the
liberation of France also rendered remote the possibiüty of any political action

based on bargains struck with the Pétain goverment. In all these t h e cases, 1
would argue that it was the moral rejection of the wartime regime which
curtailed the chances for rebeilion against the domination of the occupying
forces. A second category of state to be excluded is any case where another

theory provides a convincing exphnation, and such is the case with Japanafter
1918.

The cases 1will examine are those of Germany and Italy after the first
world war, France and Pnissia/Germany after the Napoleonic Wars, and China

after the second world war. With fifteen potential cases, and a practical limit of
no more than five case studies in a work of this length, I can make no claim to be

'testing' a theory as that practice is nonnally understood. However, there are
some reasonable justifications for my case choices:
Rather than a general theory of challengers, I am only attempting to provide

an explmation which addresses a gap in the literature: that of challenges in
the immediate postwar penod, where other theones fail to account
completely for the ernergence of the challenger. Consequently, the three
anomalous 20th century challengers (Germany, Itaiy, and China)must be
included over others.

By including the two cases from the post-Napoleonic period, 1add two cases
where no challenge occurred. Yet in both cases mobilisation bargains were
extended and then rescinded, satisfying the early conditions of the model.
With conb-ary outcomes, these cases thus allow exploration and refmement of
causal suppositions.

The inclusion of cases from al1 three time periods and from separate cultural
settings frees the analysis hom a more parochial focus.

The cases represent every box in a matrix plotüng success in war against
subsequent revisionist behaviour; that is, there exist in this h i t e d set hYo
victors that challenged (Italy and China), one victor that didn't challenge
(Pmssia/Germany post-1815), one loser that chdenged (Germany post-1918),

and one loser that didn't challenge (France).
Thus, while irnperfect, the research design gives what I believe to be the
maximum breadth and depth of materid in such a s m d number of cases. If not

'testingr a theory,1a m through a series of structured, focussed comparative cases
engaged in theory <ievelupnmt.Q Beyond these concems, I hope through the case
analysis simpIy to refine and broaden understanding of the origins of revisionisrn
and of challenger states, through the contribution of a new type and a mode1 to

complement existing understandings. T ' u s , this dissertation is not an attempt to
explain al1 challengers, past, present and future, by reducing the universe of
possible causes to one master variable - that goal is Iikely unaitainable. It is an
attempt to idenhfy and explain parallel circumstances in a number of cases of

challenge unexplairted by other theories, and is thus only the search for one piece

of a general puzzle.

so See Aiexander L.George, "Case Studies and Theory Development: The Method of Structured,
Focused Cornparison". in Diplomacy: New Approaches in History,

nzeoy and Policy, edited by Paul

G.Lauren, New York. Free Press 1979; "Case Studies and ïheory Development", an address to
the Workshop on Political Economy & international Securiîy, McGiil University, October 1994.

CHALLENGE ATTAINED: GERMANY & ITALY AITER THE
GREAT WAR
Ln November 1918, Germany was a defeated state. Its a r m y had
surrendered unconditionally to the Entente powers at Compiegne, its economy
was in a shambles, the living standards of its population had dropped to near
subsistence in many areas, and socialist revolutionaries had replaced the imperial

r e p e days before the armistice, leaving German domestic politics in turmoil.
There was soon to follow even greater economic dislocation: a period of unheard-

of inflation, occupation of key German industrial areas by a foreign power, and
the payment of reparations to the victorious states as part of the peace settlement.
Italy presented a different picture. Though temporarily on the defensive
in the fa11 of 1917, the Italians had driven their primas, antagonists, the

Austrians, back into Austrian territory by the end of the war, capturing portions
of the northem Adriatic Coast and the South Tyrol, including severaI major
towns, in the process. Moreover, Austria-Hungary as a political unit was on the
verge of collapse, leaving a political void and thus opportunities for expansion
into long-claimed territory in the north-east.
Yet in the next two decades, these two states - the one politically divided,
defeated, and in economic min, the other victorious and strategically secure,
were both (together with Japan) to challenge by force of a n n s the terms of the

Versailles peace seMement and the authority of its offspring, the League of
Nations. In this chapter, devoted to both the German and the ItaIian cases, 1

will explore the ongins of these challenges of the postwar order. 1 hope to show
that knowledge of the societal political expectations deriving from the wartime
experience is critical to an understanding of these two states' later behaviour. In
demonstrating this, 1also hope to illuminate the ways in which structural
theories are unable to account in full for the events of the 1920s and 1930s.
Finally, 1 wish to suggest that the events in both these countries in the interwar
period are but two instances of a more general pattern.

These are perhaps the 'easiest' cases for the model presented here. They
are easy because it would be surprising if the model did not hold true in these
instances. There is a wealth of documentation regarding the experience of the
First World War in German and Italian society, much of it pointhg to extreme
dissatisfaction wiih the postwar regime on the part of large social groups. There
is ample evidence that in both states aggrieved groups mobilised due to the

wartime experience, and that their goals were subversive both with respect to the
domestic postwar regime and to the international postwar order. Finally, it is
clear that democracy was partly but inçufficiently institutionalised in both
countries by 1918.
Yet these two cases also provide interesting contrasts. Germany was
defeated and lay at the mercy of the victorious powers. Italy was one of the
war's victors, at Ieast norninally; and this nominal status dowed the Italians to

take their place amongst the winning coalition at the Congress of Versailles.
Another area of difference is timing. While the Fascistç seized power in Rome a
decade before the Nazis did so in Berh,

the revisionist elements of Mussolini's

foreign policy were slow to reveal themselves. Within months of assuming
power Adolf Hitler had made his intentions regarding the provisions of
Versailles perfectly clear.
1 hope to show that in both cases there are four commonalities. First,

during the war there were specific bargains made between the state and societal
groups, whose expectations regarding the fruits of participation were raised
accordingly. Secondly, in both cases these bargains were not honoured because
(at least in terms of public perception) the postwar regime wilhily damaged or
sacrificed the interests of domestic groups for the benefit of foreign actors,
through weakness or duplicity. Third, this attribution of blarne and resentrnent
led to the formation of coalitions dedicated to the overthrow both of domestic
and foreign arrangements. Fourth, such an overthrow became possible because
while recent incorporation and politicisation had served to mobiiise
unprecedented portions of the population, the political fonns designed to bear
the weight of mass participation were insufficiently institutionalised.

Why, and how, did Germany re-emerge as a challenger state less than two
decades d e r king subject to the peace terms of the victorious Entente powers?

The literature on this topic is, to Say the least, considerable. However, we may
sum up the major responses to this question as resembling one of the following:

A. The rise in German economic might was only interrupted temporarily

by the First World War. German relative power in the intewar penod
became increasingly incornmensurate with the country's abject
international standing, ultimately leading to rnilitary clashes with
established, status quo great powers.8'

B. By imposing harsh peace terms, idenûfying Germany as primarily
culpable for the war, and by choosing to isolate the Germans and strip
them of their status as a great power, rather than reintegrating postwar
Germany into the international system, the Entente powers sowed the
seeds of the postwar order's own destruction. Magnanimity at the peace

See the work of Güpin, e.g.

table, rather than the creation of a pariah state, would have been a more
prudent course for the British, French, and A m e r i c a n ~ . ~ ~

C. The fundamentally illiberal nature of Gerrnan development, combined
with the immediate and indirect economic consequences of the first world
war, led to the emergence of reactionary authoritarian responses to the

crises of the 1920s and 1930s. The fascist regime which emerged was
intrinsicaily hostile to both liberal democracy and state socialism.83

In sum, we are presented with the three standard explanations for the emergence
of a challenger state: rising power, exclusion, and domestic/systemic dissonance.
1 believe none of these arguments are fully satisfactory, and 1 shaL1 deal with

them in tum.

Rising pozuer. The plainest objection one c m make to this argument is to
raise the question: if so, then why Germany and not other countries? and indeed,
why Germany at all? If rising power on its own is to account for the emergence
of a German threat to the international system in the 1920s and 1930s, then one
must establish several thihgs. First, it must be clear that German economic

S2 E.g. Cam, Holsti and/or Kissinger; this argument emerges through an economisfs

somewhat indirectiy

lems

- in John Maynard Keynes' contemporary critique of the Versailles

setîiement, 711e Economic Consepences of the Peace.
83 On this point, see Ralf

Dahrendorf, Society and D e m o m q in Gennany, Westport, Conn.:

Greenwood Press, 1979. This argument is also inherent in Moore, Social Ongins.

-

power had rebounded sufficiently from the effects of the first world war to
become once more a sigruhcant threat to the position of the leading economic
powers, Great Britain and the (increasingly dominant) United States. Upon
examination, this would not appear to be the case. The currency/inflation crisis
of 1923 was the most devastahg in the history of the modem industrialised
world, and had lasting effects on German capital reserves, investment and
industry. While the slackening of reparations demands and improved fiscal
~~
with a global economic upswing,
management in the Iater 1 9 2 0 combùied
produced improved German economic performance, German economic
performance and positioning relative to the two other large industrial Western
economies was far less irnpressive at the end of the decade than it had k e n prior
to the war.* It is tme that at the outbreak of war

in 1939, the German economy

had achieved greater levels of productivity and output, and had completed a
sigruficant program of rearmament. Most of this increase in output, however,
was obtained at the cost of massive deficit financing, and was unsustainable
under peacetime conditions.= This is to Say that in fact, the resurgence of

"See Charles F. Doran and Wes Parsons, "War and the Cycle of Relative Power". Arnerîcan
Political Science Rmiew, vol. 74,1980.
Doran and Parsons (p. 957) note that "tothe extent that reiative capabüity is accurately
depicted [by their measures of power], the German revanche under Hitler was remarkable not for
its proximity to victory but for ik recklessness and high probability of defeat in the face of

overwheiming latent d t v y capability ekewhere in the system".

German economic power that did occur prior to WWII was the result of the

conscious placement of the German economy on a war footing. An economic
boom as the consequence of an extemally agressive agenda c m not in tum be

identified as the root cause of that revisionism.
However, even if one were to accept the assertion that German economic
resurgence was responsible for the shift in German foreign policy between 1927
and 1937, one would be required to enquire whether the same was tnie of other

countries whose economies were advancing relative to the international

economic hierarchy of the tirne. In particular, if it is growth in the power of the
German economy which is identified as the root cause of Gerrnan revisionism in
the interwar period (or as is even more commoniy argued, in the first half of the

twentieth century), the hajectory of the United States becomes problematic. If

Germany was challenging Britain's industrial dominance and global reach in this
period, then the United States should have presented the British with an even
greater security threat. By the eve of the h s t world war it was the US, and not

Germany, which ranked with Britain as one of the two leading econornies
(export, industrial, or otherwise) of the developed world. Yet for the British the
Americans posed no security threat. By the mid 1920s the US had passed Britain
as the world's industrial leader, and New York had supplanted London as the
centre of world finance, in perhaps the most peaceful leadership transition in the
history of the western states system. In fact, so littie was the American threat to

Britain's international stature acknowledged, policy-makers in London continued

to behave as if British international economic predominance had k e n
rnaintained.a6

While German recovery might have made possible the Nazi rearmament
program of the 1930s,it is not evident that the recovery was of such magnitude

as to precipitate a stniggle between Germany and the dominant economic
powers of the day.

Excliision. Just as the great powers were magnanimous in their treatment
of France at the concIusion of the Napoleonic Wars, so did they deal harshly with

Germany at V e r d e s . It is commonly argued that this harshness is a central
cause of subsequent German revisioni~rn.~~
Despite the fact that Germany's
rnilitary defeat in the field was ambiguous, the Germans were denied adequate
voice in the international arena. German resources were confiscated or
redirected through reparations requirements, and Germany was prohbited from
maintainhg a rnilitary cornmensurate with its size and security needs.
Accordingly, the German leadership drew on widespread domestic antipathy to
the terms of the settlement to embark on a program of international redress.

Brawley, Liberal Leadership; Stephen Rock, M y Peace Breaks O i l t Great P a w r Rapprochement in
Historicnl Perspective, Chape1 Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989.

Kissinger, in exphinhg the power of 'legitimacy' as an o r d e ~ prhciple,
g
suggests that it
"irnplies the acceptuice of the framework of the international order by aU major powers, at least

There is much substance to this daim, and 1 have no wish to dispute the
assertion that domestic dissatisfaction with the terms of the Versailles settlement
was a leading conhibutor to subsequent German international behaviour. It is
completely consistent with the argument 1WU advance below. However, by
itself this daim is incomplete for one reason, which 1 shall pose as a question: if

the terms of the settlernent made Gennan revisionism inevitable, why was a

change of regime required before a revisionist foreign policy emerged?
This objection relates to the "levels of analysis problem" in international

relations.88 When this argument is made, the usual explicit or implicit point of
cornparison is that of France in 1815 at the Congress of Viema. Magnanimous
treatment of France, it is argued, kept that state from seeking an overthrow of the
Concert system of early-mid nineteenth-century Europe. Yet the mode1 of the
states system employed is almost exclusively that of billiard-balls: France did not
respond aggressively or renew ifs previous aims of European dominion because
it runs trented as an equal. Distinctions between regime views of the settlement

and societal views of the settlement are not usually considered, despite the fact
that considerable differences did exist.89

to the extent that no state is so dissatisfied that, like Grmany after the Treaty of Versailles, it
expresses i ts dissafisfaction in a revolutionary foreign policy". See A World Restored, pp. 1-2.
See J. David Singer, "The Levels of Analysis Problem in Intemationai Relations", World Pulitics,
1961.
89

As wüi be argued in the next chapter.

If differences between societal views of the settiement and regime views of

the settlement are unaddressed or considered unimportant, we cannot explain
why it was that the Nazi regime almost immediately set about altering the
international status quo within which its Weimar predecessors had b e n
operating. Nor are the differences in foreign policy minor. The Weimar regirne
conformed with or tolerated many of the most humiliating conditions of the
Versailles treaty, whereas the Nazis were consistent in their condomnation of this
acquiescence and were quick to violate the beaty's tems in blatant fashion.
Weimar politicians sought and received admission to the League of Nations and
other postwar international organizations; Hitler acted with utter contempt for
the concems and goals of the league. In this case, then, the second postwar
regirne acted in accordance with the predicted behaviour of an excluded,
defeated great power. The first did not. Why it didn't, and how that may have
affected the behaviour of the regime that replaced the Weimar system, are
questions which are more fully addressed in the discussion below.
Do~nestic/sysfenidissomnce. This argument is found more in implicit than in

explicit form, and in fact my discussion of it stems more from my derivations

from the political development literature than from any direct thesis. Twentiethcentury challenges to the security of the Western liberal states system and the
survival of the individual states composing that system have corne primarily
from states whose domestic political development followed a markedly different
trajectory, eventually amving at a non-democratic, authoritarian outcorne. The

majority view, to be found mostly in partidm case histories rather than as a
general statement, is that these states have then actively sought confrontation
with liberal democracies. A minority would suggest that the liberal democracies

have sought confrontation with these states to at least an equivalent degree?

This argument can also be found with reference to the case of France in the
years subsequent to the French Revolution. Whether due to the ideological

imlrialism of revoiutionary elites or the reaction of consenrative monarchies to

their regicidal regirne, France' s constitutional status was at the core of the major
military conflicts on the European continent in the ensuing two decades. One

may also say the same of the Soviet Union and China in the aftermaths of their

For example, the iiterahire on the origuis of Soviet foreign policy is vast, falling roughly into
three schook: ideological (antipathy to capi talism), reactive (defensive,nationaliçt), and

essentialist (historicai continuity of Russian expansionism). See, e.g., Adam B. tTlam,Expansiotz
and Coexistence: Soviet Foreign Policy 2 91 7- 1973, New York, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1974; R.N.

Carew-Hunt "The Importance of Doctrine", and Samuel L. Sharp, "NationalInterest Key to

Soviet Politics", in Alexander D m ,ed., Soviet Conduct in World Afairs, New York, Columbia
University Press, 1960; Zbigniew Brzezinski, The Grand Failure, The Birth and Death of Communism
in the Twentieth Cenfuy, New York, Scribner, 1989. Richard Pipes' numerous works have long

upheld the essentialist view; Stephen Cohen's equaiiy numerous, the defensive.

revolutions. The point is the sarne: constitutional and ideological divergence
from the n o m is a root cause of conflict between normative and deviant states?
1 will leave aside the question of whether in the individual cases referred

to above this approach is an adequate explanation of state behaviour, and
concentrate simply on the G e m a n case. Can we account for the emergence of a
revisionist German foreign political agenda in the 1930s by exarnining the
implications of ideology and regime change in Germany? Several things are
clear. First, National Socialist antipathy towards bourgeois democracy, and even
more torvards Bolshevism, is well-documented. Second, we know from rnuch
recent research that while democracies tend not to fight each other, they do fight

often and vigorously against non-democratic states92 Why this occurs is a
subject of much debate, but in accordance with this argument, it may weil stem
from an inherent antithesis between the foreign policy goals of democratic and

non-democra tic states.

91 See J.

Samuel Barkin, "LegitimateÇovereignv and Risky States", in Schneider and W e i t m w .

eds., Enforcing Cooperation: "Risky" States and the httentational Mmagement of Conjlict (under review
a t time of writing).
92 See

Michael Doyle, "Liberalism and World Potitics". A maican Political Science Revitw, vol. 80,

no. 4, 1986;R.J. Rummel, " Libertariankm and Ln tema tional Violence", Ioumal of CouJict Resolu tion

27, March 1983; Carol R. Ember, Melvin Ember and Bruce Russett, "Peace Between Partiapatory

Polities:A CrossCultual Test of the 'Democracies Rarely Fight Each M e r ' Hypothesis", W d d
Polih'cs, vol. 44,July 1992..

In general, there is much to be saîd for this approach to the question,and
rather than suggesting major Baws in this argument 1 will only Say that the

argument by itseif is incomplete. Certainly there appears to be much evidence
suggestïng that states whose constitutional makeup rnakes them unorthodox are
involved at the heart of numerous system conflicts. But if simple dissonance
between Germany's domestic political and ideological characteristics and those
of other states is to explain the rise of German revisionism, there needs to be

specified a causal mechanism. Even if un-like constitutional entities pose
intrinsic existential threats to one another, which seems possible but doubthl,
there s t i l l needs to be explored the question of how those threats corne to be, and
which way the causal arrow points. 1s it the case. for instance, that some sort of
evangelical urge exists within some/ many/aU ideologies which leads inevitably
to conflict with others? Or do new ideologies form hostile policies toward

outside societies because of the initial treatment they receive from
traditional/dominant political actors and structures? 1have suggested in
Chapter 1that in fact this linkage, wlule implied, remains to be specified, and
hnpe to explore this area more thoroughly in this case study.

The runrfime expenènce
Germany entered the war as an autocratic society possessed of relatively
minimal democratic foms and a highly restricted suffrage. The decades

preceding the war had seen considerable class conflict. However, as in many
other European states, the German labour movement, which had previously k e n
engaged in highly antagonistic relations with both employers and the state, fell in
h e with other social groups in supporting the war effort. Its political a m , the

Social Democratic Party (or SPD), threw its parliamentary support behind the
govemment in the initial debates on war hancing.
With Geman society caught up in a patriotic fervour, the first months of
the war saw the formation of the burBfneden, or interna1 tnice. Socialist leaders,
persuaded by Bethmann Hollweg that Gennany had been forced into a defensive
war, and keen to derive greater legitimacy in the eyes of the larger world of

potential domestic political support, came quickly to support the miiitary,
economic and social requirements of a war that most assumed would be over in
weeks or m0nths.~3

The war, of course, was not over by Christmas. The Geman offensives to
the east and west faltered in the face of Russian, French and British counter-

attack, and a relentless war of attrition set in which was to bring concentrated
slaughter to Europe in a manner not previously seen. In Germany shortages
emerged in the first winter of the war, leading to the introduction of rationing by
February 1915. Poor harvests in 1916 and 1917 and shortages of fuel for heating

and transportation led to greater hardships, with the winter of Wl6/ 17 bringing
-
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V.R. Berghahn, Modern G m a n y : Society, economy and politics in the twentieth cenhtry (second

edition), Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1987; pp. 41-42.

a wave of deaths due to hypothermia and starvation (as well as a large rise in

infant r n ~ r t a l i t y ) . ~ ~

By the second year of the war the sacrifices and privations king endured
by both the civilian population and those in the military were gradually eroding
the spirit of collective effort which characterized the early period of the conflict.
In particular, the initially remarkable degree of solidarity achieved in industrial

relations began to give way to higher degrees of labour unrest (see table below).

By the 'tumip winter' of 1916/17 there were increasing numbers of strikes and
demonçtrations of open hostility on the part of sections of the working class
against those groups seemingly unaffected by the crisis: the rich, the red or
alleged war profiteers, and privileged workers in strategic industries,95 who
themselves were exploiting their own situation. Wartime shikes typically
involved higher numbers of employees but were settled much more quickly than
were stoppages in peacetime (primarily due to the significantly higher

bargainhg power of workers in key industries).

94 Berghahn, Modent

G m a n y , pp. 49-50. Berghahn notes that "according to some estimates more

than 700,000''deaths occurred due to starvation & hypothermia in the winter of 1916/17.
95 JurgenKocka,

Facing Total Wm,G m n Society, 1914-1918, (Barbara Weinberger, tram.)

Leamington Spa, Berg, 1984, pp. 11-43.

Figure 5:
Labour unrest in Germany, 1913 - 1917%

For the middle class, dissatisfaction manifested itself in protest against the
narrowing gap between segments of the working class and themselves, as welI as
in discontent over the inequitable distribution of food. In particular, the

phenornenon of relative class standing is a key to understanding German poiitics
b o t . during and after the war. Never great in real econornic terms, class and

status differences between industrial labourers on the one hand, and white-collar
workers, small artisans and shopkeepers on the other, were an inordinate source
of pride amongst middle and lower-middle class groups in the early decades of

this century. The rising power (and earnings) of the working class had shrunk

the gulf in real power between the two groups substantially. During the war, the
relative shortage of labour accelerated this trend, such that the real earnings and

% Adapted

fo m Berghahn Modm G m a n y , p. 3M.

living standards of key groups of labourers far exceeded those of many rniddle-

class sectors.
The traditional anti-confrontationist and statist perspective of the

mittelstnnd gave way to both leftward and rightward radicalisation? On the left,
a number of middle class groups cooperated with elements of the left in seeking a

compromise peace, with a return to the statu 4210 ante and the introduction of

domestic political refonns. White-collar employees' associations for the hrst tirne
began to resort to strike tactics and collective bargainhg to shore up their
position. Radicalism amongst middle-level employees was felt sharply in many

of the largest German firms, among them Siemens and AEG, and white-collar

unions joined with manual unions in support of anti-annexationist(procompromise peace) political groupings such as the Volksbundfrir F r e i h t und

Vaterlrrnd98

O n the right, middle and upper class groups called for a victorious peace
(siegfned),the motivation for which was twofold: a resounding German victory

would certainly provide the imediate benefits vocalIy demanded by these

Geraid D. Feldman, Amy, 1ndustr-tand Labor in Gennany Z9Z4-Z918, Princeton, Princeton
University Press, 1966,pp. 283-291;Kocka, Total War, pp. 98-110.
98

Kocka, Total Wm, pp. 91-98, provides a far more detailed discussion of this phenornenon.

actors, but would also forestd the momentum for domestic political changes
sought by the lefi?

The bargnin
To combat the potential unravelling of the war effort, and in the absence of
sufficient material resources to Iighten the burden of the aggrieved groups, the

regime was forced to make concessions of a political variety. It is clear in
retrospect that the politicising experience of the trenches was not lost on German
poüticd and industrial leaders at the tirne, and was central to domestic policy

thinking early on. The fears of the German elite may perhaps best be summed up
by remarkç made by Krupp direaor and industrialist Alfred Hugenberg to the

Kriegsnussclws (War Board of German Industry) in late 1914:

The consequences of the war WU in themselves be unfavourable for the
employers and industry in many ways. There can be no doubt that the capacity

and wiiIingness of the workers retuming from the front to produce will suffer
considerably when they are subordinated to factory discipiine. One will
probably have to count on a very increased sense of power on the part of the
workers and the labour unions which will also find expression in increased
demands on employers and for legklation.1~

Berghahn, Modem Gennany, p. 54.
IW lbid., p. 52.

The possibility of reform in exchange for participation in the struggle was raised
in the earliest days of the war by the Kaiser's message of 4 August 1914, in which
he had remarked that '1 recognize no more parties; 1 know o d y Germans,' - a

speech instrumental in securing the degiance of the SPD in voting war creditç.101
However, at Bethmann Hollweg's urging the Kaiser's Easter message of 1917 was
more substantial, promising the abolition of the blatantly exclusionary Prussian
three-tier franchise, long the focal point of resentment amongst the working
class.102
For his part, however, and to forestail the need for such reform,
Hugenberg advocated a different strategy: "We would therefore be weU advised,
in order to avoid intemal difficulties, to distract the attention of the people and to

give fantasies concerning the extension of German territory room to play".l03
And in fact it tumed out to be the middle class, as much as the working class,

whose support was lured through promises of territorial expansion and national
aggrandisement. The Supreme Command, eager to create a countenveight to the
political concessions wrought by the workers' strike tactics, sought to establish an
anti-reformist coalition around the question of war aims. In 1917, at
Ludendorff's instigation, a right-nationalist party favouring large-sale
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annexation of foreign territory (the Vaferhndpmtei or Fatherland Party) was
established under Tirpitz, attracting strong middle class support in the latter
stages of the conflict - it boasted a membership in 1918 of 1.2 million - especially
amongst higher-grade civil servants. One should note that this platform was not
u n i v e r d y appealing to the rniddle class: as noted above, other segments of the
rnidd le class, in particular w hite-cdar employees, were dnven leftwards in the

demand for the extension of political rights for themselves.~~
Thus through a combination of promises regarding poiitical inclusion, the
removal of class barriers, and postwar irnperial expansion, the Hohenzollern
regime maintained (if barely) the mobilisation of the Gerrnan middle and
w o r h g classes, despite the plummeting popularity of the mling caste itself.
After the initial euphoria of 1914 had evaporated, tenuous adherence of the broad

mass of German society to the b z w g f n e h and the promise of social and national
advance was nursed through the promise of a future golden age, whether
conceived in bourgeois-nationalist or social-egalitarian tenns. This situation
prolonged the life of the imperial regime through the winter of 1917-1918 until
the last months of the war, when the last hope of victory (and thus of the

realization of the regime's promises) diçappeared, and defeat finalfy appeared
inevitable.'05

Poshunr perceptions

The Geman revolution culminating on 9 November 1918 brought a
coalition of leftist and left-centre politicians to power in place of the imperial
Hohenzollern regime, the Kaiser having abdicated that çame day. Initially
supported by a large number of Workers' Councils which had emerged in the
w&g

days of the war, the coalition (led by SPD leader Friedrich Ebert) soon

distanced itself from the councils, which it suspected of attempting to replicate
the role of the Russian soviets as autonomous power sources.106 The
revolutionary regime itself was, in cornparison to Russian Bolshevism, moderate,

and moved relatively swiftly to occupy the centre ground. By 1919 Ebert had
allied his government to a variety of conservative forces in order to forestall the
demands and activities of radical left revolutionary movements such as the
Spartacists (whose own uprising was forcibly put down with the aid of the Free
Corps, right-wing volunteer paramilitary units composed mainly of veterans).'"
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The revolution itself was greeted initidy with cautious favour in middle
class circles. It represented a repudiation of the now thoroughly-dismedited
imperial regime and the stratified, deferential society of the pre-war penod.
Animosity towards the discord of party politics, and longing for the emergence
of a genuine 'people's state' and a bourgeois-led volksprtei were cornmon themes
in middle class German politics, and the bourgeois press were often enthusiastic
in their initial assessments of the revoIution.~@?
Among those groups of the

middle class most radicalised by the wartime experience, particularly whitecollar groups, there was broad if tacit approval: Jurgen Kocka writes that among
these groups "the effect of inflammatory, partly radicaiising wartime experiences

and rapid adaptation to changing conditions appears to have been a relatively
passive but basically tolerant and affirmative attitude towards the R e v ~ l u t i o n " . ~ ~

However, many of these attitudes were soon to change with the initial
republican attempts at socialisation. Moreover, while by the early 1920s the
socialist wave had crested, it was replaced by a corporatist accommodation
between capital and labour that was to characterize both the economics and the
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politics of the mid-to-late Weimar e r a 9 The middle class, its repreçentatives

split into nurnerous single-issue or protest parties, or subsumed under
aristocratic party leadership, found itseIf squeezed between capital and labour as
it had k e n in the war. The nominal political inclusion gained in November 1918
was more than offset by the fundamental corporatist exclusion of the mitfelstnnd
in the 1920s.111

The Weimar period in German politics is often characterised as one of
fragmentation. According to this thesis, the multiplicity of parties in the
Reichstag, many of whom were explicitly anti-republican and/or antidemocratic, rendered coherent democratic government impossible: in particular,
this was true of bourgeois parties. While there is much to be said for this thesis,
it does not mesh particularly weiI with the judgement of numerous h i s t o r i a
regarding Gennan middle class antipathy towards political discord.112

Peter Fritzsche, in his study of middle-class nationalism and pre-fascist
movements in Weimar Germany, squares the circle. Fritzsche contrasts the welldocumented anomic characteristics and hend towards the political fragmentation
of narrow economic interests that characterised bourgeois politics in the Weimar

Charles S. Maier, Recasting Bourgeois Europe, Stabilization in France, Germany and ltaly in the

Decade after World W a r 1, Princeton, Princeton University Press,1975. This remarkable work
remains the definitive treatment of the postwar decade in Europe.
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penod with another feature: that of increasingly united bourgeois para-political
movements, and attempts to achieve bourgeois unity in the face of the elitist
traditional middle class parties,ll3 the republic and the socialist working class.
Rather than as a disintegration, Fritzsche sees the Weimar period as an era of
disillusionment and subsequent redirection of the energies of the middle class.

The gradua1 deciine of support for the traditional parties and the proliferation of
splinter groups, along with the huge popularity of groups such as the Stahhelm
and the Landvoik, stemmed from the promise of wartime and revolutionary
events leading middie class Germans to expect and desire inclusion and
representation in a genuine uolkspnrtei; expectations shattered by the actud
repu blican outcorne:

Throughout the Weimar period, burghers championed their political ambitions
with greater resolution, but wavered between voicing them as constituents of
occupational and economic interests or as partisans of a nationalist, antisocialist
cause. The coilapse of the traditional parties and rise of the National Çocialists

can be comprehended ody by shifting back and forth between the forces that
disassembled and reconstmcted the bourgeois poIity."4

Il3

Of which the three most sipficant were the Gemian National People's Party (Deufschnationale

Volkspartei or DNVP),the G e m Democratic Party (Deutsche Demokratische Parfei or DDP),and
the German People's Party ( D mtsche Volkspartei or DVP).
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Of the two groups aggrieved by the war, the middle and working class,
the latter was mollified to a greater extent than the former by the domestic
settlement, for several reasons. Fust, the revolution, though in eventual
substance little more than iiberal-democratic in nature, was in name a socialist
revolution, with SPD elite members fonning much of the central administrative
core and occupying the Reich presidency. Left-wing dissent was defeated in
spirit by the fact that many former socialist opposition members were now in
government, and in practice by the repression of the Spartacist uprising, the
assassination of key radical leaders Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Kautsky, and the
greater street strength of rightist paramilitary groups and veterans. Second,
whatever Weimar consensus existed was created as industrial elites came to a
corporatist accommodation with the working class. The Stinnes-Legien
agreements, reached just days after the toppling of the imperial government, had
established a series of cooperative measures between a number of the largest
Ruhr unions and employers' groups. The major institutional outcome of the
Stinnes-Legien pact was a cooperative labour-management association (the

Zentrnlnrbeitsgerlleischnft or ZAG). InitialIy conceived by managerial elites as a
method of containing working class activism in the early days of the Revolution,
for left-moderate trade unionists the ZAG was soon preferred to the government
or the radical workers' counciis as a tool for achieving concessions favourable to
workers. Charles Maier notes that as much as it represented industrialists'

concessions by providing a method for industrial workers to advance their own
interests, the ZAG was a "cntical moderating force" in the early period of the
revolution."5
This is not to Say that the Weimar period was one of unblemished labour
peace. The early 1920s were ones of enormous upheaval, and industrial unrest
continued at high levels through the years of the great financial crisis of 192224.116

However, lefi-wing dissatisfaction and political activism was divided into

three different channels, which by working againçt each other were ultimately
self-defeating. C o opied (if cynicalIy) by industry, the large industrial unions
ultimately found corporatist accommodation with capitalists of greater efficacy in
achieving their goals than democratic political routes. The govemment, largely
populated by socialistç and their moderate allies, was pushed to the right by
leftist violence in the early stages of the republic, yet found itself unable to deal
effectively with its traditional opponents in the business community who
preferred to deal directly with the workers. Finaily, the extreme left, weakened
by the failure of the Spartacists, and faced with right wing opponents who were
quite willing to top any leftist show of force, remained committed to opposing
the republican leadership as having betrayed the revolution, thus distancing
themselves decisively from their only conceivable allies.
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The differences between the experiences of the right and left in wartime

and Weimar Gennany can be summarised in three ways. First, the goals of the
right were more intimately tied to the outcome of the war than were those of the
left. Second, while for the left the revolution generated a postwar regime which
(while presenting different problerns) was less objectionable than its predecessor,
for the right the new regirne was soon rejected as fundamentally Uegitimate.
Third, under Weimar's corporatist arrangements, middle-class interests were

grossly underrepresented in societal pacts and bargains. Fouth, the left viewed
with ambiguity its role in seeking liberalisation at home and a compromise peace

during the war; for the right, the role of domestic wartime opposition, combined
with a mistaken belief that the Gennan army was undefeated in the field, led to
the (widely-exploited)myth of the 'stab in the back', conveniently holding the
republic responsible not only for middle class Germany's contemporary woes but
for the failure to achieve victory and its promised fruits.H7 Fifth, the reliance of a
large portion of the middle class on h e d incornes, pensions, bonds, and rents,

meant that they were hit hardest by the inflation of the mid-1920s; many never
recovered their prior socio-economic position despite the economic recovery Iater

in the decade.118
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How these characteristics interacted, and the consequences of their

interaction for politics in Weimar, is of critical importance. The main point 1 wish
to make is that the timing of the revolution and the unfortunate international
position of Ebert and subsequent republican politicians led to a confluence of
international and domestic politics in the rninds of middle-class opponents of the
Weimar republic. If reparations and the war-guilt clause were evidence of the
vindictive character of the liberal democracies, then the willingness of Weimar
politicians to agree to Ailied demands rather than resist (however futile such a
strategy may have k e n ) was evidence of republican politicians' complicity in the
plight of the nation. In anti-republican mythology, the left had weakened the

state from within during the war, and refused to advance its international
interests in the postwar period.

In the analysis of this period in German politics, the "facts" of Weimar
politicians' behaviour towards the terms of the Versailles treaty are open to
interpretation. The judgement of the Geman right that republican politicians
were unwilling or unable to act aggressively on behalf of German national
interests need not be accepted unc1-iticaily.1~~
What matters more, however, is the
.

. .-

-

---

-

Consider the judgement of one historian of Stresemann's foreign poIicy: "When Gustav

Stresemann was first placed in charge of German foreign polis>, defeated Gemiany was unable to
offer anything but passive resistance to the policy of strict enforcement of the peace terms by
France and her Allies. The Treaty of VersaiIIes, backed by the combineci m i l i t -might of the
victor states, loomed as an insurmountable bamer preventing a return of Germany to a position

perceptions prevalent at the t h e . Here there is little doubt that the elected
leadership of Weimar suffered greatly at the hands of public opinion. The Dawes
plan and the treaty of Locarno were viewed by much of the anti-repubiican
middle class as evidence of republican cornplicity in the impovenshment and
humiliation of Germany under the tems of the treaty of Versailles.'2* The treaty
was not popular with any segment of G e m a n society, certainly. However, for

many the issue was the extent to which German politicians would allow
themselves to be bullied.
The G e m a n foreign minister of the tirne, Gustav Stresemann, found it
politically necessary to make the most of the revisionist characteristics of the
Locarno treaty.121 Primarily, however, Locarno was a recognition of the finaiity
of German defeat in the west. Above all, the border settlements reached implied
a renunciation of any German claim to Alsace-Lorraine and greater economic
integration with the western democracies, policies which were both abhorrent to
German na tionalist groups.1"

of power and equality. When Stresemann left the political scene, Germany was once again an

equal member of the community of nations, and the Treaty of VersaiUes was but a hollow shell."
!3ee Henry
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Stresemann's other major foreign policy accomplishment was German
entry into the League of Nations. For the opposition, comprising middleilass
parties (DNVP, DVP), the rightist press, and societal groupings such as the
Stnhllzel111 and Reicttsbnnner, such a move seemed to solid*

the intention of

republican politicians to cement Germany's participation in an international
system designed to suppress German nationdist aspirations. The DNVP left the
government over the issue, and Stresemann was until his death vilified by
members of the right opposition and volkrsche groups.
Thus for many on the right, both middle class nationalists and
traditionalist consenratives, there were enemies within and without. The
common view was that the revolutionaries had brought Germany to its knees in
the last year of the war, denying the ReicIzsrueIzr victory in the field. Domestically,

the erosion of social and economic distinctions between middle and working
classes, begun during the war, continued through policies and circumstances
broadly more favourable to the working class. Extemally, the Weimar regime
through agents such as Ebert, Stresemann and Erzberger seemed content to
acquiesce in the creation of a new international system which denied Germany its
righthil place as an independent great power, and tolerated such indignities as

Locarno and the Ruhr occupation. Together, the international systern created by
the victorious powers and the überal domestic regime which tolerated (and even

seemed to promote) German subordination presented these groups with an

intertwined structure of degitimate authority over middle class, conservaiive
German national aspirations.

The mindset dexribed above was in evidence from early in the history of

the Weimar republic. Before it could be articulated at the national level, there
remained the questions of leadership and interest aggregation. Though
condemnation of the republic, liberal democracy, and the Versailles system were
nearly universal in some quarters, the middle class (while organizing socially
through veterans' groups and nationalist-imperiaht organizations, most notably
the Stnhl/zeli~i)remained sphtered in officia1 political circles.1~Leadership of the

D N W , DDP, and DVP, the three largest middle class parties, was occupied for
the most part by rnembers of the haditional, aristocratie elite, who while bitter in
their denunciations of the republic were at least temporarily willing to confine

their activities w ithin its institutional parameters. Industrial leaders, another
potential source of opposition to the regime, found greater short-term benefit in
cooperation with moderate trade unionists, rather than the increasingly
impoverished and disempowered middle classes. The unity found by middle

class opponents of the regme in the private realm was mirrored by
fragmentation in the political çphere.
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National Socialism in Germany presented the middle class with one
solution to three separate frustrations of wartime expectations. First, the Nazis'
somewhat superficial appeal to broad segments of Geman society, combined
with their decidedly petty-bourgeois roots, tapped burgher discontent with the
inefficacy of the older, aristocraticdy-led bourgeois parties and single-issue
splinter groups, and echoed wartime rnittelstnnd demands for a single volkspnrtei.
Second, the NSDAP's implacable opposition to the terms of the peace treaty
allowed for renewed optimism regarding Germany's international position.
Finally, the Nazis' proclaimed distaste for the power of capital and of labour
seemed to promise the economic rehabilitation of the middle class, combined
with defeat of the corporatist compact which had kept the villains of the 'stab in
the back' in or close to power for much of the 1920s.'" The republic had corne to
serve as the xapegoat for defeat its removal presurnably would herald a rebirth
of Germany's international fortunes. With the collapse of the moderate
prosperity of the later 1920s, and heightened dissatisfaction with the domination
of the haditional bourgeois parties by industrial interests u n w i h g to alter the
status quo, the Nazi electoral fortunes rose sigrufxcantly.
As it turned out, Hitler's amval in power in January 1933 was anything
but a certainty. The NSDAP's electord popularity had in fact crested the
previous year, and Hitler's own strategists had already decided that a new
approach would be needed to shore up support, when he was offered the
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chanceUorship.125 Disaster threatened through the possibility of an open breach
in the NSDAP between Hitler and the head of the party bureaucracy, Gregor
Strasser. Yet Hitler was able to maintain the unity of the party, if o d y through
Strasser's ineptitude;l26 moreover, he was to profit in the first few months of 1933

from the inability of conservative political parties and politicians, as well as

Ieading military figures, to maintain a degree of cooperation sufficient to deny
him the chanceilorship he demanded.
As the 1920s had progressed, the republic had come to be dominated by

forces hostile to its institutions yet equally fearful of challenges from the left. As

a consequence, the conservative forces were not able to forge a coalition with the
centre and centre-left, who would not work with such anti-democratic figures as

von Papen, to Save the republic, despite their distaste for Hitler; on the other
hand, some senior officers and most of the lower ranks of the army and the police

were unwilling to take action against the SA (the Nazi's primary weapon of the
streets) in any violent confrontation, given the influence of Nazi propaganda in

these circles and the mutual antagonism of the Communists and the security
forces. Thus, the mling elite could rely neither on erstwhile parliamentary allies,
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1932 and

nor on its traditiondy willing arm of repreçsion, and the Nazis swiftly
capitalised on their opportunity .l P

Much is made of the twin econornic shocks of the inflation and the
depression when accounting for the rise of National Socialism, and rightly so.
The point 1wish to make is that the essential political world-view which
sustained the Nazis through their rise, that of middle-class resentment regarding
collusion of big labour and big capital, and of the complicity of the republic in the
fa11 and continued humiliation of Gerxnany, has its origins in the wartime
experience. Hitler's unique combination of nationalism and extreme revisionism
with anti-communism and apparent anti-capitalkm tapped discontent with the
symbiotic domestic failure and international subjection that had characterised
Weimar. The inflation hardened the opinions of the middle class, and the
depression clarified in the eyes of the rniddle class the industrialist sympathies of

the traditional bourgeois parties, hastening their decline. Yet without the sense
of wartime promise denied that the repubüc evoked in the minds of the middle
class during the entire history of Weimar, the NSDAP w o d d have k e n deprived
of much of its mission, its own origins lying in the myth of victory betrayed.
Two factors were central to the success of the Nazis. The first was their
ability to enlist the support - active or tacit - of key actors with whom they
shared a common enemy in the republic. The generd staff, whiie representative
-
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of the most elitist segments of German çociety and thus suspicious of the
hooliganism and lower class demagoguery found in the NSDAP and its
supporters, was committed to the rebuilding and reassertion of German armed
might, so long the foundation of Prussian elite domination. The Nazis, through
their strong support from veterans' associations and para-military groups, their
revisionist foreign policy goals, their respect for and veneration of imperial
military history, and their active opposition to the left, presented themselves to
the Wehrmacht as useful if distasteful social ailies. The industrial elite, though
wan, of the Nazis' anticapitalist propaganda, came to recognize and value the
ability of the Nazis to confront and neutralise, through both legal and extra-legal

means, threats from the extreme left, whose presence became ever more
menacing after the onset of the depression.
As one would expect from a log-roIled outcorne, certain goals of each
group were abandoned in pursuit of more cenbal aims. Hitler, once in power,
directed Germany towards full re-armament and overt challenges of the

international postwar order, while initiating a domestic reign of terror and
ultimately genocide. However, while extensively corporatist practices
characterised Nazi economic and industrial policies, the anti-capitalist rhetoric
employed in mobilising rniddle-class support prior to 1933never rnaterialised in
hard policy form: there was much national but little socialist about National
Socialism. Industry, relieved of the threat of a genuine socialiçt challenge,
yielded much of the freedom from state direction it had enjoyed under Weimar.

And the military, emancipated from the constraints of V e r d e s , dso

relinquished some autonomy Its senior officers ultimately subordinated
themselves under oath to Hitler and his associates, an act tenable only in Light of
the starkly perceived alternatives in German politics at the tune.
In addition to the opportunity to logroll presented by the existence of

other anti-system groups - in particular the military - there was one other key
factor in the fa11 of the republic and the rise of an overtly revisionist Germany.
As argued above, regime change was critical to the redirection of German foreign
policy. The Weimar Republic and its leading politicians were in many ways
creations of the Versailles system. The Western powers had k e n adamant that
the Hohenzollern depart, and what legitimacy the republic was able to derive
came as much from outside sources as from within. Republican politicians had
signed both the Armistice and the treaty, and it may be fairly stated that
although attempts were made at Rapallo and elsewhere to assert an independent
Gennan foreign policy in the Weimar era, Weimar politicians primarily sought

negotiated change rather than outright violation of treaty stipulations. Thus a
change in regime was centraI to a redirection of foreign policy.
How was this possible in Germany? French right-wing and British Ieft-

wing groups mounted challenges of their respective postwar governments in the
intenvar period as ~ e l . I . Neither
l~
movement, however, was able to enlist the

On activities of the French right in the 1920s and 1930s.see Edward R. Tannenbaum, T?ie
Action Française: Diehard Reactionaries in Twentieth Cen iury France, New York, JohnWiley & Sons,

support of key centralist actors in their domestic struggle. Clearly, the existence
of anti-system allies for the Nazis within nuzinstrenrn Geman politics was central.
But this in tum implies a Iow degree of commitment to the existing political
system in-and-of-itçelf. Low levels of politicai institutionakation were a
h a h a r k of Weimar, and enabled the various domestic movements seeking a

national realignment not only to emerge, but to prosper. While political parties,
many with relatively Iengthy pedigrees, were in existence, the life spm of mass
democracy at the time of the Nazi assumption of power was less than two
decades. Few, if any, political achievements of the middle or working classes
were associated with legislative accomplishments.

On the other hand, while commitment to or experience of the democratic

politicai process was poorly internalised amongst citizens of Weimar Germany,
the experience of mass political participation - and confrontation - was not. The
war had performed a critical role in breaking down the German tradition of
consensus politics.iz9 Social changes wrought by the conflict had brought an end
to the security historicaily derived by the middle classes from the imperial
1962; David Thomson,Democracy in France Since 1870, New York, Oxford University Press, 19M;
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regirne's authontarian patemaiism, which had provided life chances, status, and

protection from the proletariat; the mittelstand had been mobilised, promised a
golden future, then deprived and excluded. The working chss had gained a new
sense of legitimacy and incorporation from its role in the war, and had tasted real

successes through industrial organisation and action.

In Weimar Germany there was, therefore, as in any late developer, a
limited commiûnent to dernocratic forms of government in and of themselves.
However, it was also bue that mass mobilisation and politicisation were no
longer alien to political action and discourse. In this circumstance, the conditions
for overthrow of the regime in the postwar period were more favourable than
they might otherwise have been.130 Traditional German consematism survived
well enough through the war to preside over the death of dernocracy in Weimar
Germany. Yet it could not survive the rnassed forces of the extrernist right which
it had awakened in its bid to triumph in the senseless stniggle of 1914-18.

Thus in the case of Germany, elements of the population radicalised by the
wartirne experience yet frustrated by its denouement, and their continued
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societal

postwar subjection at the hands of corporatist collusion, were eventually to
challenge and capture the siate, using it to revise the domestic and international
stipulations of the treaty of Versailles. It might welI have b e n otherwise: the
revolution might have foilowed the armistice, not preceded it; the conservative
elite might have played their cards better in the first months of 1933; the NSDAP
rnight have split into two. Nonetheless, Germany's rebellion against the postwar
order the victors attempted to impose has its origins in domestic poiitics. Any
attempt to explain the German shift from grudging cornpliance to outnght
defiance in terms of a model of the uni*

state, or as a simple reaction to

external grievances, cannot account for the dynamic nature of German policy
over time. Instead, the model outlined here obtains considerable support.

In the case of Germany between the two world wars, there are generally
three competing (or perhaps complementary) explmations for the emergence of a
revisionist foreign policy: rising economic power, the harshness of the peace
terms, and the domestic origins of Gennany's extremist regime. In the preceding
section 1 provided a fourth exphnation which drew on elements of the f i s t three.
1argued that wartime politicisation of societal groups, combined with key

opportunities for anti-system coalitionhg and an insufficient degree of political
institutionalisation, led to challenges of both the Weimar and Versailles systems.

Tuming Our attention to ItaIy, there are obvious similarities with the
German case, which by themseives invite cornparison. As in Gennany, the
democratic regime goveming the country in the aftennath of the war was
overthrown by a mixture of constitutional and extra-constitutionalpractices,
giving way to a right-nationalist, faxist dictatorship. As with Geman foreign
policy, the new regime acted in blatant defiance of the wishes of the great power
guarantors of the postwar settlernent, eventudy ovemuûung another member
state of the League with irnpunity.
Yet there are also considerable dissimllarities between the two cases.
Perhaps the most sigruhcant of these is the fact that Italy was not a defeated state,
but one of the victors. Less than two decades after Italian representatives signed
the peace treaty concluding the f m t world war, the Italian government was

actively undermining the provisions of the settlement. This reversa1 of policy is

more striking than the German case, where a government forced to accept peace
terms was replaced by a government unwilling to abide by those terms. In the
Italian case, a major power member of the victorious coalition became one of the
authors of the postwar settlement's demise.
How was this possible? Explanations of the rise of Italian revisionism are
less frequently found than those seeking to explain German a g p s i o n in the

sarne period. There are perhaps three reasons for this. First, it is possible to
make the argument that Nazi Germany posed an existentid threat to both liberal
democracy and state socialism, on the continent of Europe if not throughout the

world. It is more difficult to rnake this daim on behaIf of Italian fascism, if only
because Italian military achievements against great-power opposition in the
second world war were few in number. Second, while the Fascists instituted a
repressive, cruel, imperialist, and often racist regime, the crimes perpetrated in
the name of Italian Fascism pale in cornparison with the genocidal bmtaiity of

National Socialist Gennany. For this reason alone the rise of German aggression

- domestic and foreign - has seemed to demand the attention of scholars more
urgently. M d , Italy (rightly or wrongly) is seen as having b e n swept along in
the Geman slipstream during the critical period of the Iate 1930s. Charles Doran
has suggested that Italy's historical relationship to the core system in causal
terms is largely tangential:

Always brushed aside, always on the ouhkirts of the central system, the Italian
role has always been poorly d e h e d . Italy has been influenced by structural

change emanating from the system more than it has been a source of intluence
upon the system.131

Alexander de Grand identifies three factors contributing to the formation
of Italian foreign policy in the Fascist years. The first is the groundswell of
Nationalist support for Mussolini, which sought temtorîal gains in Europe and
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Ahica and stmck a revisionist posture with respect to Versailles. The second is
Mussolini's own political persona and leadership style, which was both
opportunistic and aggrandizing. Finally, de Grand argues that the Fascists had
given little thought to foreign policy prior to their taking power. Consequently,
"Fascist foreign poiicy initidy bore the i m p ~oft professional diplomats" and
was cautious with respect to European securiv questions, advenhirous only in
non-European settings.132
However, the ad hoc nature of early Fascist diplomacy identified by de
Grand was a temporary situation, largely conditioned by the demands of
domestic political consolidation encountered by the Fascists from 1922 through
1925. As the 1920s gave way to the 1930s, the tenor of Italian foreign policy
became aggressively nationalistic. Alan Cassels, in a study of the early

diplomacy of the Faxist regime, argues that it was not until Mussolini had
suwived the crisis of the murder by Fascist squads of Giacomo Matteotti, a
prominent Sociaiist poiitician, that he was left with a relatively free hand in
foreign affairs. The Fascist leader had stated as early as 1921, however, that "our
preoccupation is primarily with matters of foreign policy".i~
Cassels identifies four phases of Mussolini's early foreign policy. The first
was from October 1922 until the spring of 1923, during which thne the old guard
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at foreign miniçtry still held sway. From the summer of 1923 until June 1924,

Italy engaged in small expansionist ventures, and experimented with alliances
with Soviet Russia, Spain, and Germany. From June 1924 through the following
winter the Matteotti murder and domestic crisis Ied to a primarily conciliatory
foreign policy. By May 1925 Mussolini had recovered from the Matteotti affair,
and cemented his control over foreign policy by appointing Dino Grandi (a

ranking Fascist) as undersecretary for foreign affairs.
Cassels makes the point that while occasionally forced by tactical concems
to appear supportive of the status quo in Europe during the 1920s,the
aggressively nationalist and ideological nature of Mussolini's foreign policy was
evident from early on, and marked a distinct shift from the consenrative style of
the senior diplomatic corps.'% The bornbing and occupation of Corfu in 1923, the
(re)acquisition of Fiume in 1924, the threaîs made regarding a possible invasion
of Turkish-held territory in the Middle East in 1926,135 and Mussolini's deliberate
escalation of thefrionisciti issue,l36 each demonstrate that Italian foreign policy
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were anti-faxist Itùian exiies, operating priaarily in Paris and other European

capitaIs, but also in the United States. Mussolini repeatedly made their activities, of little

under the Fascists viewed the status quo with diçfavour weU before the invasion
of Ethiopia. These actions, according to Cassels, "make the verdict 'a decade of
good behaviour' a relative one at rn0st".13~
Moreover, Italian attempts at gaining influence denied them at Versailles
were not limited to the periphery. During the crises over reparations and the
Ruhr occupation, Mussolini made attempts to i n s t d himself as the key
intermediary, but was rebuffed. Ln Austria, the Faxists attempted to gain
influence through the offer of a reconstruction loan,ovemding the provisions of
the Geneva protocols signed by Mussolini's predecessors in the summer of 1922.

By November 1922 Mussolini was offering Austria an immediate loan of $400,000
in retum for "a position of pre-erninence in the control of her fin an ces".^^ The

Austrians, perhaps wisely, refused imrnediate the cash for the greater promise

and freedom of an international loan. Mussolini, who had wanted to control the
Viema bank which would handle the loan, eventually upped the price to

$1,000,000, but the Austrians stiU refused. The Fascists also took a hard h e vis-ii-

vis reparations from former portions of the Austro-Hungarian empire, seeking

consequence to his regime, an issue with French authorities, and made great efforts to M t r a t e
their circles with his own spies. h d . , pp. 365-76.
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financiai recompense for agreeing to adjustments to Hungarian and Bulgarian
payments, and attempting to negotiate increaçed influence in the case of the
latter.1S9
How c m we explain this emergence of Italian revisionism? To borrow
explmations often employed in the case of Nazi Germany, is it attributable to
rising economic power, harsh treatment by other central actors, or some
outward-directed manifestation of Italian political development? Or followuig
de Grand, should we identdy the Italian nationaiist movement and/or Mussolini

himself as the primary engine of the Italian challenge of the postwar order?

There is more than a grain of tmth in many of these arguments. With
respect to the rising power thesis, there is no doubt that in the decades following
the risorgi mento, 1taly underwent a process of industrialisation lead ing to
sigruficant changes in the absolute power potential of the state. Moreover, while
Italy underwent a severe b a n h g crisis in the early 1920~140the fixa1 crisis was
not as severe as in Germany, and in the economic recovery which foilowed
Italian exports expanded despite low global demand and trends toward
protectionism.141
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On the other hand, the various actors agitating for a revisionist foreign

policy (primarily those containing self-described Nationalists or war-time
Interventionists) began to do so well before the Italian economy started to
recover from the dislocations of the war and subsequent inflation. In addition,
many of the most dissatisfied agitators were representatives of social groups with

little economic clout or hope for irnprovement.

In fact, it is clear from the incidents alluded to above that the foreign
policy of the Fascists proved markedly different from that of Liberal Italy. Of the
groups represented under the broad roof of Italian nationalism, Mussolini and

his foiiowers were distinct from the traditional, consenrative foreign policy elite
in that they were able to çeek unconventional solutions to ItaIyfs (real or
perceived) international problems. They were willing to contemplate alliance
with Germany, or at least to play the French and the G e r m a off against each
other for Italian benefit. They were willing to threaten or to use d i t a r y force in
a variety of contexts to achieve even minor diplomatic ends. Furthemore,
bolstered by Fascist contempt for the indecisive nature of the democracies, they
were willing to openly defy the wishes of the other great powers in achieving
these ends.
It would seem that the change of regime is central to an explmation of
Italian revisionism. Certainiy, the moderate stance of the liberal I t a h regime
prior to 1922, its accession to the tenns of the treaty of Versailles, and its refusal
to support the revisionist goals and actions of nationalist groups (in particular,

the followers of Gabriele D'Annunzio, and the Fascists), contrast sharply with the
policies pursued by Mussolini. This stark reversal and its association with
regime change brings into question any assertion that rising ItaLian power was
the primary factor underlining Italian revisionist behaviour: if it was, why then

and not at some other point? Specificdy, why did Italian adventurism
commence not after a sustained period of growth but at a time of economic
hardship, when by no standard could Itdy have claimed parity with the more
advanced states of Western Europe?
Furthemore, if Italy was the victim of unequai or undesewed treatment at
the peace conference, and that was the p r i r n a ~force behind the Italian challenge
of the postwar order, why did the challenge only commence with the coming-topower of the Fascists - why were the Liberals u n w f i g to act in a provocative or
aggressive fashion? As with the rising-power thesis, the billiard-ball mode1
implicitly employed by those who would suggest that the Italian state simply
reacted to an extemal stimulus fails to provide us with any notion of the intemal
dynamics of the decision-making process, facts critical to our understanding of
the timing and sequence of events.
As for the dynamics of political development and their impact on foreign

policy, it seems clear that in Italy, as in Germany, the evolution of the polity is
intimately linked to the emergence of the fascist regime. However, for reasons
more fully elaborated in a previous chapter, it is not, pn'm face, evident why the
emergence of Mussolini's regime shodd necessitate a revisionist foreign policy,

in the absence of any consideration of the country's international political
situation and recent military history. If one can conclude that Mussolini's foreign
policy was largely driven by Fascist ideoIogy, one must recognise that that same
ideology was forged in a relatively short period of time and in respome to
international as well as domestic events.
As with the German case, there is a paucity of theoreticdy-driven

explmations of Italian revisionism which provide a satisfactory linkage of
international and domestic politics, when it is apparent that both extemal and
intemal sources provided irnpetus to Mussolini's challenge of the international
postwar order. In the foilowing section, 1 shaU attempt to develop such an
explanation, assessing the Italian case in terms of the mode1 o u t h e d earlier.

The zunrti me expm-ence

Italy was a Iate entrant into the war, and emerged a member of the
victorious coalition. Yet with respect to the other members of the Entente, the
Italians carried relatively Little clout at the peace table, and were more subject
than contributing to the settlement: in the eyes of many Italians, their

govemment had won the war but had then quickly lost the peace.
Just as German nationalists constructed from a series of partial truths the
myth of the 'stab in the back', so did Itaüan nationaliçtç corne to see the
conclusion of the war and the results of the peace conference as a 'mutilated

victory'.l4' The sense of 'mutilation' stemmed from the f d u r e of ItaLian
diplomats to achieve the goals previously laid out by international agreement. In
1915, the negotiations leading to ltalian intervention on the side of the Entente

had resulted in the Treaty of London, discussed more fully below. By the
conclusion of the peace negotiations, the sentiment that Italy had been failed by
its allies and by its diplomats was o v e r w h e h g . The political developments
which followed were linked intirnately to this perception.

Italy's late entry was the subject of considerable rational strategic
calculation on behalf of the Italian Liberal regime. The initial Italian position,
announced on July 31,1914, was one of neutrality, and was at the time a
reflection of the general mood of the c o u n q - with the exception of certain
nationalists and consenrative public figures.143 Within months, however, a
sigmficant movement in favour of intervention arose, ranging eiements of
nationalist, futurist, left-revolutionary, democratic, masonïc, and republican
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groups againsi the governing liberals, who remairted committed to neutr&ty,l"
as weil as mainstream Çocialists and the Catholic church. Among those newly
converted to intervention was Mussolini, making a rapid intellectual departure
from his socialist background.
Through the press, such as Mussolini's Il Populo d'ltdin and Albertini's
Corrime Delln Son, and through public demonstration, the intewentionists

brought considerable pressure to bear on the government. The decision to adopt
neutrality had not been one of principle but one of calculated advantage.
However, by early 1915 the issue had become one of survival of the Liberal
regime and perhaps of the nation's political institutions. Under Giolitti, the
dominant political figure in ItaIian early-20th century politics, the Italian state's
system of bourgeois domination underwritten by a Limited suffrage was
graduaily k i n g reformed. However, in the delicate balancing act of
modernisation the expansion of the franchise in 1912 and again in 1918, to
universal manhood suffrage, had begun to weaken the axioms of Liberal political
hegemony, and rivals to bourgeois stabiliq had begun to emerge both to the

right and to the left.

1w The

motivations of all these groups were diverse, but it may be safe1y said that the first two

groups were driven by the promise ofadvancing Italian interests through rnilitançm, the iast
three by their ideologicai sympathy with France, and

the interventionisk amongst the

revolutionaries by a loathing of the reactionary Habsburg empire.

The opposition to neutrality voiced in the piazza, therefore, carried a
greater signhcance than it might have done under other circumstances. Antonio
Salandra, the successor to Giolitti as prime minister in 1914, was keen to limit any
further erosion of corservative dominance.145 For Sdandra (whose view was not
widely shared amongst elected members of the goveming coalition), the war
presented itself as an opportunity to bolster support for the regime while at the
same time halting or reversing the progressive, dernocratising tendencies of

recent y e a r ~ . ' ~ ~
By May 1915 negotiations with the Austrians regarding the ceding of
tenitory as a condition of Italian neutrality had given way to secret negotiations
with the Entente powers, resulting in the Treaty of London which laid out M y ' s
conditions for entering the conflict. The terms of the treaty offered nationalist
opinion the prospect oi considerable territorial gains at the conclusion of the war,

largely at the expense of Austria-Hungary. When Italy's entry into the war was
announced, the effect regarding the political opposition was instantaneous: the
intemen tionists hailed the government and launched riotous celebrations; the left
and other neutralists wilted before the fait accompli and the exultation of the

interventionists.~~7
The three hundred (traditiondy neutralist) supporters of
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A general sbike in Turin immediately prior to the dedaation of war seemed to augur broader

worlcing-class oppotition than eventudy emerged: the nationai sac c d e d for the 19th of May

Giolitti in parliament, without their leader who had absented himself, feu in line
behind Saiandra and approved the dedaration of war.lq
As the war proved to be of longer and longer duration, in Italy as in most

of the combatant states disillusionment grew as privations mounted - a process
accentuated by the disastrous defeat suffered at the hands of the Austrians by the
Italian forces at Caporetto in 1917. Rural unrest was particularly pronounced, as
interventionkm in the countryside common only arnongst the land-owning class;
the peasantry found itseif drafted in large numbers into the infantry and suffered
heavy casualties.149 Propaganda c a m p a i p in the countryside promised "land to
the peasants," and in 1917a veterans' association (the O p m Nnzionnle per i

Coinbnttenti) was formed by the govenunent to oversee the postwar
redistribution of land to veterans' cooperatives.lM The peasantry's hunger for
land redistribution was played upon in order to win the acquiescence of the
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primary source of infanhy, and expectations were raised drastically151; the future

was painted by the govemment "in rosy c o l ~ u r s " . ~ ~ ~
As in Germany, the domestic social group gaining rnost in material terms
during the conflîct was the industrial working class, coincidentaily the home of
the most vociferous sources of neutralist opinion. And as in Germany, previous
ideological cleavages between middle-class groups and workers were
exacerbated by two phenornena. First, the neuhalist tendencies of the left-

leaning industrial workers resulted in lower rates of volunteering. Combined
with the necessity of keeping much of the workforce in key industries at home

during the war, this resulted in the embitterment of middle-class nationalists
who saw the industrial employees as shirkers (imboscnfi). Second, the value to
the state of skilled labour was so great that the traditional income differential that
white-collar workers, artisans, and shopkeepers had enjoyed over industrial
workers was significantly eroded.
Thus while for numerous groups the conflict brought either expectations
of future gains or (in the case of the industrial workers) genuine improvements in

living standards and status, the deep political division which had emerged
between interventionist-nationaliçtand neutralist opinion prior to May 1915 did
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not disappear with the onset of the conflict. The industrial workers remained
largely neutralist, as did large sections of the agrarian working class - when the
prospects for victory looked bleak in the aftermath of Caporetto, many in the
revolutionary Ieft hoped (in vain) to foUow the Russian example and tum defeat

on the battlefield into revolution at home;*%nationalist groups responded to the
national crisis provoked by the catastrophic defeat by following the cal1 of
Mussolini and other radical leaders by organizing at the local and parliarnentary
level, and in claiming that the defeat was the consequence of a "military
shike":IY an episode of deliberate treachery (even a 'stab in the back') on the part

of disloyal t r o o p ~ . ~Cleavages
~5
between interventionists and neutralists,

between fnsci and imboscnti, and between middle class nationalists and the urban
and mral workmg classes, grew and solidihed in the crucible of the war.
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When the war ended, however, neither the temitorid gains desired by the
nationalists nor the reallocation of land desired by the peasantry was achieved to
the extent that had been promised. With respect to the aspirations of the former,
the nationalists soon came to believe that the promise of the treaty of London and

the sacrifices, victories and (romanticdy claimed) galvanization of the country

during the war, had corne to nothing at the Paris peace negotiations.
As one observer has remarked, Italy had won the war but "bungled the

peace, and bungled it spectacularly and publiclyt'.1~The situation was one
where perception was clearly of greater relevance than any 'real' outcome one
can conjure from historical examination. The Treaty of London had made

provision for a number of Italian territorial gains in Austrian territory, including
much of the South Tyrol, Istria, Trent, Trieste, and Northem Dalmatia. Ln Light of
subsequent interpretations by Italian political figures, it is ironic that most of
these provisions were fulfilled at Versailles. Dalmatia, however, was denied the
Italians by Wilson, as was the additional clairn made on the Adriatic port of
Fiume.
The Italian delegation departed the peace conference in anger at this

rejection. Despite their initially warm reception in Italy, however, the delegates
Sonnino and Orlando, dong with the rest of the democratic interventionists in

Clark, Modeni Italy, p. 203.

government, were won being vilified by the nationalist press as nnuncintmi for
having swallowed Wilson's rhetoric regarding national self-determination and
having failed to stand up for Italyfsrightf~~l
daims.
The anger of former combatants and nationalists was further roused after
1919 by the liberal regime's apparent policy of appeasement towards left-radical

worker and peasant movements, which "fataUy antagonised" the middle class.1"
The former involved food riots, the s a c h g of government buildings and
cooperatives, and ultimately a general shike in July 1919, although the striking
workers and their socialist leadership stopped short of genuinely revolutionary
activity.1" The peasant agitation, involving widespread unrest and land
seizures, was a response by returning veterans to the lack of promised agrarian
restnicturing1j9 which Charles Maier has suggested was always "at best a pious
hope and at worst a h o u " on the part of the govemment.160
The working class in particular, the nationalists felt, had been staunch
neutralists, and had been sheltered from the war through the requirements of
indushial production. The fadure of the Liberal govemment under Nitti to take
decisive action against the i~ilboscnfi,
and against the rioting peasantç who were

(unjustly)blamed for the disaster at Caporetto, further weakened the credibility
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of a regime and a system that was already staggering under its inability to

convert military victory into the peace it had promised.
Right-radicals of varying shades combined to take matters into their own
hands, first with the seizure by the poet Gabriele D'Annunzio of Fiume on the
Adriatic coast, a bizarre episode of freelance nationalist aggression and protofascist constitutional experimentation'61 which came, oddly enough, to symbolise
the dynamism of the non-democratic inte~entionistsin üght of the paralysis of
the Nitti regme. The invasion was hugely popular in Italy and the Liberal
regime felt it could do little; most certaidy, the army could not be relied upon to
oust D'Annunzio,l62 and it took a year of posturing and propaganda from the
poet for the govemment to f i n d y move againçt him and evict the occupation

force. The Iess symboiic and perhaps more important development was the
substantial rout of the syndicaiist movement and agrarian workers' collectives by
the fisci. Despite the traditional animosity between consewative mral forces and

the peasantry, the ruralfisci were able to erode the power of socialism in the
counhyside by exploitkg the peasants' reluctance to embrace the collectivism
espoused by the leading mral socialist organisations, and by promoting an

la Maier, Recnsting Bourgeois Europe, p. 49.
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aliiance between new landholders amongst the peasanhy and the old, decaying
mral bo~rgeoisie.16~
The urban fnsci f o n d themselves, much as the SA were to do, in direct
confrontation with the labour movement and other socialist groups. As in
Germany, the strategy employed by the Fascists entailed both propaganda and
violence, and was abetted by the general lenience shown by the judicial system
towards politically motivated crimes when committed by the right.164
Furthemore, in the towns as in the coun&yside the Fascists were not lacking for
financial support or platforms to disseminate their ideas; while Mussolini had
outright control of his own newspaper, there was no shortage of support (active
or tacit) for his aims in the national press. By 1921, the void of local authority

created by the government' s unwillingness to move against socialist agitators
was k i n g willingly filled by the Fascists, now acting in better-organised

paramilitary political groups (sqzmrlristi). In many t o m and large tracts of the
countryside, the Fascists, and not the govemment, were the actual nilers.165
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Reuisionist politics

In 1921 the Fascist rnovement had been marshaIled by Mussuhi into a
parv, and were making electoral gains to match their largely successful battle
with urban and agrarian çocialisrn. Their ability to unite the disparate opposition
factions from 1917 on, their greater willingness to use force, and their access to
the press had made Mussolini a central figure on the national political stage.
Once subjected to party discipline by Mussolini, the Fascist party (PNF) made
considerable electoral gains, and their dired action against sociahst threats to
property had boosted their popularity beyond its early radical base with more
moderate bourgeois electors previously content to support Liberals. These new

voters flocked to the party in the 1921elections, quickly making the Fascists the
"

party of the middle class"

.'"

The story of the Fascist seizure of power is a famdiar one, and I shd1
highlight only the most salient points here. While the March on Rome was
perhaps the most dramatic incident in the creation of Mussolini's new regirne, it
was hardly a bold and daring assault on national power. It was instead a sharn
(in that the numbers involved and their actual intentions were greatly

exaggerated), and an invited coup (in that those in opposition to Mussolini with

Clark,Modnn Italy, p. 217.

the power to halt his accession to power were more concemed about the
alternatives.*67
Far more important than the March on Rome was the set of political
alliances Mussolini was able to forge in the heated political atmosphere of
postwar Italy. The split in the socialist camp in 1921 led to the emergence of an
extemally-hanced communist party, important for propaganda purposes if not
as a genuine threat to the regime.la In a series of events that neatiy foreshadow

the demise of Weimar Germany, Mussolini was able to position himseif in the
minds of key political figures as someone who could threaten political disorder,
yet who paradoxically was the only one who could avert that threat.
The accession of Mussolini to the premiership in 1922 was not so much a
seizure as an invitation. Finding it impossible to impose order over a country

bitterly divided, the traditional elite gambled on the absorption of the Fascists
into govemment. By CO-optingMussolini and his movement, the threat (real or
not) from the left might be averted. While the seizures of towns, political
murders, and general threat to Iaw and order posed by the fascists were of great
-
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concem to the traditional governing class, the Fascists had gained important
allies who, if not active supporters of the movement, were at least unwilling to
act in opposition.
Chief amongst these was the armed forces, where pro-fascist support ran

high. It had proven an unreliable weapon in early attemptç to control Fascist
violence. Moreover, the overlap in social background between Faxist leaders
and the junior officers and NCOs was considerable: and the fascists had drawn

much of their membership from veterans embittered by the govemment's

apparent unwillingness to stick up for Italian interests abroad and to put down
socialism at home.169 For soldiers and faxist veterans of the war, the faxi and
squadristi conjured up positive associations with the bold escapades of Italian
shock troops (nrditi) in the war, and stood for direct action against the existential
threat of intemationalist socialism. As such, in the crisis days of late October

1922, the king was unwilling to invoke martial law, in large part because of the
likelihood that the troops would refuse to combat the Fascist marchers: his
generals assured him that the army would be loyal to his commands, but that "it
would be well not to put it to the test".l70

Thus, in combatting real or perceive threats from the left, MussoLUù found
numerous allies, rnany within the existing governing structures, who were
willing to accept the end of bourgeois Liberal d e as a quid pro quo for the re-

lti9lbid., p. 214.

establishment of order, however bmtd. As one leading observer of Fascism has
remarked,

The mardi on Rome succeeded largely because there was no one to oppose it.

AU the forces of the state - the m y , the police, the civil senrice, the judiciary supported it in one fonn or the other, just as they had condoned Faxist violence
and lawlessness d u ~ the
g preceding years. Without this collusion the
enterprise could never have succeeded-ln

Having gained executive power, the Faxists were only able to consolidate
their capture of the state when the Matteotti crisis of 1924-25 provoked a split

between the traditional liberal elite and their industrialist allies. The murder of
Matteotti, a leading Socialist deputy, breached the three-year accommodation
between Liberals and Fascists, during which time the Liberals had ignored
Fascist excesses in the streets for the sake of stability. The murder also led to the
temporary alienation of leading industrialists in the Confindush.in employers'
organisation hom the Faxists, an alienation exacerbated by Mussolini's failure to
Iimit the labour activities of the syndicalist wing of the PNF.ln

-
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The withdrawal of industnalist support for Mussolini was short-lived,
however, as a number of iduential owners, including Gino Olivetti, argued that
abandoning Mussolini would be tantamount to opening the door for the
syndicalist extremists in the PNF and on shop floors, and successfully sought
renewed support for Mussolini on the condition that the syndicalists be
controlled.ln Mussolini a h owed his sunrival through the cnsis, as in 1922, to
hiç perceived monopoly of control over the squndristi.

In the final analysis the defection of a number of key representatives of
industry from the Liberals (now part of Mussolini's governing coalition through
an election pact in 1924) and the opposition parties was cntical in December 1925,

as Salandra's atiempt to bring Mussolini down from within the govemment
failed.174 The obvious split in opposition to Mussolini d o w e d the Duce to step

into the breach and assume fuil dictatorial powers w i t h weeks, virtuaily
unchailenged. Again, as in 1922, the weakened elite chose fascism out of fear of
challenge from the left. The monarchy, the rnilitary, and much of industry
logrolled with faxism to overthrow a regirne unwilling to act against the threat
hom labour in 1919-22, and again in 1925. Whether or not the traditional leftist
labour movement in fact posed much of a threat is certainly debatable - the
sqzmdristi had effectively reduced union membership by a factor of ten in a few

years.1" But the threat to industrial peace posed by syndicaliçm, under only the

Ioose control of the PNF,was central in explaining the support dtimately given
by the industriaiists to Mussolini. Moreover, while the traditional unions were

weaker as a consequence of their battles with the Faxists, the labour upheavals
oi the immediate postwar period were not soon forgotten, and the propaganda

activities of the PCI (and the PNF) made the threat of revolution Ioom large in the
political calculations of the day.
The nationalist and expansionist foreign policy of Mussolini had its roots
in the intewentionism and the wartime nationalism of D'Annunzio and others.

When the PNF absorbed the Nationalist party in 1923, "the Faxists inherited the
far-reaching nationalist aspirations in the field of foreign policy".176 Moreover, as

I have argued above, the distinction between fascist and nationalist was often
blurry, and Fascist foreign poiicy showed distinctly aggressive, nationaüst and
revisionist tendencies from the early days of Mussolini's ascendancy.
hiussolini's followers were in large part those who had been bitterly
disappointed by the snub Nitti and Orlando had suffered at Versailles, nullifying
the promised payoff of Italy's calculated entry. They considered the peace to
have been a "French peace" and were openly hostile to what they saw as the
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desire of the Allies under Wilson to limit Italy's place in postwar Europe.'"
These tendencies had emerged in Italian political discourse upon Wilson's appeal
during the peace conference to the Italian people, asking for moderation, which
backfired, creating a highly xenophobic mood. The suspicions of many
nationalists regarding the Liberals' acquiescence at V e r d e s were reinforced
when Nitti acted against D'Annunzio. D'Annunzio's comment that Italy had an
"anti-Italian" govemment was echoed by Mussolini and 0thers.~~8
The Fascist
nucleus thus shared a disdain for the democratic interventionists, particularly
those associated with the Liberal postwar govemments, that had failed to act on
Italy's behalf and had thus earned the epithet rinuncintan. Yet in their eyes the

same regime that oversaw this failure also proved irresolute in postwar
confrontation with those 'unpatriotic' elements of society which had in large part
remained neutralist. The combination of international and domestic failure, and
more importantly a perceived unwillingness to act in the face of direct
challenges, rendered the Liberal regirne iilegitimate in the eyes of the Faxists.
Together with the desire of the Americans, British and French to maintain the
international status quo despite Italian interests, these factors gave the Façcists
both a domestic and an international agenda which had ih roots in the wartùne
confrontation behveen neutralists and interventionists.

ln Seton-Watson, ItalyJIorn Libernlisrn to Fascisn~,pp. 529-43.
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The overthrow of the old regime would not have been possible, however,
without the willhgness of key societal groups to &y with Mussolini in the face
of common threats. The army had an interest in expansion, and rather than cut
back the rnilitary as numerous Liberals wished to do, the PNF's militaristic
beliefs were evident from the start and were bolstered by their absorption of the
Nationalists. As Carsten put it, "[tlhe only effective answer to Fascist violence
could have corne from the army - and too many of the army leaders
sympathized with the Fascists"-179 The king, primarily interested in the
presewation of the monarchy in a divided political atmosphere, was ultimately

w i h g to accede to Mussolini's demands both in 1922 and 1925 upon assurances
that the Fascists would not declare a republic. The church was unwilling to
countenance an alliance of Catholics either with the socialist movement or with
the Liberals, with whom there had been a series of longstanding disputes over

anti-clericalism, modernism, and the question of territory in Rome. Mussolini
was seen (perhaps rightly) by Pius XI as the most likely chance of solving the

questions of Rome and church-çtate relations.180 Findy, industry wanted labour
quiexence, whether the threat came from socialism or syndicalism, and was
ultimately prepared to gamble on Mussolini as the sole figure able to achieve
control over both elements. The remarkable thing about thiç logroll was that in
the end it was nearly unopposed. By the end of the Matteotti crisiç the only

serious opposition to Mussolini at the state level came from various disaffected

and disillusioned figures within the Liberals, such as Giolitti and Salandra.
Nearly al1 the potential replacements for Mussolini, however, were tainted by
previous failures to achieve anything other than a precarious stalemate in Italian
postwar politics.
With Mussolini's assumption of power, the various actors in this drama
achieved their primary goals. The early months of 1926 saw the outright
abolition of free trade unions and the practical defeat of syndicalism as an
independent source of power and political threat The army, though
'faxisticised' after 1925,181 clearly had a greater and more active role to play
under Mussolini. The Fascist regime concluded the long-sought(and vastly
popular) Lateran Accords with the Vatican in 1929. The monarchv was
permitted to survive, although Vittorio Emmanuele's acquiescence was to seal
the fate of the crown in the long nin.'8*
But despite the gains of these groups and institutions, the fascists retained

control over their central concems: state reform, public discourse, and especially
foreign policy, where the innuence of the traditional diplornatic corps waned
considerably after 1925; Roland Sarti observes that there cm be "Little doubt ...
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that the conduct of foreign affairs rested dtimately in Mussolini's hands".183

Having overthrown the craven regime of the Liberals, Mussolini undertook
reform on both the domestic and international fronts. W e the international
agenda of the fascists may have been to a certain extent ad hoc, this is in large

part the nature of foreign policy. One cannot avoid the conclusion, however, that
the external aggressiveness shown by Italy under Mussolini is consistent with the
demands and frustrations of the nationalists sternming from debates at the outset
of war. Both the domestic regirne and the international settlement were
iiiegitimate in the eyes of Mussolini, D'Annunzio and their followers. AUies
were available to the fascists in overthrowing the previous regime, but control of
foreign policy in the post-Matteotti era lay with the Fascists alone. Their

approach was distinctive, and rooted in years of opposition.
With respect to the various actors involved, the remaining question is,
perhaps, why they behaved as they did. That is to Say, the Italian military was
not the only military in Europe with institutionally-derived interests; the Italian
monarchy was not the only monarchy in jeopardy; Italian industry was not alone
in facing threats from organized labour. The interesting f a b in the Itaiian case is
that these institutions acquiexed in the destruction of parliamentary democracy
at au.

The answer lies most probably in the degree of political institutionaiisation
of liberal democracy in Italy at the tirne, which despite appearances of stability

was actually considerably low. It is possible to argue that broad social conditions

paved the way for the Fascist takeover and the demise of überai dernocracy.
And, as 1 have argued at length, it is most useful to view Fascism in light of the
Italian wartime experience. Without attention to either the long term socialstructural enabling causes or the proximate causes of social conflict in postwar
Italy, Fascism makes Little sense as a phenornenon.
However, it is also of critical importance that when the Fascists pushed
against the political institritions of Italy in the early 1920s,those institutions
collapsed. A cornparison with France is illusbative. In France, as in Itdy and

Gemany, the war polarised domestic politics; cleavages emerged or were
solidified between middle and working classes, right and left, nationaiists and
internationalists, monarchists and republicans, clericals and anticlericals.
Elements of the right, heavily anti-Semitic and anti-republican, fought pitched
battles in the streets of Paris against the left throughout the 1920s and 1930s. The
nghtist press launched vitriolic tirades against Jews, Socialists, and republicans,

and demanded harsher treatment of Germany. Later, with the establishment of a
left-wing coalition government in the mid-1930s, and the formation of a FrancoSoviet alhance, the right agitated for alliance with the Nazis and a foreign policy
of solidarity against Bolshevism. Moreover, since the days of the Dreyfus affair
the constitutional reliability of the miiïtary had k e n in question.
Yet at critical moments in the life of the Third Repubiic, the strength and
roots of republicanism withstood the concentrated attacks of the right, both on

the night of 6 February 1934 when massed rightist veterans groups and student
agitators marched on the national legislature, and again in 1936 with the
formation of the National Front government.184 While the right triumphed over
the left under Vichy, it was only under conditions of Nazi occupation that this

could occur.
The Third Republic, often vilified for its inherent instabiIity, had
advantages unavailabie to the Liberal regime of postwar Italy. First, the
allegiance of industrial interests to republican parliamentarism was far stronger
in France than in Italy or Gemany. Moreover, the French revolution and its

numerous aftershocks had led to the intertwining of mass politics (of which the

history in France was clearly greater) with a political template of atornistic
behaviour: political opposition in France, as interpreted by nurnerous
generations, involved the actions of fie-rninded individuals. The institution of
individualism was to constrain the French right's ability to organize against the

centre and the left in the 1920s and 1930s, whereas given Italy's short-lived

On the French right in the entre-deux-guerres, cf. fn. 127. On French wartirne experiences see
JeamJacquesBecker, Tlze Great Wm and the French People, Berg, Leamington Spa 1985; Patrick
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experience with popular politics the masses were far more easily mobilised into
collective political groupings by their own leaders.'85
Second, the recent expansions of the su€€ragein 1912 (to aU men over 30,
ail literate men over 21, and ail men having served in the armed forces) and 1918
(universal male sdfrage) left Italian society with political institutions,
frameworks, and parties representing a nineteenth century regime, yet with an
electorate possessed by markedly twentieth-century concem. France had had
various e x p e h e n t s with universal male suffrage since 1789, the upshot king

that the political institutions and interest representation of the Third Republic
encompassed, however imperfectly, mass politics and the range of social classes,

and were the fruit of political battles fought throughout French society in 1830,
1848,1870-71, and through the crises of the Dreyfus Affair. By contrast, with
near-universal suffrage, the first political challenge faced by bourgeois Italy was
the First World War: that the war spawned groups and movements uncornrnitted

to the old regime's political institutions should not be surprising. Nor should it
be surprising that capitalist interests, the clergy, the monarchy, and the army

were willing, ultimately, to abandon parliamentary democracy when new
political conditions rendered it less useful as a method of protecting their own
interests.

lS5 See Maier, Recusting,

p. 5W-91.

Conclusion

The broadest conclusion one may draw from this study of Germany and
Italy between the two world wars is that the sources of revisionist international
behaviour in the interwar period, and the ultimate causes of the breakdown of
the Versailles settlement, do not simply have their origiw in the harshness of the

peace treaty. The causes of the breakdown of the postwar order are rooted in
complex domestic political interactions between various groups in the defeated
States, and the ernergence of revisionist challengers was by no means inevitable:
in Germany and Italy in particular, the shifting political alliances which resulted
in fascist domination of the state couid well have produced alternative outcornes.

Yet the coincidence of several key factors in both cases led to the
emergence of a revisionist foreign policy. h both counhies, the expectations of a
number of groups were raised vis-ri-zis the fruits of victory. For some of these
groups, in particular rightist, middle-class, nationalist groups, overlapping with
veterans, the peace settlement came to be seen as a crime visited upon their
society by more powerful international forces. Their own goals, offered as
incentives or as political tools by wartime govemments, were unfulfilled.
Moreover, their own govemments, aided and abetted by left-wing intemal
treachery, seemed to be complicit in the denial of the nation's rightful destiny in
the international postwar settlement.

While both left-wing and right wing groups, working class and middleclass, emerged hom the war in Itaiy and Germany with grievances againçt the
state due to dishonoured mobilisation bargains, right-radical revisionists had
allies in both countries unavailable to the working class. They had allies in the

armed forces with respect to prornoting foreign militarism. They had allies in
industry with respect to social attitudes. They had allies in the judiciary and
police regarding the treatrnent of right-wing and left-wing political violence.
And they had crucial allies amongst retuming veterans, hardened in conflict and

susceptible to suggestions that their sacrifices had been undone by weak
government and Ieftist traitors.
Finally, they had an important ally in historical political circurnstance: in
neither case was the regime the revisionists were assaiiing bolstered by deep
political institutionalisation or a long investment in parliamentary democracy.
Instead, both Weimar Germany and postwar Liberal Italy were burdened with
universal male suffrage as a recent innovation, yet with a highly politicised and
previously docile electorate, t h s t into the political arena by the exigencies of the

war.

In both cases the aggressive, revisionist foreign policy ultimately pursued
by these groups was in direct contrast to the conciliatory and relatively s t a f u s quo
policies of the postwar regime. Theîr international choices were not
continuations of past policy. They were not simply the natural reactions of States
to unfair treaties - if so, why was a change in regime necessary? Nor were they

the conçequences of rising economic power - the evidence does not sustain this
judgement any more than it expiains the international quiescence of the United
States. Instead, the revisionist challenges of M y and Germany in this period had
their roots in unfulfilled wartirne bargains, in perceptions of a dual behayal and

of a duplicitous domestic regime, and in weak political institutions.
As I stated at the outset of this chapter, however, these were perhaps the

simplest and most obvious cases to explore. In tuming my attention to the
events of the previous century, 1now hope to show that the same dynamics at

play in the interwar period very nearly mptured the Concert of Europe.

CHAPTER 4
CHALLENGE THWARTED: PRUSSIA & GERMANY AFïER 1815
If the history of the period after 1918 is one of an international order
challenged and destroyed, the impression one receives from accounts of the
period beginning at the conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars is of relative

tranquillity, of 'a world restored'.ls6 Within the discipline of international
relations, the 'restoration' hvolved is conceived of primarily in terms of the
avoidance of interstate conflict and the emergence, however brief, of voluntary
consultation and policy coordination amongst the Ieading states of Europe.
Thus, Robert Gilpin is able to speak of the post-Napoleonic period as one where
"the status quo was preserved" through the balance of powerY Gilpin offers his

verdict that Europe emerged from the Congress of Viema "relatively stable until
the unification of Germany" .*sa Kissinger writes admiringly of the victorious
powers' achievement, dedaring it to be in the end too much of a good thing,
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vielding as it did "a stability so pervasive that it may have contributed to
disaster. For in the long intemal of peace the sense of the tragic was 10st".l~~
Gordon Craig writes of a "golden age of harmony", due to "a happy combination
of determination to avoid war, self-restraint when opportunities for unilateral

aggrandizement presented themselves, and s

W diplomacy".lg0

While this might, strictly speaking, be accurate in terms of major power
war, it is equally hue that the secunty concerns of the leading European states in

this period were domestic as much as external. It seems not particularly sensible
to ignore domestic conditions, downplay them, or define them as falling outside
the realm of systemic 'stability' when these conditions were at the forefront of
strategic discussions at Viema, and the system itçelf was posited on the
maintenance of traditional domestic political and social arrangements. In fact it
would not be art exaggeration to suggest that this was the primary motivation of
the architects of the postwar order. Even if one could parse military threats to
security from domestic instability as distinct threats to the status quo, the
regicidal origins and proselytizing behaviour of the defeated Napoleonic r e p e
blurred that sarne distinction.
The events of 1792 to 1815 had a v e n the statesmen gathered at V i e ~ a
ample reason to seek a peace settlement which would avoid another major war.

Ig9 Kissinger, A Wodd Restmed,
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Yet their attention was focussed not only on the objective of major power peace,
but on domestic stability - and most importantly for the three victorious
continental powers, on the preservation of the ancien regirne and the avoidance of
revolution. The international order which emerged from Viema, and the
motivations of its chief architect, Austia's Prince Clemens von Metternich, have
been described as follows:

Metternidi strove to uphoid the interests of an ariçtocratic, European social order
through maintaining the 1815 settlement by means of a repressive allime of
monarchical states, whose intonal nnd extemal security were to be preserved by

military and police cooperation as weU as by efficient and centralised
bureaucratic mie. In this way he hoped to exorcise the threat of revolution and

so mainîain the status quo.lgl

Yet even when domestic politics is given close attention in an examination
of this postwar settlement, the accent is often placed on the 'stability' allegedly
achieved, rather than on the instability resulting from the series of revolutionary

and counter-revolutionary struggles which conditioned the course of European
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politics until m i d c e n t q . Consider the following characterisation of the Concert

system:

It rnay not have fuïlilled a i I the hopes of an idealistic generation, but it gave this

generation something perhaps more precious: a period of stability which allowed
their hopes to be realized without a major war or a permanent revolution ...The
period of stability which ensued was the best proof that a 'legitimate' order had
been constmcted, an order accepted by all the major powers, so that henceforth

they sought adjustment within its hamework rather than in i 6 o v e r t h r ~ w . ~ ~ ~

Thus the sense one derives from much of the literature on this topic is that
since the domestic unrest which followed the 1815 settlement did not result in the
emergence of any new, revolutionary, revisionist powers, nor in any major
power wars, the postwar order must be pronounced stable and the efforts of the
peacemakers successful.
I am not convinced. This same period witnessed the emergence of

numerous domestic revisionist groups, several revolutions, and concluded with a
continent-wide upheaval which saw the chief architect of the postwar order
driven from his capital by a mob. It is certainly tme that there were no major

power wars between 1815 and 1856: that is in large part due to the lack of
revisionist regimes. Was the Iack of such a regime a consequence of an

orchestrated international system of interstate cooperation in diplornatic
conciliation and domestic repression? O r was it the consequence of historical
accident, of an un-foreseeable combination of factors which in the end caused
domestic revisionist movements to falter or be defeated? That is to Say, was the
ultimate failure of the revolutiow of 1848 inevitable, or was it (as had been said
of a recent watershed in international relations) a 'near nui thing'?l93
To ehninate further suspense, in this chapter and the next 1wiU dwel1 not

upon how stable Europe actually was in this period, but upon how unstable it
very nearly ended u p king. Examinuig the cases of Germany and Restoration
France, 1will argue that the pattern of domestic and international revisionism
exhibited by various domestic groups in both cases exhibit considerable
similarities. Chief amongst these similarities are four: k t , that involvement in
the continent-wide wars of the preceding two decades had produced high Ievels
of politicisation arnongst previously quiexent groups, and had generated new
forms of political discourse and new expectations regarding the content of the

postwar era; second, that these expectations, raised by government actions and
promises in wartime, were dashed in the aftermath of war in a wave of
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repression; third, that the cnishing of expectations was perceived by agfieved
groups to have both domestic and international originç; and fourth, that the
revisionist movements that sprang from this set of circumstances had goals
which may be conceived as international as well as domestic.

In enumerating these similarities it is evident that 1am idenwing a
pattern in these cases similar to that identified in Italy and Germany after the first
world war. There is, of course, a clear difference between the two sets of cases:
the Iater cases resulted in the emergence of revisionist challenger states, while the
earlier ones did not. However, it is my contention that the c a u d relationships
Ieading to emergence of revisionist groups in all these cases are hindamentdy
alike: they are rooted in wartirne pohtics, in hstrated expectations, and in a

corresponding decline in the legitimacy of both the domestic regime and the
postwar international order. The difference is in the denouerrzent, in the alliances

these groups were able to forge and in the attitudes of other members of
logrolled coalitions.
It is obvious from the title of this chapter that 1do not intend to treat the
experience of Prussia in isolation from the experiences of the numerous states of
western and south-western Germany. In assessing the various histories of the
territories involved as a collective narrative 1 am going beyond the general
purview of the dissertation: namely, cases of great powers in the aftermath of
major wars in which they were involved. Prussia is nonnally included in this
category for the period in question; Baden, Hesse, Wurttemburg, and other

principalities were not. They were minor states, buffers created between
powerfd neighbours, with Little control over their own foreign policy.
1think there are four reasow to proceed in treating the experience of

Prussia and the remaining German states cokctively under the nibric of
'Germany' (and separately from Austria). First, though Prussia and the Rhenish
states may have been norninally and juridically separate entities through the
Napoleorric era, the postwar era linked their politicai worlds intimately through
simple geography. In the final b o u n d q agreements of the peace conference,
Prussia gained direct control over most of the German Rhineland. The reacquisition of this swath of temtory, together with Prussia's traditional eastern

lands, meant that the Prussian state in physical terms cut directiy through the
non-Austrian lands of the German confederation. This meant a greater role for
Prussian troops in the German confederation's interna1 politics,~~
and greater
economic interaction through sheer proxirnity between the German
confederation and Pmssian temtory.195 Second - and related to the first point politics and economics in Pmssia and the western Germanies were bound
together through economic modernisation as a market, ultimately represented
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and furthered by the formation of the Zollverein customs union.l% The Zollverein

only confirmed the contrast between the increasing rationalisation of the
Pmssian and Rhenish economies on one hand, and the persistence of AusMan

particularism on the other.lW For this Mettemich's success at shielding Austria
from the revolutionary ferment of France and the German lands to the north was

largely t o b l m e : resistant to reform, the A u s t r i a n empire proved equally
resistant t o modernisation, adding weight to the conclusion of one obsewer that

"nothing was efficient except the diplomacy and the police" .198
Third, and more intangibly, one may argue that the political experiences

of Prussia and the other non-Austrian states of the German c o n f e d e r a t i o n were
directly iinked in a way that the Austrian one was not, both with respect to
wartirne events and regarding the intellechial development of radical politics.199
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Paradoxically, by replacing a p o k y of reform with one of reaction, the Pnissian
state drew the attention, ire, and energy of radicals in the Gemian states as well
as within its own boundaries, as the repository both of liberal potential but ais0
of reactionary betraya1.200
Fourth, the general point must be made that given the confederal status of
the German states, the complexities of the map of Germany after 1815, and the

inclusion of portions of Pmssia and Austria in the confederation, any attempt to
suggest that a study of domestic politics in this period must confine itself to the

inner boundaries of the Pmssian state would be to impose an arbitrary, abstract
concept of international relations on a subject with many subtle distinctions.
Pmssia and the Gennan confederation were not one state in 1815; nor, however,
were they entities alien to each other. The Pmssian and Austrian monarchs
rightly considered liberal radicalism in the German principalities a threat which,
if not by definition domestic, was certainly not foreign.

The runrti me experie~lce

The experiences of Germany as a whole in the Revoiutionary and
Napoleonic wars differed frorn those of France's other opponents in one crucial
aspeck they were not onIy defeated in the field, but occupied for considerable

Frederick Hertz, The German Public Mind in the Nineteenth îenhrry, Totowa, N.J., Rowman and
Litdefield, 1975,pp. 97-104.

len@s of tirne. Golo Mann has noted three broad Ilifluences the conflict had on

Gerrnany. First, the Rhineland itself was incorporated into France for 20 years,
and govemed directly from Paris, thus k i n g subject to the full gamut of political

and social reforms of the era. Second, the states conquered by the French but
allowed nominal independence in the 'Confederation of the Rhine' modelled
their own political reforms on those of the French. Third, after the cnishing
d t a r y defeat of Jena in 1806, P ~ s s i did
a not imitate but rather reacted against
the forces unleashed by the French, in France, in western Germany, and in

Pmssia itself. Thus the impact of, and politicisation inherent in, French conquests
had different effects in Pmssia than in the srnder G e m a n principalities.201

The Prussian experience of the contlict divides at one critical watershed,
Jena. The bloody end of absolutism in France had failed to make much
impression in Pmssia, itself a bastion of autocracy, at Ieast in terms of concrete
policy. In the contlict with revolutionary France in 1793-94 Pmssia had b e n
defeated by the mass-conscripted French army, and had r e r n b e d neutral
despite British attempts to enlist its support in a coalition agaizst Napoleon. By
1806 Pmssia was again at war with France, having failed to enact either the

societal or the military reforms necessary to generate a fighting force capable of

2olGolo Mann, 7 k
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matching Napoleon. Under an aging officer corps, Prussia's army in 1806 "had
become the most dangerous manifestation of her poütical vulnerability".~02
The Prussian army was badly beaten at Jena, leaving Pmssia firmly in the

orbit of France, and many of its soldiers seconded to Napoleon. Yet partly due to
troop requirements elsewhere in Napoleon's new empire, the French dominated
Prussia indirectly; through the peace beaty Fredenck William III was permitted
to remain on the throne, and d o w e d a reasonable degree of dixretion regarding
interna1 politics. This provided a window for reform of the Pmssian state, long
debated in court circles but until that point only the subject of discussion (or of

minor experimentation).203

,

The defeat at Jena was catastrophic. The beaty signed at Tilsit in 1807 saw
Prussia lose al1 territories west of Rhine (which became the kingdom of
Westphalia under Jerome Bonaparte), in addition to its recent Polish acquisitions;
an indemnity was agreed upon of 120 million francs, plus the costs of French

occupation forces required contributions towards other Napoleonic campaigns
(including the attack on Russia in 1812). Yet the defeat, however disastrous for

202 JamesJ.
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Prussia Ki the short tem, had been widely anticipated by reformers within and
outside the m i l i t a ~ y . * ~ ~

The bnrgain
The consequence of deieat was that the impetus for reform, previously

marginalised, now moved to the forefront, with the knowledge that the
mobilisation capacities of the Prussian state were far below those required to
liberate the state from French dominance, or even to survive as a great power.

Two individuals, Kari Freiherr vom Stein and Karl von Hardenberg, previously
excluded from the inner circle of advisors to the king, were as first minister in
tum given substantial control over the method and nature of reform. Wihelm

von Humboldt, an intellectual on the progressive edge of the elite, was entrusted

with reform of the Prussian educational system. To undertake direct reforms of
the military, two relatively liberal officers, Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, were

appointed.
The primary period of reform lasted from the Peace of Tilsit in 1807 only
until roughly 1810, but included a basket of societal, military, and administrative

changes to the Pmssian state. Under Stein, the reform program included the
emancipation of Prussian serfs, undertaken over a three-year period (1807-10);
initiatives in municipal self-government (1808); the abolition of archaic and
-
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-
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particdaristic resfrictions on personal mobility, land sales, and the practice of
trade; the abolition of the widely-detested system of corporal punishment in the
military; and substantial reform of the educational system, including a
humanistic cumculum and the expansion of the universities.205
A t the urging of the French who sensed in the Pmssian reforms a renewed

preparation for war, Stein was dismissed and replaced in 1810 by Hardenberg,
who continued the process of reform but was markedly less radical-2%
Stein and the other leading reformers sought, within the context of
Prussian auhoritarian mle, to generate from above the same impulses for

defense of the state exhibited by the French doyen, without fanning the
corresponding Bames of popular, liberal discontent with monarchical rule, or any
genuine seme of popular sovereignty. The remlution von oben, by denting class
privilege, adopting the principle of universality in certain realrns, and reforming

some of the most odious characteristics of the absolutisrn of the past, went some
distance in accomplishing precisely that. In doing so, the hope was that the
image of a more rational society, composed of free individuals, rewarding of
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talent and d o w i n g mobiliq, would direct the energies of key groups in the
middle class, the t o m and the countryside away from unrest and towards among other things - a larger, more reliable and more proficient IlZilitary.
The reforms initiated were numerous. Many were too radical for
Frederïck. Stein wanted to replace cabinet government by a rninisterial system,
such that the Council of Misters would make decisions in council rather than in
the monarch's office. This represented a significant revolt against autocratie
absolutism, and while it was not successfuUy implemented, Stein did ensure that
rninisters were no longer responsible for separate provinces, but now had
jurisdiction over separate departments which covered the entire Pmssian state,
an important move in the direction of rationalised goverment-207 Stein also

presented in June 1807 a plan to reform provincial govemments, giving
representation to different estates, with significantly decentralised authority.
Town and village representatives were to combine with local landowners in a
county diet, and to elect county councillors directly. This scheme was to
disappear with the replacement of Stein by Hardenberg, under whose
formulation each district director was to be appointed directly by the state.208
The reforms which were successfully implernented were, in light of the
era, a significant revamping of the absolutist order, if not nearly as profound as

2mMeinecke, The Age of Gennan Liberation (Peter Paret, ed.), Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1977,p. 72

those of the French revolution. In October 1807 Prussian serfs were emancipated,

an act of fundamentai importance not because of any reshuMing of the Pnissian
social hierarchy (the agrarian elite emerged from this episode somewhat better
off than before), but as an emblem of the relative freedom of Russian society

under the new order.zm Still in the social realm, Stein's projects of the abolition of
guild monopolies, and the removal of all occupational barriers, were
promulgated by Hardenberg on 2 November 1810 and 7 September 1811,
respectively.2lO Further attempts at rationalisation saw Jews in the old provinces

of Pmssia given equaliv before the law in 1812. Hardenberg regularly discussed
with Frederick the possibility of a Pmssian constitution, the prospect of which
caused considerable excitement in reforming circles.?"
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The emancipation edict offered compensation to landowners, unW<e similar legislation in
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Of greatest consequence for Prussiafsinternational destiny were the
military reforms of the period. Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and von Boyen were the

main movers behind these reforms, which included near-elimination of corporal

punishment, universal conscription (in 1813)' and the easing of the passage for
middle-class Pmssians to becorne officers. The third of these constituted an
assault on one of the great bastions of Pmssian conservatbm, the aristocratie
exclusivity of the officer corps. Stein, Scharnhorst and others were convinced this
needed to be broken down, and "scope given to talent and to justified
ambition".212 As an attempt to erode the perceived (and real) relationship
between h g h birth and a commission, a system of examinations was introduced
in August 1808: commission candidates now entered not as officer-cadets but as

privates, and had to pass two examinations to reach the rank of lieutenant.213 As
a consequence of these reforms the composition of the officer corps was not
changed substantially, yet the symbolism of the change was critical.

In the same month the bmtal system of corporai punishment in the
Prussian army was overhauled substantially, if not completeIy. Universal
conscription, long considered by the reformers to be a central component in the
creation of a "People's A m y " capable of defeating the French,214 was urged upon

a2Meinecke, Age, p. 96.
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the king at same üme, but due to fears of raising French suspicions, Frederick

deciined to sign the proposai into law in 1809 and again in 1810.215
The refonners were under continuai attack from conservative court circles,
who together with the French regularly persuaded Frederick to rein in the
process of reform. In 1812, the heaty of alliance with France (dictated by
Napoleon), and Frederick's decision to send half the Russian army with
Napoleon against Russia, caused many reformers to abandon hope of
maintaining their existing changes and furthering their cause, and there were
widespread defections from the kmg's government.n6 Gneisenau himself
resigned and offered his services to the Russians.
However, the terrible defeat inflicted on the irnperial French annies by the
Russians and the elements that winter gave a new breath of life to the reform
movement. The alliance with the French was discredited, and the liberation of
Prussia from French conhol now seemed a very real possibility. Stein, in
Konigsberg to greet the triumphant Russians in January1813, persuaded the
commanders of the Prussian forces to establish a territorial army in the region
based on the principle of universal conscription. The months that followed saw

Frederick f i n d y agree to the establishment of new recruitment practices and
military organization based on the same principle. The Irindzueltr, a conscripted
force, and the jdger, art elite set of detachments drawn from middle-class

215 Meinecke, Age,
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volunteers, were created by edict in the following months; ço was the Lnndstum,
a guerriIla force for those neither in the regular army nor conscripted into the

hndzuehr, whose radical potential so homfied consewatives that it was
implemented o d y by certain resourceful peasant groups and intellectuals.217
UniversaI conscription itself (3 years' active, two years' reserve) was formally
passed into law in 1814, with the provision that after one year in the regular
army, sons of non-noble but educated and weii-to-do families were given first
crack at commissions in the Landwehr, a key concession to middle-class
aspirations.218 In the view of Meinecke, these innovations were critical in
achieving the popular mobilisation sought by the reformers since 1806:

Until1813 it was still possible to doubt whether the 'people' on whom the

patriots counted in their plans for reform and uprising, did in fact exist, or
whether it was merely a reflection, a postulate, of their ideals. The spring of 1813
removed aU doubts.... Ln accordance with Scharnhorst's ideas, the volunteer bger
detachments provided the officers for the Landwehrf while the hndrvehr became a
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On the creation of the new army unit!, çee

huly national institution by the very fact that the creation of ib units was

entrusted to local cornmittees on which ail classes were represented.n9

By the fall of 1813 the Prussian army had made great strides towards becorning a
popular force, the Lnndwehr a huge reserve army to which "many volunteers
flocked to joinf',- and the reforms had combined with the activities of nationalist

intellectuals, such as Fichte, to create a novel mood of pahiotism in Prussia.
The German nationalism which burgeoned in this period, particularly
amongst the middle class, intellectuals, and artisans, and which led to a number
Prussian victories over the French after 1813, c m be seen simply as a response to
French nationalism and occupation. Yet had the reformers not rationalised and
broadened the popular appeal of the central institutions of the Pmssian state,
there would have been no effective means of articulating that nationalism as a

means of 'liberation'. The reforming ministers under Frederick offered
previously excluded groups in Prussian society greater social mobility, destroyed
symbols of particularism, hierarchy and oppression, and offered avenues for
popular and individual expressions of patriotism: perhaps the most critical of
these latter innovations was the opening of government to middle-class

intellechi& and rationalisers. In retum, the regime drew on a wave of popular
support and improved military moral in the 1813-14War of Liberation, and again
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in the final conflict of NapoIeon's Hundred Days. Ideahtic students in particular
flocked to the Lnndzvehr and von Lutzow's Freikorps, urged on by Ieading
intellectuds such as Herder, Fichte, and the patriotic poet Turnvater Jahn.221

The reforms effected in areas in which French control was more direct
were more radical. The primary casualty of the oId order in the Rhenish states
was the legal parücularism endemic in the former temtories of the Holy Roman
Empire. Two decades of experience of revolutionary and Napoleonic reforms,
such as the principle of equaiity before the law, affected the Rhineiand
profoundly. Those states permitted to survive intact in the Confederation of the

Rhine, such as Bavaria and Wurttemberg, made reforms modeiied on new French
principles such as 'careers open to talents', the curie Nopoleon, and administrative
centralisati0n.Z

The various portions of the Napoleonic Empire felt the effects of French
restructuring differently, but the Rhineland and the states of the Rhetribund were
amongst the regions most heavily affected. Under French govemance, the
smaller German states began to reform along French h e s . Baden, Wurttemberg

and other states eliminated serfdom, and made inaugural steps towards

Golo Mann, Gennany, p. 76.
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constitutional government."

Seigneurial privilege was severely curtailed,

ecclesiastical lands were regularly sold off, and the termination of the Holy
Roman Empire in 1806 rendered the decline of the old order official. Under the
Reichsdepritntionshrztipfschluss of 1803 the number of political uni& in western and
southem Germany was whittled from over a hundred to sixteen.224
It wodd be correct to conclude of this particular set of reforms that the
acts involved were those of a conquering and ocçupying power with a taste for
administration, rather than a bargain between a government requiring greater
leveis of wartime mobilisation and its population. The reforming era in the

Rheznbzrnd was thus of a somewhat different character than that in Prussia. Yet
the reforms undertaken in French-controlled Germany are directly relevant to the
dynamics of wartime politics examined in these pages. For in addition to the
extension of French ideological innovation, one of the principal motivations of
the reforms (at least under the Empire) was to gain the allegiance of key local
elites, town leaders, and others, whose collaboration was essential to maintain
French administrative conhol. Cmcially, those who benefitted most from French
reforms were rather more middle than upper-class, and rather more educated

than not. Stuart Woolf notes in his study of Napoleonic administration that

"collaboration came early and was widespread at the rniddling ranks of the
civilian administration". The sale of Church and émigré land went further in

223 Snell Democmtic M m m t , pp. 14-15.

creating a bond between the occupying regime and the middle class and small-

holding peaçanhy.z25
Yet while the French reforms dislodged the indigenous, traditional socio-

political relationships of the western and south German principalities under
direct Napoleonic control, and while this upheaval created new allegiances and
mptured old, the reaction to French mle had a paradoxical effect though novel
and in many ways progressive, the behaviour of the occupying forces was all too

often heavy handed and oppressive. Thus, as has been obsewed by numerous
students of the era, French national expansion and ideology rid Germany
(temporarily) of its old order, but also presented a foi1 for a budding Gennan
national assertiveness. Part of the German nationalism which sprung from the
Napoleonic period was liberal, yet another part was illiberal, and came to view
the proclaimed egalitarian social aims of the invader as particularly French,
rather than humanist For many in Germany, "the concepts of revolution,
emancipation, equality of aU citizens, came to be associated irrevocably with the
experience of conquest, of exploitation and of national humiliation".226
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Whether or not any Gerrnan s a h u e g emerged from this collision of the

new and the old has been explored extensively by others;m as a question it falls
outside the purview of this dissertation. Of relevance here is the fact that the
French occupation had two great effects on Geman politics. it introduced Iiberal
ideas and made revolution, or the promise of revolution, a tangible local
phenornenon. Yet in introducing the notion of nation into German political
dixourse, the French triggered reaction as well as emulation. Breaking the

bonds of Habsburg, Prussian or other local autocraties and particularisms did
not necessarily imply liberalism, as many of the original French radicals thought
it must. This tension contù-iued to cross nationalist and liberal lines throughout

the postwar era in Germany.

Postzunr perceptions
The impact of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars on Germany as a

whole was varied, but we may identdy several themes. First, the privileges and
ruling style of the old elite were modified, if not directly by the French, then (as

in Pmssia) by the elites themselves. In both varianis, the outcome was s i d a r :
liberal groups on the outskirts of power moved closer to the centre, methods of
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administration and govemance were rationaliçed and centralised, and most of
the most exploitative aspects of elite-mas relations were abandoned. Second,
new (or stronger) currents of Geman national self-consciousness arose in

response to French ideology and in reaction to French domination.
Third, the victories of progressive elements in society were incomplete,

due in part to the fact that they had k e n brought as a consequence of extramous
pressures the wars had visited on German society. In areas of direct French
domination, the old elites had had their power curtailed by the invader, who was

by 1814 driven from German soil. In Prussia, the liberal faction had gained the
upper hand as a consequence of the defeat at Jena, but there remained large
numbers of conservatives dose to Frederick at the conclusion of the war. The

grip of the reformers on the rudder of Prussian policy had been tenuous in any
event, as the frequent dismissals of Stein and other progressive advisors between

1807 and 1814 demonstrate.
Thus in 1815, with the final defeat of Napoleon assured at Waterloo,
French rule (or the menace thereof) had disappeared from Geman territory, and
with it much of the impetus for reform. Pmssia and the states of the German
confederation had changed considerably in the preceding decade, but the
conservatives' hands were strengthened: no longer was it necessary to combat
French liberalism and republicanism on similar tenns. Instead, the agenda at
V i e ~ was
a clearly directed towards attacking similar innovations in embyo.

Metternich's intentions with respect to Germany were plain: "1 hope with the

help of God to strike d o m the Geman revolution, as 1 have defeated the
conqueror of Europe".=
The restoration of the old order desired by Metternich had an ally in the
relatively backward conditions of much of Germany. When the French armies
had departed, interest in public affairs declined sharply. The chiefly agrarian,

immobile structure of German society, emancipation of the serfs
notwithstanding, had led to an ingrained devotion to ruiing families, many of
whom were retuming é~n.igrés.22~
As a consequence the once-deposed agrarian
elite dominated restoration Germany,largely at the expense of the middle class
which had been relatively advantaged under Napoleon. During French
occupation of the Rhineland and south Germany,equaiity before the law and
'careers open to talents' had becorne accepted principles, and particulariçtic
restrictions on trade and industry had been altered or removed. Most of these
actions were rescinded; despite the reversal, the beneficiaries of Napoleonic rule,
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such as middle class bureaucrats and shopkeepers, were too few and too
dependent on p ~ c e l courts
y
for their livelihood to make effective protestm In
Prussia, Hardenberg's repeated suggestions to Frederick regarding the granting
of a Prussian constitution, which Frederick had considered some years earlier,

were now resolutely ignored,P1 and Hardenburg's first postwar cabinet was

prirnarily composed of consewative bureaucrats at the king's wish.232 Pmssia's
proxirnity to its even more consewative allies Russia and Austria, and its
relatively weak position, meant that its ability to pursue an independent policy at

the peace conference was severely constrained in any event."

Thus, at the state

level the impetus for reform in Germany Iost nearly all the momenturn it had
acquired in the war years.
The decline of the French threat freed the hand of Gennan conservatives.
The aristocracy had rewon its prestige through its recent success on the
battlefield. Thus, as Hamerow notes, the liberai advances made during the war

could now easily be rolled back by the old regirne, who "littleby Little suppressed

'30 Ibid., pp. 6-7.
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the patriotic movement in the universities, suspended p r o j e for constitutional
reform, abandoned plans for the introduction of local self-government, and
forced the retirement of the refomers themselves".~~~
Active dissatisfaction with the restoration of the ancien regime and the
general European settlement came neither from the ranks of state 'reformers von

oben' (now marginalised with the defeat of the republican threat), nor from the
s t d i miniscule commerciai and industrial bourgeoisie, but from two (largely

overlapping) groups whose expectations had been raised in the war and
shattered in the peace: nationaüsts and Liberals. The ranks of both were drawn
largely from professionai and intellectuals groups, and in particular from the
universities. Many had fought in the liberation stmggles of 1813-15. As Golo

Mann notes, the disparity between the patriots' aims and military achievements,

and the apparent goals of the Viema diplomats, left the patriots bitter.235
When discussing liberalism in restoration Germany, one may idenhfy two
main streams of thought around which activists coalesced. Histoficnl liberalism,
the weaker of the two strains, was most comrnonly found in north Germany and
Prussia, was anti-egalitarian, profoundly romantic, and had a fascination with
evolving, organic constitutions (that is, a preference for the English mode1 as
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opposed to the French). The 'organicJ nature of historical Iiberalism led to an
accent on perpetuating medieval estates and the monarchy as 'livingJ parts of
political society. Its attention to tradition and legend were closely asçociated
with German national myth-making of time, as was histoncal liberalism's
fascination with past. Its association with traditional forms was also its primary
weakness, and rendered it dependent on intellectual supporters from the upper
reaches of the rniddle c i a ~ s nieoreticd
.~
liberalism, strongest in the Rhineland

and south Germany, was for obvious reasons much more heavily influenced bv
French rationalist constitutionalisrn. It tended not to rely on historical reference,
but on appeals to political wisdorn, and was much less attached to any view of
the institutions of the ancien regime as 'organically' connected to Germany as a
nation. This Stream drew broader support, extending its appeal beyond
intellectual groups to urban artisans and professionals.B7 Thus, the primary
pressure on restoration rulers in liberal terms came from this second s-d,

the

most pressing demand of which was the granüng of constitutions, if not
practically then symbolically a check on traditional absolutism. In this
environment, in south Germany a number of rulers granted constitutions
beîween 1814 and 1820 to consolidate new temtories, and in creating a bond

-
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between mler and subject to forestail the further advance of progressive,

republican ideas?

The other major source of pressure came from nationalism, the movement
whose l o g i d consequence was the arnalgamation of the various German states
into a greater Germany. The most prominent groups in this movement were the

bzrrçchotschffPn.~9 The first of these groups was founded at the university of
Jena in 1815, by student veterans who had been infiuenced by Tumvater Jahn.240
Composed primarily of students, the great majority of whom were veterans of
the War of Liberation, burscknschnft members believed that the postwar
setîlement represented a betrayal of the ideals for which they had fought. While
romanticism Ient Byronic qualities to the nature of their demands, the basic goal
of the burschenschften was unambiguous: a united German nation, unfettered by
alien ~0ntrol.241As Snell observes, "the reality of 1815-16was terribly

Ibid., p. 14.
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240

fiid., p. 15
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Primarily, the alien conbol resented by the burschenschnfen was that of the Habsburgs and the

Tsars. Yet the nationalimi of many of the student activists of the day was also heavily tinged with
anti-Semitism, disgused either heavily or thiniy under a cloak of opposition to

"cosmopoLitanism". The hate literature of the day is echoed in spirit by Treitschke's own
commentary on the period. See Heinrich von Treitçchke, History of G m a n y in the Nineteenth
Ce~itury,edited by Gordon A. Craig (selections from the translation of Eden and Cedar Paul),
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1975, especially pp. 104-07.

disappointing to those who, during the national rising of 1813, had hoped for the

unity of a free Germany".zq' Both the tems of the domestic postwar settlement,
which confirmed the continuation of a fractured and particularist Germany, and
the fact that the chief guarantors of this seHement were the absolutist regimes of
Russia and Austria, combined to render a perception of dual illegitimacy. The
nineteenth-century German historian Treitxhke saw this duality of resentrnent in
the relationship between the young generation's sacrifices in the war and the
disappointments of the postwar settlement:

It was inevitable that this patnotic enthusiasm should fiame up more fiercely
when the young waniors now retumed to the lecture theatre, many of them
decorated with the iron cross, almost all still intoxicated with the heroic fury of

the great struggIe, filled with ardent hatred of 'the extemal and intemal
oppressors of the fatherlar~d.'~~~

The primary political method of the burschschafen in the immediate
postwar years was symbolism, revolving around attempts to organize student
life and political discourse along national lines. The Wartburg festival in 1817,
marking the anniversary of the battle of Leipzig and the tercentenary of Luther's
rebellion against Catholicism, was widely attended by nationalist student

groupingç, and was the site of speeches and demonstrations against the postwar
settlement in general and Russian institutions in particular.244 In October 1818
the Allgemeiner Bzirschtng (the leading national student cornmittee) met at Jena
to form the Allgemeine deutsche Burschenschnf, the first all-German student
organisation, and adopted red, black and gold insignia (colours alleged to be old
imperial colours but whidi were in fact wom first by the FreikoTps, then by Jena

students).245
While the immediate political signhcance of the bztrschenschnfm was
limited, they were of considerably broader historical signhcance as a formative
political experience for a generational cohort of intellectuals. Bound by an
idealistic nationalism which tran~endedprovincial identities, many of these
same individuals were to occupy leading positions in German society at the

critical revolutionary junctures of the coming decades.246 Parenthetically, it may
be useful in comparative terms to observe that the activities of the anti-republican

right in Weimar Germany, while often violent, dealt heavily in symbolism and in
ostensibly non-political social a~tivities.24~
Yet if symbolic politics was the primary focus of the intellectual
community, it was not without impact Student agitation, combined with the

24 Craig, Europe Since 1815, p. 56.
245 Carr, A
246

H i s t o y of Gertnany, p. 16.

fbid., p. 18.

contrasts between Restoration politics and the changes achieved or promised in
wartirne, created a political climate in mmuch of Gemiany and kussia which was
hostile to Mettemich's vision (and reality). By 1819 Mettemidi had corne to

believe, and told the Emperor Francis 1, that the German confederation was
threatened by nationalist agitation in Pmssia, representative constitutions in
South Germany, and the advocacy of both nationalism and republicanism by the
German press, and that moreover a democratic constitution in Prussia would

result in "the complete overthrow of al1 existing institutions".2m
The assassination of a consenrative playwright, suspected of spying for
Rusçia, by the young theologian and Jenaburschenschnfer Karl Sa11d24~
in March
1819, provided Mettemich with a pretext for stamping out the liberal protest

movement in Germany. Hardenberg, who had remained in administration in
hopes of persuading Frederick to pass a constitution, had lost further political
momenhim as a consequence of the assassination, and was forced to accept

Metternich's demands at their meeting in July, which laid the groundwork for

-

-
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was of extremely limited political utiiity, and Sand was widely considered to

be mentally derangeci.

the Carlsbad decrees of the sarne rn0nth.m On July 29th, Metternich and
Frederick met ai Teplitz, where the Russian king agreed to the crackdown
desired by Mettemich.

The Carlsbad decrees were a series of repressive instruments designed to
cmsh liberal opposition in Pmssia and the German confederation. They
symbolised the cooperation of the Austrian and Prussian states in p u t h g down
dissent, and marked the end of a period of considerable influence of liberal
inteLiechrais, political activists, and other previously marginal groups brought
into decision-making orbit as a consequence of the Stein-Hardenberg reforms and
the French occupation. The cooperative element was considered most important
by Mettemich, who ewured that the Confederation's federal diet was given
power to send troops to queil rebellion wherever they might occur, despite (or
deliberately mfringing upon) the supposed sovereignty of individual states.251
The decrees, together with the Viema Final Act of late 1819, bound princes

not to offer republican constitutions, allowed for federal military intervention in
the domestic concems of individual states, enshrined the principle of monarchic
legitimacy, ordered many university teachers dismissed or imprisoned for
subversion, suppressed liberal newspapers, instituted broader censorship of
books, pamphlets, and joumals and gave the govemment full control of all
--

--

~ XIn
I any event, Hardenberg's hands were tied by

approach was now the correct one.

the conviction of Fredenck that Mettemich's

publications of less than twenty pages,252 provided for the surveillance of
university Me, and ordered the Burxhençdiaft disso1ved.m An Austrian idea to

which Pmssia assented, it confirmed the ailegations of malfeasance and colIusion,
within and without, which the Burschenschaften had been making since 1815."

The remarkable thing about the Carlsbad decrees and the Vienna Final Act
as actç of repression was that, for a decade at least, they were highly successful.
The more progressive states of the Confederation, in particular Wurtternburg and
Bavaria, had initial objections and were recalcitrant, but were swayed eventually
by Metternich into acknowledging the threat he alleged. By 1824, the Federal
Diet had approved unanimously the indefinite renewal of the Carlsbad
decrees.35
The Carlsbad decrees succeeded in keeping Germany "quiet for a
decade".% No new constitutions were conceded after 1820, and Frederick
William III of Pmssia abandoned alI thoughts of granting a representative
-
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-

Biiiinger, Mettemich, p. 23.

"Which led to the practice of writing extremely Lengthy political

tracts, as well as the use of

misleadhg tides (an example of the latter being an attack on conservative secret societies, entitied
Correction of an Item in the Bredm-Venturi Chroniclefw 1808). See Sheehan, German History, p. 421.
253 Many of the members continued clandestine meetings.
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constitution by 1823, having promised one five times since Jena?

The fears

many monarchs had of revolution faded signihcantiy after 1824, but
paradoxically the Muence of Austria waned as weiI. As their fears of unrest
diminished, German princes sought to expand their politicai power through
econornic reforms, and increasing their degree of econornic union, eschewing
Austrian solutions in favour of expanding their contacts with a growing
bourgeoi~ie.25~
Bavaria and Wurttemberg signed a prelirninary tariff convention
in April1827, while Prussia and Hesse established economic ties the next year.

Metternich was opposed to both actions but unlike German unity at the mass
IeveI, this was a development he was unable to oppose, tied by hû own domestic
concems to a need to maintain good relations with P ~ s s i a . 2 5 ~

Why the opposition to the postwar order faded so quickly is primarily a
question of numbers and vocation, as weil as the new strength gained by the
aristocracy in the war. The anti-French forces in the Wars of Liberation

(Erhetnmg) were composed of a) nobles and upper-level civil servants, who had
Iittle interest in overthrowing the established order, and b) artists, intellectuals &
university students. The latter, though active opponents of the post-war regirne,
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were few in number, and were forced through economic necessity and lack of
allies to acquiesce in the requirementç of Carlsbad.t60

Numerous commentators remark on the political apathy prevalent in

Gemany in 1820s. Berlin itself was a hotbed of assent, lacking any genuine
urban political Me,other than k i n g sirnply the seat of central govemment.261
Economic depression, bad harvests in 1816-17causing food shortages for some

years, and the crisis caused by the removal of Napoleon's Continental system of
protection from cheaper British cornpetition, were all contribuhg factors.
Moreover, the British Corn Law of 1815 restricted future markets for German
wheat. Carr states bluntly that for the years after Carlsbad, "the Germans were
too preoccupied with the problems of economic survivai to bother much about
politics" -262

Yet as Hamerow notes, if the 1820s were tranquil on the surface,
undemeath a struggle between capitalist and precapitalist modes of production

was creating new classes with new political concems.26J Twice in the next two
decades, challenges to Metternich's postwar order would occur i
n Germany. In
--

-
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the second of these clashes, these new groups would prove willing to ally with

the Liberals and the nationalists in a logroll aimed at toppling the old regime. For

the liberds and the nationaliçts, "the memory of what the Pnissian state had
achieved never died cornpletely and was revived in very different times and
conditions; it was then coupled with the legend that in 1814 a great hope had

been betrayed, and that the omissions of the past must now be made good".m

The political quiexence of the 1820s was shattered in 1830 by the outbreak
of revolution in France, although the impact of events in Paris varied
considerably over &man territory The Austrian and Prussian capitals and
hinterlands were not heavily affected. However, in the lands of the German
Confederation, which had k e n subject to far greater French influence during the
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, the effect was far greater.

In September of that year anti-absolutist riots broke out in Hamburg and
Leipzig. In Braunschweig, Duke Karl II was forced to flee by moderate nobles
and middle class leaders who replaced him with his brother, but circumscribed
royal powers with a parliament and constitution.265In Dresden and Cassel,
liberal demonstrators intimidated local governments into promising more
-
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representative constitutions. In October, unrest in the border areas of Hesse led
the Diet to arrange militvy intervention.266 The four states most affected in 1830-

31 were Brunswick, Hesse-Cassel, Saxony and Hanover. In Brunswick, the

existing govemment was toppled, replaced by Duke William on the condition of
a constitution. New constitutions in the other three states averted further
revolutionary disturbart~es.26~

The revolts of 1830 ultimately petered out, partly through a lack of
coordination amongst the various rebellions (in tum perhaps a typical
consequence of the fragmentation of German politics), partly through timely
reforms undertaken by local elites, and partly through Limited rnilitary
intemention by the Confederation and the threat of Austrian invasion.268
Yet the general psychological impact of the 1830 revolutions on the liberal
opposition was profound. It marked the rebirth of liberal and nationalist

-
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Ironicaily, the Austrians were in no condition to intervene, king hvery shaky financial s
in the judgrnent of çome observers Austria was effectively unable to maintain a viable army

between 1825 and 2848. In 1830,w hen war with France was iikely, Austria could mount an army
of only 170,000, compared to Prussiars250,000.And in 1831 Metternich's desire to invade France
was refused by Archduke Charles due to the iïnancial condition of empire and the army. Ibid.,
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intellectual life in Ger~nany.26~
New groupings emerged as critics of the regime

and champions of the reformist cause, chief amongst them the Young Hegelians
and Young Germany. Both of these feu squarely in the theoretical iiberal camp,

and were bitter critics of romanticisrn and reaction, dismissing the cornmon belief
that change should occur only when rulers ready.m

The Hambach festival of May 1832 was in practice the culrmnation of a
number of demonstrations in the Palatinate, amongst which were mostly
demands for liberalisation. Its size alone (estimates are generdy in the range of

20,000 participants) suggests that it was a source of concem for the authorities.
However, the speeches and pamphlets which emerged from the gathering were
the clearest articulations to date of an agenda of change at both the domestic and
international levels. Not only did the demonstrators calI for a Rechtsstnnt
(effectively, a set of personal freedoms, equality before the law, the proclamation

of a Gennan republic, and popular sovereignty), but there were also repeated
calls for a free PoIand independent of Prussian, Russian or Austrian control, the
overthrow of European monarchs, and a confederation of national European

269 This inteilectual awakening was most pronounced in Baden and

the P a l a h t e , and was

symboüçed by the publication by Professors Rotteck and Welcker, of Freiburg University and
members of Baden's lower house, of the Staatslexikon, a major theoretical liberal work, between

183444. Ibid., p. 20.
ntid., p. 21.

repub1ics.m Liberals, proto-democrats, and nationalist participants came from
Saxony, Pmssia, and from the Confederation. The three most cornmon
professions of those attending the festival were s m d farmers, students, and
professionals; many of the latter two groups were former members of the

burschenschnfen, and many would in turn be heavily involved in the 1848
revolutions.~
The reaction to Hambach was swift The "Six Acts" passed by the Geman
Diet in June 1832 were a full re-assertion of monarchical legitimacy. The Acts
obiigated princes to uphold legitimist principles vis-&vis local diets, whose
powers were in tum restricted; a commission was established to report on
mfringements of these and other laws; press restrictions were reinforced; and
there was further suppression of the Burschenschjien. The real response,
however, came in the form of the "Ten Acts" of the same month, which renewed

the Carlsbad decrees, and banned inter nlin clubs, assemblies, and the display of
unauthorized flags (the object of which was the revolutionaries' tricolor).m
Several state diets and universities were closed. Most immediately, however,

Ibid.. p. 21.
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thousands of the participants were imprisoned, and hundreds put to death, in a
violent suppression of dissent?

The effect of the crackdown was markedly similar to the repression of the
liberal movements of 1820. A limited aftershock occurred the following year,
when a coup attempt in Frankfurt saw a group of students storm the city guard
house, hoping to arm the t o m p e o p l e and proclaim a republic; however, the
coup failed at winning any degree of popular support, and the revolt was easily

put d0wn.m In general, the repressive tactics employed were sufficient to quell
the most serious manifestations of dissent. Despite the broader base of support
enjoyed by liberals in this era, and their more sophisticated, cosmopolitan
message, the radicals who attended Harnbach were no more successful than the

Bitrschenschften in altering state orientations towards the German "nation" and
its place amongst others of its kind in Europe.%

The social characteristics of the polities of Restoration Germany were such
that any movement which drew its strength primarily from middle-dass

intellectuals must be considered handicapped, at least in cornparison with similar
movements in the twentieth century. The achievements of Humboldt's refoms

in increasing public literacy notwithçtanding, both romantic nationalism and

Liberal, cosmopolitan nationalism were of limited resonance in a society which
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was still broadly agridtural, and whose town M e bore the enduring marks of
the guild system (which despite k i n g abolished in the reformers' era had been
widely reinstituted by 1830)?
Moreover, as Sagarra points out, the very bureaucratie, intellectual, and
middle-class c a h g s of most of the radicals endowed the opposition with a
severe structural impediment the state was repressive but was paradoxically a
source of order and çecurity, and a major provider of employment, for the
middle class. While there were various attempts in the 1830s by followers of

Heimich Heine and the Frankfurt journalist Ludwig Borne to develop a critical
press tradition, these efforts were stymied by the repressive measures passed by

the Bundestag in the middle of the decade. In 1935, a significant number of
liberal writers were imprisoned, and censorship re-imposed and redorced.aa

Another signihcant impediment to the German radical opposition in this
era was the lack of a genuine cultural centre, considered by many to be as

important a factor as repression: in short, Germany had no Paris?

This was in
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Hamerow, Restmation, p. 26. The degree to which German daily political sociefy was a small
worid was reinforced by the extremely Limited fraxtchiçe. in Berlin from 1828 to 1848,on average
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had risen by 1848 to just 19,000.See Knudsen, " M t s " ,p. 121.
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large part due to the enduring impact of Stein-Hardenberg reform era. As one
observer has concluded, "the conünuing presence in the capitd of survivors from
the reform period dictated that into the 1840s much of the visible political debate
was still formulated in terms of the tradition of enlightened bureaucratic reform."
Moreover, the dominance of this group greatly Iùnited the impact of more radical
opponents of the regime, as the old bureaucratic refomers "maintained a group
cohesiveness in and out of power through which they dominated the formulation
of liberal political attitudes in the capital" .m As a consequence, for many years
Berlin had liberal institutions, and individual liberais, but no general liberal
politics, and witnessed a general acceptance and intemalization of tradition of
paternalistic domination.%l
1848

Of the two overlapping shands of opposition in this period, liberalism had
flourished at expense of nationalism in early part of 1830s,but nationalisrn
reemerged as a potent force with growing econornic power of the various states

Knudsen, "Limits", pp. 115.

a1Ibid., p. 129-31.Knudsen argues that Berlin did not react as did the rest of Germany to the
revoIutions of 1830, and that the death of Frederick William III, rather than events in ParisI
rnarked more a more significant break with the Restoration, Ieading as it did to the marginal
iiberalwtion of political life in Berlin in the early 1840ç.

of the Zollverein in later 1830s.282 However, it was externd events which gave
greater impetus to nationalist, rather than cosmopolitan or intemationalist,
revisionism. France, outmanoeuvered by Britain over Egypt in the summer of
1840, sought redress in an activist European policy. Thiers, the foreign rninister
of the day, prepared the army for war, most probably against Gennany. The
Paris press printed a series of heated denunciations of the 1815 treaties, and

called for the reconquest of m e l a n d , Thiers making cl-

to the Rhine as the

'natural frontier' of France, sparking the emergence of conflicting 'river cu1tsf in
France and Germany.283 These actions were central in k i h g most friendly
sentiments for France in Gemany, and in crippling cosmopolitan liberalism.
Thus unification, not struggle against tyranny, became the dominant issue for the

revisionist opposition in the 1840s.m
The 1840s witnessed rapid social change. In the combined German States
and territories the population increased from 25 million at the t h e of the

Congress of Vienna to nearly 35 million in 1845.2" This was also the period of
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Gemany's initial industrial devel~prnent,~
which brought considerable
urbanisation and changes in the productive roles of individuals. The fortunes of
two groups, hndzverker (artisans) and industrial workers, diverged significantly
as a consequence of these developments. The hnndzoerker, who were fighting

against encroachrnent by larger-=ale modem industry, saw their standard of

living drop as their numbers increased through the population boom.
Conversely, the wages of industrial workers, who profited from the growth in
industry combined with existing restrictions on labour mobiüty, rose continually
through the Restoration peri0d.m Despite the exhortations and expectations of
contemporary socialists (and twentieth centwy Marxist o b s e ~ e r s )in
, 1û48 the
industrial proletariat per se constituted a labour aristocracy and were not
sigruficant actors in the revolution.~

Thus to the extent that an emiserated proletariat existed in Germany in the
1830s and 1840s, it was the handwerker rather than the better-off industrial
workers who better fit the description.z9 This showed in the degree to which it
was artisans, and not factory workers, who were the most likely to engage in
- -
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however, was some years away, occuning after the

reorganization of German capital markets in 1850 and again in the 1870s. S e Trebilcock,
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social unrest Hardenberg's appoinûnent itself had hastened the decline of

handwerker by 1810, with the promulgation of a decree allowing practice of
several trades at once.290 The Zollverein was also a blow, eroding as it did the
long-protected local markets of artisans. Ln January1832 armed groups of
iurndruerkm protesting the customs union attacked toll houses and threatened

customs officiais in Hanau, the disorders spreading to neighbouring Franldurt.29l
The activism of the handwerker, unlike the liber& and the nationalists, was
ahnost exclusiveIy backward-looking, and had a heavy Luddite element, as
found in the revolt of the Silesian weavers in 1 8 4 P 2
T ' u sneither the artisans nor the industrial workers held sociaily radical
viewpoints, and it was only the former group that actively expressed any
discontent, which when it appeared was anti-modernist. In part this is due to the
reasons outlined above; in part, it was also due to the tremendous impact
emigration had on the political landscape of Germany in the rnid-nineteenth

century. The increase in population of ths time might have been even greater
but for the large population and talent loss of the 1830s and 184ûs: as news of
religious and political freedom in America filtered back through the letters and
writings of German émigrés, many of the most progressive elements arnong the
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disadvantaged classes took the oppomuiity to begin anew across the AtlanticF3
From both the proletariat and the artisan classes, the talented and ambitious
emigrated along with the down-trodden in the hundreds of thousands.*
The revolution of March 1û4û had a number of proximate causes. A
famine in 1847 had exacerbated the rural situation,in which growth in the

population of the countryside had meant smder and smaller plots for the
peasantry. The land reforms and emancipations of the previous decades, in
particular in the states of the Gennan Confederation, had been done by fiat

without reflection on the social impact of such moves. Many peasants found
themselves landless, and left adrift, were eventually susceptible to revolutionary
agitation.295 The agricultural depression, in a reflection of the still heavily
agrarian nature of German society, Ied in tum to an urban commercial
depression," which further eroded the living standards of already-irnpoverished
luzndzuerker and kleinlinndler. As Harnerow notes, if the depression Ied to the
emigration of the proletariat, it also meant the radicalisation of the peasantry and
Izcznd'zuerker,and thus gave middle class inteiiectuals a new mass foIlowing for
their constitutionalism. "The economic crisis thus prepared the way for the
spring uprising of 1848 by endowing the political opposition with popdar
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support and forcing it to adopt more radical facticsf'.*

And as in 1830, events in

Paris proved a spark for revolutionary groups across Germany.
The cooperative network of repression designed earlier in the century was
overwhehned by the number of revolutionary outbreaks. Metternich or
Frederick William IV would have sent troops to contain revolutions in places
such as Bavaria or Wurttemberg in 1848, were they not confronted by their own
revolutions. By the spring of 1848, Mann observes, the collusive powers of
Germany's own domestic regimes and their outside guarantor were failing: "the
dynasty was in no position to obstruct revolution in the states of the Geman
Confederation, and it appeared that Austria could no longer stand in the way of

German unityn.298 Prussia's was the most violent revolution of all the north
German states, and Frederick found himself unable to intervene in other state
capitals in the spring of 1848. Upon hearing of Mettemich's f d he abandoned
resistance, and offered the revolutionaries a constitution and a parliament. The
royal couple paid respect to the graves of dead rebels, the king forced to Wear the
black-red-gold colours the liberals had copied from the Burschenschnft.~

The revolutionary coalition which briefly achieved success in 184349 was

highly heterogeneous. It leadership was a composite of the progressive spectmm
--
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of the day: nationaliçtç, überals, and to a lesser extent çocialists. The continuity
between the ideas and leadership of the 1848 revolution, and the earlier outbursts

of dissent, was considerable. Golo Mann observes that many of the senior
leaders of the revolution "were men of the Napoleonic era whose ideas were
those of the Gennany of 1818".M0 The ranks of the revolutionaries in the streets
of German cities, however, were populated primarily by artisans and peasants,

whose concems were at once anti-regune yet also essentidy reactionq. Rather
than any class consciousness, the handwerker were possessed of 'guiid
consciousness', the implications of which were to have important consequences
for the course of the revol~tion.3~1

There is not the space here to recount in detail the various changes in
fortune of the 1û48 revolutions in Germany. In light of the argument of the
dissertation, 1feel three points are most relevant: the continuity between wartirne
politicisation and 1848, the ability of aggrieved groups to form an anti-regune
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logroil, and the essentially domestic reaçons for the lack of emergence of a
Geman revisionist challenger.

First, it is possible to trace a lineage from the disappointments of the
Iiberals of earlier decades, regarding the poçtwar order within Germany and
across Europe, to the foreign policies sought by the Frankfurt Parliament in 184849. Moreover, this lineage is accentuated by the fact that the personnel of the

dissatisfied wartime generation produced much of the leadership of the
revolution in 1W,in which many of the symbols of the earlier protests of the

Hambach festival and the Burschenschn.en were employed. In the parliament's
attempt to conduct an independent foreign policy, there is ample evidence of
efforts made to establish a novel pattern of relations, distinct from the
expectations of Metternich's system. This tendency had two manifestations, one
oriented towards German national unification, the other less strong and with an
accent on a liberal universalist world-view. The best example of the former was
the confiict with Denrnark over Schleswig-Holstein. The Frankfurt parliament's
radical wing wanted a militant foreign policy, and wished Prussia to prosecute
the war, and censured the armistice signed by the Prussians at Malmo which

committed the Russians to evacuate the disputed temtory. Under radical
influence Parliament refused to raûfy the armistice, but then reversed its decision

as dissension amongst the leftist factions of the revolutionary leadership

strengthened the counter-revolutionanes' hand.302

The more cosmopolitan elements of the Frankfurt parliament's foreign
policy saw the establishment of diplornatic relations with United States. More
significant in terms of European revisionism was the parliament's sympathy for
Polish national aspirations, the muse célèbre of progressive liberalism in midnineteenth century Europe. The parliament declared that Germany had "a sacred

duty" to promote Polish unification and freedom from Pnissian, Austrian and
Russian conhol. The duchy of Posen, annexed by Prussia in 1793, was to be
granted greater autonomy, a position held publicly by Frederick William IV
under pressure from leftist parLiamentarians.303
Ultimately, the revolutionary elite overestimated the willingneçs of
German socieq to tolerate the degree of social change some of their nurnber, in
particular the socialists, were proposing. With the defection of the revolution's
mass following, and - perhaps most critically - the lack of any real control over
the state's coercive instruments, the revolutionaries were unable to achieve any

concrete action to match the rhetoric of their desires. The decision of Frederick to
reject the (proffered) crown of a united Germany in Aprillû49, in light of such a

Carr, A Aistory of Gennany, pp. 46-47.

Ibid., p. 49.

move's provocative revisionist symbolism,~was critical: the very dependence of
the revolution on the behaviour of the monarch speaks to the ultimate fragility of
the resolve of contemporary German subversives.

In the end the radicals drove moderates in the working class and the
urban middle class into the anns of reactionaries, and with the declaration of
martial law in Pnissia, the counter-revolution was soon to hiumph.M5 Yet the

international revisionist impulse was as plain as the domestic in the deliberations
of the Frankfurt parliament, and was recognised as such by the counterrevolutionaries and moderates who feared the great power confrontation that
such moves would surely provoke.306
Was the revisionist posture of the 1848 radicals towards the domestic and
international aspects of the Vienna system an important variable in the history of
nineteenthcentury international relations? In arguing that it was, 1 take issue
with the view of skeptics who have cast historians of liberalism in V6muzrz

Germany as apologists for later German behaviour. Karl Wegert has argued, for

instance, that "the significance of the radical in Germany has been
exaggerated"?
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this is m e . Much of the radicalisrn of the era, especially after the 1840 Rhine
crisis, was aggressively nationalistic, and domesticdy was characterised by an

affinity for order. Moreover, whatever the democratic nature of the leadership,
the revolutionary followirtg was possessed of liuuted vision and reactionary

attitudes; attacks by peasants on Jewish merchants in the rnidst of the revolution
demonstrate an altogether different type of historïcal continuity.3m The point
remains, however, that whatever the democratic credentids of the radicals,
whether in the Burschenschaft, at Hambach, or in 1848, their anti-absolutist and
nationalist beliefs and actions were in direct opposition to both the domestic and
the international provisions of the Viema settlement: what separated them from
initiating a challenge to the international postwar order were contradictions in

domestic policy amongst the coalition membership, which swept the m g out
from under the revisionists.

This is the second point I wish te make. As in Germany and IQly between
the two world wars, the groups aggrieved by the Restoration's rollback of
wartime social gains and promises were able to exploit the socio-political
concems of other social groups to form an anti-regime logrokd coalition.
However, unüke the first two cases examined in the dissertation, the goals of the
various groups in the coalition were in critical areas mutually exclusive, a fact

which brought the revolution (and any chance of a revisionist foreign policy) to
its knees. The coalition was at best a short-term parhiership of bourgeois

Stadelmann, Social and Political Histmj,p. 83.

Liberaihm and "proletarian" artisans."

The revolution was limited by the fact

that liberals did not genuinely conceive of political society as extending beyond
educated circles; moreover, had the liberals been successful in retaining the
support of radical hndruerker, this support was concenhated in urban setüngs in

an otherwise largely rural society. In essence, Gemany's semi-feudal class
structure, aggravated by emigration, limited the possibilities for a liberal
revolutior1.31~The conservatives were ultimately victorious due to their ability to
exploit differences over economic development between artisans and bourgeois
liberals.31l
Third, the revolution was defeated from within. The old regimes of

Prussia and Austria were in no condition to put down the revolution but for the
defecfion of the peasanv and artisans to the consewative camp. In tum,
therefore, the primary reason for the "success" of the Congress of Vienna inasmuch as the major states of Europe did not act to challenge the conservative

postwar order desired by Metternich - lies not with the "reasonableness" of the
peace treaty, with the balance of power, or with economic factors of rise and faU
mongst the great powers, but with the particular characteristics of class
configuration and historical political development in Germany: a conclusion

which will receive greater attention below.
Hamerow, Restoration, p. 78.
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In the cases of Italy and Germany between the two world wars, I argued

that the sudden expansions of the scope and intensity of political Iife and
participation associated with the war years, combined with political institutions
which were poorly institutionalised, rendered the situation one of mass politics

and instrumental political behaviour. In tum, these factors contributed to the

ability of groups aggrieved by the postwar settlement to capture the levers of
state power. In earty nineteenth-century Germany there was no extension of the
franchise along the lines of the ItaLian reforrns of 1911or the Weimar constitution.
There was, however, an episode of substantial political inclusion of previously
excluded groups: in particular, the Stein-Hardenberg reforms and the actions of
the French invaders led to the political advancement of middle-class
professionals, and especiaily liberal intellectuals, at the expense of the nobility.
The Restoration brought an end to that period of incorporation. However, in

doing so, it created a situation which mirrors that found in the two twentiethcentury cases, in three ways. First, the Carlsbad decreeç and other repressive acts
were interpreted by the objects of that repression as a blatant betrayal of their
wartime gains and sacrifices. Second, the culpability for that betrayal resided
with a collusive relationship between conservative domestic German

govemments and a repressive international cartel. FUiaUy, while political
participation was increasingly denied to the ideabtic wartime generation after

1815, the memory of that participation and of an expanded political world could

not be erased. As the German political economy changed to reflect the advances
of initial industrialisation, the urban liberal bourgeoisie and its intellectual wing

grew more powerful. Yet to extent that the poütical institutionsof the day
remained absolutist in character, the political hamework of German çociev was

an anachronism, and could hardly be expected to contain a generation whose
own experience spoke of broader possibilities.
One difference between this case and the later cases, which seems çalient,
is the role of the military. With the exception of the burschenschnfen, who while

partly composed of combat veterans were small in number and given to idealistic
symbolism rather than direct physical chdenge, the liberal and nationalist
opposition in Vdrtnnrz Germany could not count either the professional military
or a mass of veterans on their side in any of the confrontations with the old
regime. This may indicate that the direction of the domestic chdenge (that is,

from the left, rather than from the right) was central to explaining the outcome of

the Gerrnan case after 1815. The foilowing examination of Restoration France
may shed further light on this issue.

CHAPTER 5
CHALLENGE THWARTED II: FRANCE AFTER 1815
The experience just examined, that of h s s i a and the German
Confederation in the aftennath of 1815, is perhaps loosely analogous to the
Italian situation after the first world war. Although the German states liberated
themselves from French nile and were ultimately victorious in the systemic
conflict, signihcant social groups within these states soon came to believe that the
content of the international postwar settlement was a betrayal of the sacnfices
they had made in the conflict, and of the gains they had either achieved or b e n
prornised. Furthermore, this betrayal was perceived to be the responsibility of
external as well as interna1authority structures, who appeared to collude in the
frustration of the aggrieved grou ps' goals.

If the German-Pmssian experience was sirndar to the later Italian case,
inasmuch as both witnessed the emergence of a revisionist movement within a
victorious state, then the story of France after 1815 bars at Ieast a passing
resemblance to the German experience &er the first world war. Both countries
had fought alone against, and had been defeated by, a coalition of great powers.

Ln each of these defeated states the imrnediate postwar period saw the
replacement of the wartime govemment by a different regime, of the type
preferred by the victorious states. And in both cases, the defeated state was
considered by the victors to be the primary potential security risk of the coming

decades, prompting a policy of war indemnities, encircling alliances, and
preventive diplomacy.
The obvious difference is that while Germany rebounded from defeat in
1918 to overthrow the international postwar settlement two decades later,

Restoration France did not initiate any such overthrow. In terms of direct
military actions since 1815 - or lack thereof - French foreign policy shows a
decided drift in favour of the status quo, through the Crimean conflict, until the
debatable origins of the Franco-hssian war of 1870.
Yet within even the limited purview of this analysis, that is, the period of

the postwar generation, it would also be reasonable to suggest that there were
those in France who wished othenvise. In exarnining the "golden age" recorded
by Kissinger and Guiick, it has k e n equalIy possible for scholars to conclude that
the peace of Europe, and the international quiescence of the French, often seemed
likely to collapse: thus as one historian notes, "for the fift-y years after Napoleon's
defeat Europe trembled every t h e France seemed on the verge of ovemuning
the treaties imposed on her in 1815".312

Ln the remainder of this chapter I will examine the case of France, as that
Society rnoved from Napoleon's peculiar mix of dictatorship and revolutionary
consolidation into the era of the Bourbon Restoration and the "age of
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revolutions".3*3 1 wiU argue that as in the other case examined in this period,
many of the conditions necessary for the emergence of a revisionist challenge of
the post-1815 international order were satisfied. This andysis wiU also explore
those factors which prevented groups in favour of a revisionist foreign stance
from m a h g a lasting impact on mid-nineteenth-century French foreign policy,
making the reemergence of a French challenger a threat rather than an actual

occurrence. To anticipate the conclusion to this chapter, 1will argue that a lack of
complementarity in the domestic policy goals of the various revoiutionary
coalitions in this period eroded the Likelihood of an emergent revisionist foreign
policy; more broadly, it seerns that this constellation of domestic factors is of
greater sigruficance in accounting for the course of French systemic behaviour
than are the usual explmations given for the events of the era.

The zunrtime experience
The great upheavals in French society from 1789 through the
revolutionary wars and the wars of Napoleon cannot be packaged neatly into a

single statement. The divisive nature of French politics since the late eighteenth
century is a major source of distinction between France and the Anglo-Saxon
bourgeois democracies. This tradition speaks to the fact that the social changes

wrought by the revolutionaries, the counter-revolutionaries, and by Napoleon,
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brought losses or gains to many different segments of society. Moreover, as each
political foray (radical liberalism, reactionary monarchism, and Bonapartism)
through temporary success created perceptual linksamongst its adherents
between their own political goals and the general ascendancy of the nation, the

cleavages that emerged from the era were deep and enduring, and were to
condition French politics in large measure from then on.314
The revolutionary background is interwoven with the wars beginning in
1792. The initial successes of the revolution in limiting absolutist authority and

developing a bourgeois parüamentary regime soon faced pressures from below.
As peasant revolts overthrew the existing agrarian system of seigneurial

privilege, the more conservative portions of the bourgeois revolutionary elite
proved increasingly w i l h g to align on certain issues with reactionary
monarchists and nobles, leading to a durable right-left polarisation of
republicanism. Repeated attacks on and destruction of nird authority structures,
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vend offices, and ecclesiastical property and privilege led to large-sale

emigration by the French nobility, many of whom became energetically involved
in counter-revolutionary activity abroad. Prior to the French declaration of war

on Aushia in 1792, the polarisation of the rev&lutionarydite came to mirror a
broader polarisation of French society.315
Divisions and mutual suspicion between revolutionaries and counterrevolutionaries were accentuated by the war and by the ambiguous role of the
peasantry, who while having seized the opportunity to destroy traditional
patterns of authority in the countryside were at tirnes unwilling to subçcribe to
the modernising and centralist tendencies of the revolutionary elite. The
rumoured introduction of conscription Ied to the peasant revolt in the Vendée in

1792. The emergence of opposition to the revolution from below as weU as from
above gave the upper hand to the most radical revolutionaries. Under the

Cornmittee of Public Safet)., the Montngnnrd Jacobins drew on the support of
urban artisans, small merchants and joumeymen (the sans-cnlotfes) to pursue an
increasingly coherent, violent (and regicidal) egalitarian program.316

The Vendée notwithstanding, the extent to which the revolution had
created a contractarian spirit in French society, a sense of popular sovereignty,
c m be seen both in the increased willingness of middle-class men to volunteer for
miütary senrice (with the departure of the noble officer corps) and in the reaction

315 Skocpol, States and Social
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to the Levie en masse, the edict of mass conscription issued by the Jacobins in
August 1793. From an army of moderate size, dependent on mercenaries and
officered by the nobility, the revolution's new opportunities and sekoncept had
provided France with a formidable force of near-uniform national origin,
considerable mobility of military rank, and tremendous size, which was
"bourgeois and petit bourgeois and highly literate".317 To an extent, the way had
been prepared by Rousseau, whose writings by that time enjoyed a popularity
that crossed class lines in a manner unknown to most Enlightenment phiiosophy.
But the physical break with old authority structures and the incorporation of the
male individual as Qtmjen was clearly a watershed for French military
mobilisation. As a bargain, the causal sequence appears at slight variance with
the mode1 outlined in this work: the mass political incorporation of the

revolution predates the declaration of war. Yet at the same time one may argue
that in attempting to preserve the grip of the Montngnnrd revolutionaries on the

reins of power, the Jacobins found it politically expedient to combat their
opponents (and maintain the support of their only real power base, the snnsculottes) through a posture of radical egalitarianism, and an accentuation of the
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identity of individual and national interest (and benefit). Thus, the kvée edict
was phrased in the most inclusive (and purple) te-:

The young men WU go to fight; the mamed men wilI forge amis and carry

supplies; the women W U make tenb and uniforms and will serve in the
hospitak; the cMdren will shred the old clothes; the old men wili be taken to the

public squares to excite the courage of the combatants, the hatred of royalty and
the unity of the Rep~blic.~la

The revolution saw gains made and political influence attained at various
times by the new commercial bourgeoisie, the rural peasantry, urban artisans and

shopkeepers, and the liberal intelligentsia; under the Directory, the conservative
bourgeoisie temporarily reestablished their hold on the republic. If the first
decade after the revolution saw a variety of social groups rally to the defense of a
republic which had brought new freedoms, the nature of those freedoms, the

groups which benefitted, and the durability of reforms remained in doubt. So
long as the rivalries between republicans and monarchists, and Girondists and
Jacobins, ensured that the balance of govemment altemated between revolution
and counter-revolution, the mobilising potential of the revolution would
remained only partly fulfilled.
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The k s t genuine glimrner of lasting, centralised confxol of the French state
emerged with Napoleon's assumption of power, which heralded the beginning of
genuine revolutionary consolidation, if in a marner unforeseen by the radicds of
1789. As a general Na poleon had already established his particular brand of

populist militarism in the Italian and Egyptian campaigns, exploiting his own

(allegedly if not particularly) humble background and directly exhorting his men
in a fashion unknown to the eighteenth century. He gave an impression of
moderate republicanism. In northem Italy he had presided over a subordinate
but liberalised Italian repubiic; but despite having achieved fame in the

suppression of the Vendérniare royalist rising in Paris, and having published an
early pro-Montngmrd pamphlet, in Italy he was careful to distance himself from
local Jacobins, as a loyal servant of the D i r e ~ t o r y . ~ ~ ~
Brumaire, and Napoleon's subsequent consolidation of power, were
initially acceptable to revolutionary moderates amongst the bourgeoisie as the

only realistic guarantee of their economic and political position in the face of
monarchist counter-revolution and Jacobin extremism. As Martyn Lyons argues,
the Directory "no longer provided a sufficient guarantee"; needing to entrench
the eclipse of the old order yet in a moderate economic and political clirnate, the
revolutionary bourgeoisie "tumed to a new set of institutions to protect the
Iegacy of the French Revolution." Thus, the advent of Napoleon may been seen

Martyn Lyons, Napoleon Bonaparte and the Legncy of the French Rpoolution, New York, St
Marün's Press, 1994,pp. 5-28.

as having substantive, if not institutionai, continuity with the Girondist political
tradition, at least in terms of class interest: "The coup of Brumaire may best be
interpreted notas a mpture with the immediate revolutionary past, but as a new
attempt to secure and prolong the hegemony of the revolutionary
bo~rgeoisie'~
-320
Yet Napoleon's mle obviously consisted of more than domestic

revolutionary consolidation, and the question remains as to how he was able
repeatedly to extract the societal support and military manpower sufficient to
complete the most rapid and successfd campaign of conquest Europe had yet
seen. Most certainly, as an individual and as a military leader Napoleon had

powers of inspiration equalled by few; these powers were reinforced by the
success he enjoyed on the battlefield. Moreover, his legend was of even greater
proportions than fact: a key part of the Napoleonic myth was that he shared the
cornmon soldier's sdferings, and his followers had an anachronistic degree of
identification with their Ieader.321
However, there were a variety of concrete policies from which Napoleon
was able to derive both rural and urban support for his leadership in spite of the
hardships of conscription and the near-constant state of war: support which was
to endure in large measure through the setbacks of 1812-13. The chief
components of the Napoleonic system included: the further rationalisation of
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judicial and administrative structures through the Code Civil;the embedding of

iiberal property rights and the provision of guarantees against a restoration of

the oId rural order, acts embodied by the Rural Law Code; the use of plebiscites;

and the partial reconciliation of church and state through the Concordat of 1801.
Who benefitted from Napoleon's years in command of the republic, and
his Iater years as emperor? Clearly, the beneficiaries were not the royal or noble
representatives of the old regime, who were dealt a double blow: first, through
the Code Civil which ended the chances of a feudal or seigniorial revival that had
appeared in the later y e m of the Directory, and second, through Napoleon's
establishment of his own rival dynasty in 1804. Nor were they the émigré clergy,
whose ouster from local political power was confirmed under Napoleon, and
whose own Iegitimacy was sapped by the Concordat. At the other end of the
political spectrum, the leadership of the radical revolutionaries found themselves
isolated by the new regime's co-optation of moderate bourgeois interest, then
imprisoned or executed in the aftermath of an abortive attempt on Napoleon's
life in 1800.32
There were a number of social groups which made advances or
consolidated old gains under Napoleon. In the countryside, Napoleon enjoyed
remarkable support among the peasanhy, despite high Ievels of conscription.

The Consulate restored a degree of normdcy to village Me,with a particular mix

of egalitarianism and respect for the pattern of land use and ownership which
had evolved from the revolutionary upheavals. The wealthier peasants (coqs de
villoge) resumed their dominant position w i t b the social life of villages. Not au

of this group were smallholders - some were landownerç, large lesçors, owners
of horse-teams, or employers - but this class found general benefit and renewed

political authority in the regime's entrenchment of post-revolutionary ownership
patterns. Bonaparte guaranteed that neither would seigneurialism retum nor the
sale of the biens nntionrzux be revoked.323
Napoleon fared less weU amongst poorer peasants, yet the propery-less
still stood to benefi t from the absence of feudal and ecclesiastical levies. The
Rural Law Code, while theoretically accepting bourgeois individualist principles
of property (and thus presenting a threat to common pasture rights desired by
peasants), was in reality mitigated by large concessions to rural collectivism.3**
Conscription was never popular, and became more intimidatory after 1812, when
defeat threatened. But nor was it conçidered a total evil: it was never evenly
applied, exemptions could be obtained or bought, and military life in a
conquering army offered certain attractions to Iandless individuals. Moreover,
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labour shortages due to conscription led to higher peasant wages, and
agricultural shortages led to higher prices, rendering peasant prosperïty
relatively high by the Imperia1 peri0d.32~
For the bourgeoisie, the Consulate's rationalisation and expansion of the
military, the civil service and the judiciary, provided greater opportunities for

sociwconomic advancement and stability of position than had obtauied either
under the Directory or the izncien rép.me; opportunities which were to multiply
with the conquests of the early Napoleonic years. It feu to the lawyers,

proprietors and merchants of the bourgeoisie to populate the political institutions
of the Napoleonic consolidation. If illiberal, the administrative and judicial
herarchy of Napoleon's early bureaucratie-authoritarian regirne, dominated by
the Council of State, preserved and deepened the property and careers-open-totalent aspects of the revolution, as well as the bourgeois hold on the burgeoning
state bureaucracy. As Lyons concludes, "the status given to Napoleonic elites of
landowners, functionaries and soldiers consecrated the triumph of the
revolutionary bourgeoisie", helping "to answer, in socid tems, the question of
who 'won' the French Revolution".3~6
As for the radical urban classes, including workers, artisans and petty

bourgeois, the Napoleonic regime offered little in the way of incentive in
exchange for support, and in the purge of the Jacobinshad deprived these groups
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of much of their leadership. The plebiscite system was accepted by some as
evidence of the regime's continued egalitarian-democratic heritage, yet the secret
ballot was not avaiiable in the most important of these, the vote of 1802, and the
voting tally was subject to widespread manipulation and falsification; moreover,
Paris contained some of the highest abstention rates in the four plebiscites, in a
system where abstention, rather than a negative vote, was the more Likely symbol
of protest.327 Dixouraged and routed by the political police under Fouché, the
former sans-culottes emigrated in large numbers, others k i n g deported in the
early years of Napoleonic contr0l.~2~
There were some urban, non-bourgeois

elements who saw gains under Napoleon, most notably amongst the workmg
class, for whom the consequences of war and conscription generated a familiar
pattern of labour scarcity and high wages. For this segment of urban society,
regime repression and discipline was more difficult to accomplish: through
economic necessity repression fell less harshly, with strikes occasionally
succeeding despite officid attempts to limit worker organization and mobility.329
Thus through a mixture of repression, the CO-optationof democratic-populist
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syrnbolç, and the economic fortunes of conflict, dissent from the urban, pr*
Jacobin left was absorbed neatly by the Consulate and Empire.

If the high-water mark of societal support for Napoleon occurred around
1802, and declined thereafter, it is dso true that the tremendous military

successes of the regime had created an degiance between the Napoleonic state

and various social groups which was to survive the regime ifself - as witnessed

by the speed with which the Emperor's supporters railied to his call in the
Hundred Days. As the most Lkely guarantee against a Bourbon restoration,
Napoleon extended benefits to his core bourgeois support and olive branches to
much of his real or potential opposition. The groups which had prospered under
the Empire were to form different and contrary political traditions after 1815.
Most signihcant, however, is the degree to which the Napoleonic era
consolidated the incorporation of broad sectors of society into state Me, and
provided concrete advantages to a variety of social groups.
Of additionai note is the Napoleonic continuation of the fusion of French
nationalism with the revolutionary tradition. While it is true that Napoleon's
persona1 ambition ultimately behayed French interests, the support he derived
stemmed in large measure from the interaction of domestic consolidation and
French gains abroad. In part, this connection was made by representation in the
increasingly imperial and historically-oriented propaganda of the regime, in
which Napoleon became increasingly prone to adopt the mantle of

Charlemagne.= Yet as a mixture of belief it was very real, a consequence of the
coincidence of complementq goals. As Sudhir Hazareesingh observes, the
revolutionaries' faith in the superïority of French values "inevitably yielded the
belief that these values had to be exported to the rest of the world":

Hence the paradoncal conflation, in the justificatory language of French military
adventures of the 1790s, of the prinàple of nationality with that of political
&ration.

The messianic message of the Republic assumed both a universalistic

and a nationalist character...331

In the upheavals which gripped French society sporadicdy through the
nineteenth century, the terms of the domestic settlement were to be disputed
with regularity. Yet both republicanism and Bonapartism carried from their

origins not only a set of domestic preferences but important associations with an
assertive French foreign policy as weU; and both traditions were uncomfortable
with a subordhate European role. The Revolution and Napoleon had for many

of the French changed the nature of political Iegitimacy in two decades, from
dynastic inheritance to an assertive expression of popular sovereignty. As an
attempt to tum back the dock, the Bourbon Restoration and Mettemich's sought-
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after revival of monarchical legitimism were at odds with this development. The
Restoration foundered ultirnately in endeavouring to shrink a political world
expanded signihcantly since 1789, and in trying to exclude groups having
enjoyed decades of political incorporation. Both the postwar regime and its
extemal guarantors were to endure repeated revolutionary challenges in the
generation to corne. However, no revival of French revisionism on the scale of
1792-1815 was to occur. To understand why thk is so, an exploration of the

politics of the Restoration is necessary.

Posfrunr perceptions
Installed by the victorious coalition in 1814, Louis XVm's tenuous hold on
popular allegiance was amply demonstrated in the Hundred Days of the
following year.32 Yet whatever the personalistic nature of Napoleon's public
appeal, the deficiencies of the new regime in public perception had Little to do
with the personality of the restored Bourbon monarch. Instead, opposition to the

regune related directly to the domestic and international sources of Bourbon
support.

nie Second Treaty of Paris was considerable harsher than the settlement it
replaced. Among its chief provisions were the restriction of France's boundaries

William Forteuue, Revolution and Counter-Rmolutiori in France, 1815-1852, London, Basii

Biackwell, 1988,p. 18.

to the borders of 1789, the imposition of an indemnity of 700 million francs, and
the stationing of a 150,000 strong AUied occupation force in France until the
indemnity was paid in full. Much of the booty confiscaîed by the French was
retumed to its previous owners. Louis XVIII, who had fled Paris upon the retum
of Napoleon, was reinstded as monarch at the wish of the victorious powers.
Metternich had insisted that the only possible choice for govemment of postwar
France was the rightful Bourbon heir, as reliant as the Habsburg dynasty was on

dynastie, rather than popular, legitimacy. Over Russian objections (Alexander's
suspicions of the Bourbons led him to suggest a republic and/or a Russian
military government as alternatives) and the British govemment's reticence at
behg seen at home as having fought a war for the Bourbon king, the nncien

reginle was revived once more.

In Kissinger's view, despite the increased harshness of the Second Treaty,
it was from a broader perspective nevertheless an instrument of moderation:

It ... was not so severe as to tum France into a permanently dissatisfied power.
The temtories lost were of strategic rather than of commercial or symbolic

signihcance... mithin the space of fifteen months, the temptations of total
victory were successfully withstood twice.

Through this moderation, Castlereagh and Mettemich resisted the wishes of
advocates "of a peace of vengeance which would have exposed Europe to

unending political strife."
Yet in France the political impact of the treaty was hardly as benign as
Kissinger seems to condude. For with one stroke, the victorious powers had
defeated a regime which stül enjoyed considerable legitimacy and installed in its
place a representative, not only of the domestic political order which had b e n
overthrown and de-institutionalised in the preceding decades, but - through his
very reliance on outside support - of the abject condition of France as a nation.

In this Light the conditions of the treaty could not be viewed as magnanimous,
but instead became symbolic of French decline. Moreover, the acceptance by
Louis of the first, far more generous peace, had already been cast in public

discourse as "a national humiliation."^ Noting the conflation of foreign and
dornestic reaction and defeat in the public rnind, William Fortescue has observed
that rather than k i n g seen as the end of Napoleon's particular view of France's
roIe,

the Battle of Waterloo came to be regarded by Frenchmen as a national defeat.
This reinforced the tendency already common before 1815, to associate Napoleon

and Bonapartism with nationalism and paûiotism, and Louis XViII and the

U3 Kissinger, A W d d Restured,

p. 184.

Restoration Monarchy with defeat and humiliation at the hands of France's
enemies.335

Thus the legitirnacy of the restored monarchy was in doubt from the very
beginning, and that doubt applied to the regime's international, as well as

domestic, sources of 1egitimacy.m "Louis XVIII's acceptance of those Treaties,
and the accusation that he owed his throne to French defeats and to the

intervention of France's enemies, inevitably counted against hirn" .3s7 It became
common to refer to Louis as having arrîved 'in the baggage train of f o r e i p
powers' .3323
Domestically, the most immediate consequence of Napoleon's defeat and
the Restoration was the so-called 'White Terrorf,in which royalist supporters and
other counter-revolutionaries (clzuzmnnene), as welI as the population of areas
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such as M a r s d e s which had fared poorly under the Continenid system,=g
attacked republicans, Protestants, and Napoleonic notables. This series of
popular disturbances was matched by the imprisonment or execution of many of
the 'accomplices' of Napoleon's retum, including Ney, a proceçs overseen by

FouchéY

The government and adminisbation which emerged from 1815 under
Louis was highly conservative. The charter which served as the ostensible
constitution of the regime provided for a hereditary house of p e r s and an

elected Iower house, the suffrage heavily restricted by personal wedth. The
electorate thus composed some 75,000 men, and in the elections which foilowed
Louis' second restoration the demographics of the vote combined with
widespread list-fixing and republican fear of White reprisais to return a lower
chamber which was nine-tenths royalist."'
Under the Duc de Richelieu, a rehimed émigré royalist who had spent his
years abroad in the service of the Russian monarchy, the Restoration govemment
introduced a variety of repressive measures directed at the 'accomplices' in
particular and against 1iberaLrepublica.nopposition in general. Among these

were laws allowing the arbitrary anest of suspected conspirators, the censorship
of dissident publications, and the withdrawal of amnesty for many of those

Fortescue, Revolution, p. 12
a0Jardinand Tudesq, Restmntion nnd

Reaction, pp. 24-25.

previously pardoned who had rejoined Napoleon in 1815. The establishment of
special courts to deal with political opponents of the regime contributed to the

incarceration or execution of some 6000 defendants Findy, administrative
purges removed up to one-third of the state bureaucracy, including the buik of
residual Napoleonic support.W

Reuisionist poli tics
The Restoration's reliance on legislative institutions and a (highly
circumscribed) degree of popular sovereignty demonstrate the extent to which
the retum of the Bourbons was tempered by the strengthening of the bourgeoisie
(and weakening of the old elite) in the period since 1789. In the period from 1815

to 1820, this synthesis kept opposition to the regune at bay, partly through the
resounding defeat uiflicted on the left by the White Terror in the early days of
Louis' reign, and partly through the mixed use of repressive and liberal
legislation (while outt-ight opposition to the regime remained politicdy risky,
press controls were gradually relaxed over the five-year span). Yet several
factors were to alter the fortunes of the liberal opposition in the years before 1830.

The first was the growth in the power and size of the urban bourgeoisie. The

number of qudified voters (paying over 300 FF annuaily in t a ) rose by nearly

lhd., pp. 12,26.
342 Ibid., p. 29.

forty percent between 1815 and 183OrX3the b d k of this growth occwing
through the rise of commercial fortunes,= rather than any increaçe in the
numbers of wealthy royalists."5

From the initial successes of the ultra-royalists,

bourgeois liberds and Bonapartists came increasingly to challenge the grip of the
royalists on the legislature. The sole bond of cooperation between bourgeois
dites and the Restoration royalists had been minor accommodation over
consenrative social policy. Not only did the bourgeoisie's rise in strength erode
this aspect of Restoration politics, it dso brought to the fore divisions amongst

the mling elite previously stifIed by royalist dominance. The most pronounced
of these were foreign policy, censorship, clericalism, and constitutionai issues.

This cleavage was exacerbated by the continued rightward movement of
the regime itself, both in 1820 after the assassination of the Duc de Berry, second
in line to the throne, and again in 1825 with the death of Louis XVIlI and the
ascension to the throne of his brother, Charles X. The assassination of the Duc by
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a young liberd,346 and the regirne's response, mirrors the behaviour of the
German states in the aftermath of the murder of the playwright Kotzebue the
previous year. Prior to the assassination, there had k e n considerable concem
amongst the royalists and in the royal circle over the wave of liberal unrest which
had occurred in a number of other European capitals that year. Yet the
legislative program of the immediate poshvar years had ken, if not liberal, at
least more moderate than might have been expected given the composition of the
lower chamber. Liberal representation had been increasing, to ouhumber the

rdfrns by 1819, and there was some Liberalkation of the laws of 1815, including a
relaxation of press restrictions. With respect to constitutional disputes, the ultraroyalists had paradoxically become defenders of parliarnentary responsibility,

due to the fact that the king's conse~ativeministers were often more moderate
than the elected extremists.M7
The crackdown on liberal and Bonapartist dissent occwring after 1820
forced much of the radical opposition to the regime underground. In an
atmosphere of official anti-liberal hysteria the new government, led by Richelieu,
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re-introduced arbitrary arrest and detentions, actively repressed even moderate
newspapers, and further concentrated the voting powers heid by the nchest
quarter of the electorate?a Rightist gains in subçequent elections opened the
door for those in the left who had been c a l h g for subversive tactics. Moreover,

the ranks of the radical opponents of the regime were strengthened by the
behaviour of the French govemment towards the 1820 revolutionç, partidarly
those occurring in Spain and in Naples.

In the Neapolitan case, Louis decided against sending French troops to
head off an imminent Austrian crackdown. h doing so, the govemment
demonstrated to its critics a willingness to abandon not o d y the cause of
constitutional monarchy - which was the minimum hoped for by much of the
bourgeois opposition - but also traditional French security interests in Naples.
These goals were abandoned, angering nationalist and Liberal sentiment
simultaneously, and ceding to the Austnans control of the situation, which they
exploited in both Naples and Piedmont.
Richelieu's hold on whatever moderate support had been his collapsed,
and the reactionary trend was cemented with his replacement by a govemment

dominated by n l t r n s . ~ 9From this point, the political themes of the 1820s were

the increasingly arbitrary and reactionary nature of govemment behaviour - in

Jardinand Tudesq, Restorntion and fiaction, p. 48.
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particular the near-total eclipse of representative govemment under Charles X and the corresponding radicalisation of the opposition.

In its rnost organised forrn the Liberal opposiîion took the form of secret
societies. Typicdy, these societies were formed around the interests of particular
social groups, often defined by class or occupation, and for whom the Restoration

had corne to represent a frustration of gains achieved in the Napoleonic era. As
in Germany, student groups were among the most active. As with the

btirschenschnfen, many of the members of groups such as the Société diablement
philosophique provide us with a direct human link between the active participants

in Napoleonic campaigns and subsequent revolutionary leaderships. In
particular, many of the most prominent student radicals of the day had been (or
claimed to have k e n ) volunteers in the Hundred Days, and many, such as the
two CO-foundersof the Société dinblenmt philosophique, were to play leading roles
in the revoiution of 1830.3%m e r groups whose fortunes had waned with the

restoration organised in similar fashion. Of considerable signihcance was the
existence of secret societies and Bonapartist conspiracies such as the Baznrfrnnpis
and the Epingle noire within the amy, whose Ioyalty to the regime had in any
event been suspect since the performance of the Hundred Days. The
membership of opposition groups in the military was fueued by the
reintroduction of aristocratie privileges, and the closing of the window of
promation to the officer corps previously available to non-noble soldiers. In the

capital, lawyers, journalists and other profession& joined clandestine opposition
groups.351 Typically, then, the membership of the secret çocieties was middle-

class, composed of those having found advancement under Napoleon but
repression under the Restoration; it extended &O to the intellectuai leaders of
the liberal bourgeoisie, including individuals of national stature such as Lafayette

and Manue1.352

The aspirations of these groups included liberalisation of the domestic
arena and increasingly the overthrow of the monarchy. There were also
widespread protests and acts of vandalism against symbols and institutions of
clericalism.~3The chief liberal conspiracy of the early 1820s,however, was that
of the charbonnerie - modelled &er the Italian iiberal revolutionaries, the
cnrbonnn. Its membership a mix of disillusioned members of the militas.,
veterm, liberal bourgeois and s t u d e n t ~the
, ~chbonnerie operated as a
hierarchical vanguard, composed of ten-strong cells, dedicated to the
replacement of the counter-revolution once more with liberal republicanism. Yet
in addition to the domestic liberal agenda of rnany of the conspirators, there was
-
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an equdy strong element of Bonapartism in the membership, which - combined
with some of the more universalistic aspirations of the liberals - gave the

chrbonnerir a decidedly revisionist agenda in international as weIl as domestic

ternis. In concrete fashion this tendency is found in the w i h g n e s s of numerous
members of the conspiracy to enIist in revolutionary conflicts abroad, particularly
in Spain and Greece (which preceded Poland as the leading universalist liberal
cause célèbre of the nineteenth century).In an era of foreign-instded repression,

the regime united against itself in this early logro11 disparate forces favouring
both liberalisation and the restoration of France as the active champion of leftist

and Bonapartist ide& in Europe: Alan Spitzer, in obsewing the conflation of
republican and progressive-nationaliçt opposition in the secret societies, suggests

that by the early 1820s "patriotism was the refuge of the revolutionaryU.~5
In
particular, the self-concept of the soldier bore both anti-Restoration traditions.3s

Ln the words of one historiân of the period, the cluzrbonnerie embodied in i h

mixture of Bonapartism and liberal philosophy

"5 Çee Spitzer, Old
356
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a vast dream at once vaguely humanitarian and passionately nationalist, the

deliverance of the oppressed nationalities and the reconquest of the natural
frontien,peace prociaimed among peoples and war declared against h g s ?

Yet as with the cnrbonnn' and the burschenschjlen, the chnrbonnene were in

the end undercut by their reliance on Romantic gestures rather than on coalition-

building, a reliance which rendered the movement underpopulated and
burdened it with an unrealistic strategy and few allies. A series of attempted
insurrections were either put down or halted in emnhjo, and the regime was never

in jeopardy;m radical opposition to the Restoration returned to the sidelines, and
the cmshing of the conçpiracy movement rendered Bonapartist tendencies in the
military temporarily dormant.359

The potential for a revolutionary logroll of these opposition groups with
more moderate allies improved with the increasingly reactionary drift of the
regirne. The announced reimbursement of assets lost by émigré nobles in the
Revolution and Empire (set at one billion FF) in 1824-25, coinciding as it did with
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an economic downtum, created the perception of "a penalty for the Revolution"
and alienated many moderate bourgeois.360This dienation was furthered under

Charles X (1824-30), whose initial flirtations with increasing the ratio of function
to form in the Restoration led eventudy to an outright attempt at an absolutist
renaissance. Under Charles royal authority and clericalisrn were revived to an
even greater extent, including the reintroduction of the laws of primogeniture.
The reorganization of the liberal opposition provided the impetus for the
increasingly reactionary behaviour of the monarch. In 1827, under Guizot and
through the (decreasingly secret) sociev known as Aide-toi, le ciel t'aidera, the
liberals orchestrated an election strategy which circumvented the regime's
attempts at creating legal bamers for opponents of the govemment wishing to
stand as candidates. The election results retumed a liberal opposition qua1 in
size to the goveming royalists, and the coalition which emerged was in terms of

the Iimited franchise Ieft of centre?'

By the end of the decade, fear of the liberals' possible revolutionary
aspirations created for Charles the outcome he sought to avoid: as the
momentum of the regime's reactionary agenda increased dramatically, the
formation of a revolutionary coalition became the genuine possibiiity it had not
-
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been in 1822. Having developed secret plans to appoint an arch-reactionary

government from early 1829, in August the king uistalled a new cabinet, which
included most notably the Prince de Polignac as foreign muiiçter and the Comte
de Bourmont as minister of war.
As catalysts for the urufication and resolution of republicans, liberals, and

Bona~artists,the consensus of historians of the era is that these two
appointrnents were critical. There codd be few individuals who better
symbolised the dual frustrations of the opposition: uncompromising reaction at
home, and identification with the interest of France's enemies in foreign policy.
Bourmont had fought against the Revolution with an émigré army in 1791 and
had deserted Napoleon four days before Waterloo,362 returning to tes*

against

Ney.= Polignac, as foreign minister, was as a red rag to a b d , as an anglophile
éwigré, who like Bourmont had fought and plotted against Napoleon, and had

spent much of his life in England, where he had married.m Some elements in the
press speculated that both were part of a British-backed counter-revolutionary

plot,% and linked the new ministry with the symbols of revolutionary and
Napoleonic defeats, both home and abroad:
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Coblentz, Waterloo, 1815, there are the three principles, there are the three
personalities of the minisûy. Tum it to any side you wish, on d sides it irritates.

It has no aspect that is not sinister, not one face that is not menacing.366

The Polignac ministry, and Charles' subsequent attempt in the spring of
1830 to achieve total control over selection of mulisters, was central in the

creation of a revolutionary logroll amongst opposition elites. Liberals (including
bourgeois, professionals and office holders) were the most dominant group in
opposition groups such as the Aidetoi, but signihcant numbers of Bonapartists
had become increasingly active opponents of the regime, as had many

republicans (whose numbers are harder to determine due to official
repres~ion)?~Amongst rnoderate opponents of the regime the royal claim of the
Duc d'Orleans was proposed as embodying constitutional monarchy.
The cooperation of opposition elites was one condition which allowed for
the overthrow of the Restoration monarchy in July;the accidentai absence of

most of the French army from the vicinity of Paris was another, and the general
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unreliability of the army a third.368 A fourth was the o c m e n c e of a signihcânt
econornic downturn after 1828, stemming from an agricdtural criçis and quickly
spreading to urbari cürnmercial sectors and naxent French industry. Urban
workers were affected considerably, their hardship through unemployment
exacerbated by high food prices throughout the harsh winters of 1829 and 1830,
leading to widespread food ri0ts.3~Urban opposition to the regime grew as the
population of Paris endured increasing miseries of overpopulation, crime and
unemployment, yielding a mass of potential support for the elite opposition.370

The revolution of 1830 and the July Monarchy which was its outcome
produced a govemment less reactionary and more prone to govem
constitutionally. Yet despite the aspirations of the radical wing of the
revolutionary coalition, which became known as the parti du nimiuement, it did
not produce an assertive or revisionist French foreign poIicy, of either a
republican or a Bonapartist tendency. The chief reason for this development was
the existence of cleavages and incommensurate policy preferences amongst the
revolutionary elites themseIves. The rnouuenmt (which drew most heavily on
Bonapartist and republican support), "united in desire for an aggressive foreign
policy, confident in the belief that absolute monarchs would be dethroned by
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their subjects if they dared fight democratic France", was opposed by the more
conservative pmti de résistnnce.3n The larger résistance (composed primarily of
moderate bourgeois) called for a foreign p o k y which was assertive rather than
confrontational or revisionist; and domestically, the two groups differed over
whether the revolution had been a complete repudiation of the Restoration or
simply a change of r n ~ n a r c h . ~ ~
The victory of the moderates, or Orléanists, over their Bonapartist and
republican revolutionary nvals was partly fortuitous. In the initial days of the
revolution it was the Bonapartists who assumed leadership in the Parisian
insurrections, and Bonapartists filled many key posts in the months to foilow.
Yet they were hampered by the lack of a credible alternative to Louis Philippe: as
Pinkney observes, Napoleon II was little-known and resided abroad at the time;
meanwhile, no domestic military leaders were prepared to step into their former
leader's sh0es.3~Republicanism, for its part, had a large following in Paris and
in student circles, but was aside from Lafayette underrepresented in the

goveming coalition and was able only to petition for a renewai of the
international revolutionary cr~sade.3~4
The July Monarchy, despite its earlier
-
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promise and the aspirations of many of its originators, ultimately "stood for little
more than constitutional monarchy and the monopoly of political power by the
wealthier classes" ,375 and the revolution "split the elite in political rather than
social termsW.376Revolutionaries in Poland expected support from the new
French regime, but none was forthcoming. Many of the leaders of the Belgian
revolt suggested union with France or at a minimum dynastic Linkage, both of
which were refused.

The conservative foreign policy of the July Monarchy owes a considerabie
amount to the belief in Paris that 'he limted gains of the revolution could only be
consolidated with the appeasernent of the other great powers. The new regime
considered itself trapped between radical domestic revisionism and the
suspicions of extemal powers, in particular Mettemich's Austria. Pmdence, and
the pursuit of peace at the expense of perceived national interests, marked French

foreign policy under Louis Philippe; the parti de résistance was committed to
6

adopt a policy of extemal placidity and intemal moderation to avoid intervention
from the signatories of the Holy AUiancP and another heavy defeat. Yet as I
have argued earlier in t h s chapter, this belief was more important as perception

than as reality. Mettemich's desire to declare war on France in 1831 was denied
by his Habsburg superiors precisely because the Austrians were in no miütary or
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fiscal condition to engage in such a ~ o n f l i c t Moreover,
.~~
while the Russians

were hostile to Parisian developments the British were rightly perceived by the
Orléanists as constitutionally sympathetic to the July Revolution, if not to French

expansionism.3~Fhally, events in Belgium in 1830-32 suggest that the threat of
French intervention was sufficient to keep the conservative guarantors of the
1815 settlement from putting down the revolt and restoring Habsburg ru1e.m

This is not to Say that in the absence of this perception Louis Philippe
would have led an actively revisionist foreign policy d o n g republican or
Bonapartist lines. It is to Say that the conservatism which emerged from the
confusion of July, the victory of the résistnnce over the mouvement and of the
Orléanists over Bonapartism, was due in large rneaçure to the probably

exaggerated belief of moderates in the revolutionary elite that the relatively
minor constitutional gains of the 1830 revolution were better than no gains at ail:
that to strike at the social position of the nobility and establish a truly bourgeois
monarchy and an assertive (if not revisionist) foreign poiicy would be to invite
invasion. Metternich agreed with them, but there was less substance to the threat
than was imagined.

--

--
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Republicans and Bonapartists were marginalised in 1830 through their
failure to capture the middle ground amongst the incoming elite. The Orléanists
were better organised, led, and more numerous. Fundamentally, however, the
failed outcome of the 1830 revolution for the revisionists contras& with the later
success of the Fascists and Nazis with respect to the aims of coalition partners:
whereas the various groups responsible for regime change in 1922-25 and 1930-33
were wiUing to yield secondary goals in exchange for the attainrnent of their
primary objective, the opposition in 1830 was cornprised of groups with a
common enemy in royalist reaction but holding contradictory views of the future
development of domestic and foreign p o l i ~ y . ~
The French left, frustrated at the defeat of the mmveinent, tumed
increasingly to new forms public protest throughout the followirig decade.
Funerals in particular became occasions for republican protest against the regime,
the most notable early example king that of Lamarque. A general who had
suppressed the royalist rising in the Vendée, who had k e n an opponent in exile
of the Restoration Monarchy and a supporter of the reattachment of Belgium to
France and the re-establishment of Poland, Lamarque symbolised the frustrated
domestic and foreign political traditions of the left. His funeral in June 1832
becarne an insurrection, leading to armed clashes, riots, barricades, and the
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placing of Paris under martial law.B2 The experience of 1830 had put many
bourgeois republicans in contact with lower-class radical elernents, leading the
republican movement further to the left. This broadening of the spectrum of
political debate was furthered by the lifting of press conhols under Louis

Philippe until1835, and survived for some time after that point despite the
limited re-establishment of censorship and the regime's practice of bribing
editors.383
The regime's consenrative sell-out of the revolution led both republicans

and their erstwhile sans-ailottes allies, workers and artisans, to stage repeated,
ineffectual attempts against government authority or on the Life of the monarch
himself. The following are only examples: in 1834, radical textile workers in
Lyons battled troops in a week-long revolt; in 1835, a radical republican group
under Joseph Fieschi killed eighteen people in a botched attempt on the Me of
Louis; in 1839, the Société des Saisons (ananarchist republican sect) launched an
abortive coup, temporarily occupying the Iwtel de ville before k i n g routed by
govenunent troops.m For its part, Bonapartism (in obvious ways a personalistic
movement) had been hampered in 1830 by the absence of a prominent leader.
The retum of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte gave new impetus to this tradition, and
yet his own early attempts at power, at Shasbourg in 1836 and Boulogne in 1û40,
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had much in common with those of the republicans: occurring in isolation, they

were put down with relative e a ~ e . ~ ~ ~

As in 1830, the potential for a revolutionary coalition to emerge as France

moved into the 1û40s increased both through social change and through
increasing govemmental intransigence, while in foreign policy the regime
continued to pursue conciliatory relations with the perceived parantors of
French subordination. The near-confrontation with Britain over Egypt, pursued
by the Thiers government in IWO, was the consequence in large measure of

Thiers' exploitation of Napoleonic sentiment in the country - a policy which had
also seen the construction of the Arc de Trionzphe and the internent of Napoleon's
ashes in Paris. Incwring the displeasure of Louis Philippe, the Egyptian episode
had led to Thiers' downfall and the installation of Guizot, fonnerly a champion
of the liberal opposition to the Restoration who had moved significantiy
rightwards in service of Louis Philippe's government. Despite the changes in
French society increasingly k i n g wrought by industrialization (the lû4Os saw
considerable developments in railways, textiles, and metallurgy), Guizot
consistently refused to consider the possibiliv of constitutional reform. As a
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consequerice, the growing economic power of the rniddle classes and the

burgeoning urban workforce of the 1840s remained underrepresented under a
regime that had rejected the political forms of its predecessor, but had changed
next to nothing in terms of class access to political intluence.m

The very fuoüty of violent opposition attempts at seizing power in the
1830s had had a paradoxical effect: their failure had diminished bourgeois fears

of revolt, and increased old resentments regarding monarchicd concentration of
power. By the later 1840s this tendency, together with the social consequences of
six years of uninterrupted economic growth and urbanisation, renewed the
diversification of moderate bourgeois opinion and sparked new interest in
reform.387 The Guizot govemment, however, resisted all appeals to address the
disparity between new social and political pressures and the existing franchise,
which was based on a system of property qualification in a b d u t e terms only

slightly more Iiberal than its prede~essor.3~8

In terms of foreign policy, the July Monarchy ultimately fared Little better
than the Restoration governments in public perception. Despite public
sensitivity to appearances of French extemal sewility, which on repeated
occasions since 1815 had proven to be a key weakness of govemment policy, the
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Guizot government foliowed the humiliation of Thiers with a conciliatory foreign
policy almost guaranteed to alienate liberal opponents of the regirne, as weIl as
more moderate nationalist opinion. In the irnmediate wake of the crisis over
Egypt, which had renewed hostility towards the treaties of 1815 and the role of
foreign powers in the press and in public discourçe,389 Guizot pursued a
restoration of the Entente Cordiale with Britain. British objections ended French
attempts to establish a customs union with Belgium. Numerous royal visitations
between Louis Philippe and Queen Victoria reinforced public impressions of a

monarchy tied more to outside interests than to French national concems. French

clashes with Britain over influence in the Pacific, even when successful, were
marked by conciüatory behavi~ur.~w
Despite widespread public objection to the alliance with England, the
situation was to worsen, paradoxically, with the breakdown of that relationship.
Palmerston, as incoming foreign secretary in 1846, objected to the dynastic
agreement concluded between Guizot and Aberdeen over the succession to the

Spanish throne. Guizot's pursuit ofthe original arrangement split the alliance
apart, driving French policy away from Britain and towards accommodation
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with the more conservative European powers. In the last years of the July

monarchy, French deference towards Aushian wishes in partidar was plain:
most notably, Guizot was careful not to protest at Mettemich's occupation of
Krakow, and refrained from offering any support to liberal n a t i o n a m in Italy,
despite press demands for such action.391
Domestically, the revolution of 1848 was made possible by a combination
of the early phases of industrialisation (with its concomitant demographic, urban,
and ideological effects), by the resistance of the regime to accommodate
politicaily the social changes underway, by a series of elite-Ievel scandais, and as
ui 1830 by the exogenous b-iggerof a crisis of agrarian production. Traditional

opponents of the regime, republicans, Bonapartists, and the extremist legitimists,
were able to exploit new sources of unrest: in particular, the urban working class

- increasingly under the new-sprung Muence of socialist agitation - was central
to the overthrow of Louis Philippe. Moderate bourgeois support of the
monarchy also evaporated with the onset of econornic crisis; the increasingly
drastic conditions in Paris and other major cities sapped bourgeois confidence in
the abihty of the regirne to prevent a major social upheavd.392 Moderate

alienation from the regime expressed itself in a novel form of protest, the "reform
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banquetffmovement, from July1&7

The reform banquets cornprised a

series of large but orderly protest meetings. Thematicdy, the protesters moved
from moderate demands in the sumrner of 1847 to increasingly revolutionary
rhetoric by Febmary 1848; the primary themes included eiectoral reform, an end
to official corruption, an improvement in the condition of the working class, and

d i s for an assertive and progressive foreign policy.3'

The reform banquets

served to place republicans, whose concerns codd increasingly draw on the
sentiments of the mobilised Iower orders of society, at the forefront of opposition
to the regime. Bourgeois liberals and constitutional monarchistç, having k e n
identified with the regime since 1830, registered their disapproval of the July
monarchy by withdrawal of support, rather than active opposition, a strategy
which initidy produced a radical post-revolutionary govemment.

In the February revolution, Louis Philippe's attempt to crack down on the
banquet movement provoked a wave of street violence, which might have ended

in the suppression of the revolt had it not k e n for the intervention of the Parisian
National Guard on the side of the demonstrators and against the army. The
Guard, though constituted as the regime's primary intemal instrument of
defense, was as a bourgeois institution politicaIiy moderate and had drifted away
from active support of the regime, many of its officers becoming involved in the
banquet movement. Its loyalty to the Orléanist regime was also compromiçed by
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a significant Bonapartist tendency within the aged officer corps, many of whom

had served firçt under Napoleon.
The provisiond government that emerged in Febmary was a coalition of
moderate and left-wing republicans, of whom the former were the larger group.

While in the substance of domestic reform, the 1û4û revolution provided a more
complete break with the past than in 1830, (the reforms undertaken by the
k o n d Republic included freedom of association, manhood suffrage, and art
attempt at redistributive taxation), as in 1830 the revolution produced a
governing eiite split by divergent views of domestic and foreign policy.395
Was a revisionist foreign policy a possibiüty in 1848? Certainly, there is
ample evidence that a large portion of the revolution's supporters anticipated as they had in 1830 - a renewd of the French revolutionary cmsade. Through
the disputes and mutual recriminations surrounding the failure of the radical
repubiicans to consolidate their vision of the revolution (the elections of May
1848 retumed a majority of conse~ativecandidates, in large part due to clerical

influence over the peasant vote), c d s for a revisionist, republican foreign policy
became a rallying point for the left?
The chief objectives of the left-republicans iri foreign affairs surrounded
opposition to the repressive tactics of the consewative eastem powers in their
-
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attempts to put down the disturbances of 1848. News of Pmssian and Austrian

repression in Poland led many on the left to agitate for intervention.3- Radical
parliamentarians called for intervention in Italy against the repression of the
liberal movement in Rome by the Austrians, and managed to secure the
provision of such a force (the mission of which was eventually subverted to
suppress the liberals by Louis Napoleon as president). Mass demonstrations in
1848 and 1û49,encouraged by the radical members Blanqui, Barbès, and LedruRollin, in addition to protesting the regime's apparent sell-out of its cornmitment
to the working class, echoed parliamentary calls for support of Polish and Roman
uprisings.
Arnongst the supporters of the revolution it was widely believed "that the
proclamation of a Republic would inevitably lead to war and a cmsade to tear up
the 1815 treatie~".~~S
However, such waç not the case. After the bloody
suppression of the radical insurrection of June 1û48,the presidential election of
December rnarked the effective end of the possibility of a newly revisionist
France emerging from the revolution. The election of Louis Napoleon over his
two closest rivals, the conservative Cavaignac and the left-republican LedruRollin, was resounding. The distinctly un-Napoleonic direction taken in foreign
policy by the new French leader, soon to consolidate his position in a coup three
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years later, re-emphasised the "overwhelming victory of the Counter-Revolution
over the Revolution" of June 1&18.399

Ln 1û48 (and in the imperial plebiscite of 1852) the magnitude of Louis
Napoleon's electoral support - and the low number of ballots cast for LeciniRollinam - seems to cal1 into question any argument which suggests that
significant support for a radical foreign policy existed in 1û48. Yet several factors
mitigate çuch doubts. First, while Louis Napoleon soon proved himself to be a
supporter of bourgeois stability and of the extemal stahts quo, much of his
electoral support was drawn from the countryside, a region in which the
Napoleonic legend was still strong (and where the clergy had actively lobbied on
his behalf due to his support of the papacy and domestic support of
cleri~alisrn).~~'
Thus the extent to which the peasaniry recognised - in the firstever election by manhood suffrage - that Napoleon's policies were not to be
followed by his nephew must be questioned. Louis Napoleon certainly exploited
the political legacy of the Empire to its fullest extent in his campaigns, which
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were widely directed at the rural voter302 It should also be noted that electoral
support amongst the peasantry drifted signrficantly to the Ieft in the first election
subsequent to Louis Napoleon's investiture as president; whatever potential
there was for an electoral repudiation of the counter-revolution was rendered
moot by the disenfranchisement of migrant workers and the urban poor in
l85O."3 Finally, while the support received by Ledru-Rollin and by the radical
left in general was relatively small, it was heavily concentrated in urban settings.
The role of the sans-culottes in the two earlier revolutions, and the threat posed to

the moderate republicaw by the June insurrection, suggest that if the radicals
were a minority, they were a minority very close to power. Unlike 1789,
however, the spectrum occupied by the republican revolutionaries had
broadened. The impact of indusîrialization and urbanization meant that beyond

the overthrow of the monarchy, the goals of the moderates and radicals were
more contradictory than complementary. For the most part, the bearers of the
revolution had a greater stake in the economic growth wrought by
particularism's demise: fewer of them now believed in export, more of them in
consolidation. The potential for the French revolutionary tradition to produce a
revisionist France in 1848 stemmed from the beliefs and frustrations of 1815,
which created movements hostile to domestic reaction and foreign
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submissiveness: that such potential was unfulfilled is in large measure a
consequence of intemal political development and the divided legacy of the first
revolution.
Both the Restoration and July monarchies were susceptible to overthrow
for two reasons. First, in neither case could the miIitary be relied upon to
support the regime. The Napoleonic tradition had created a politicised officer
corps. In a move the Prussians were to emulate, the military under Napoleon
became a powerful emblem of egalitarianism and social mobllity. Loyalty to the

Bonapartist legacy (and to a certain extent to its revolutionary origins) remained
after 1815, both in the army and in the rural regions whose sons had followed a
path of career advancement under the Emperor. The Restoration's persecution of
the 'accomplices' of the Hundred Days compromised the support it could draw
from the military. The July Monarchy's increasing rightward drift lost Louis
Philippe hs most valuable support, in the politically moderate and bourgeois
National Guard. Many soldiers, therefore, were either w i h g or tacit
accomplices in 1830 and 1848.
But the instability of both regimes may stem more from attempts to
perform the near-impossible constitutional feat of exchding a mass of people
recentiy brought into the state. The revolution of 1789 had changed political
discourse in France from that of an absolutist monarchy to nationhood, and the

self concept of French inhabitants from subject to citizen, a transformation which
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endowed the French public with a sense of political efficacy unknown to their
forebears or the inhabitants of neighbouring reactionary regimes. Together with
the Napoleonic destruction of the old order, and the introduction of the mass

ballot, the events of 1789-1815introduced the concept of popular sovereignty to
the French mass. While the restorations of monarchical, hierarchically-conceived

visions of society were able to survive through relatively stable periods, the
organizing potential bestowed on the opposition by economic crisis was able to
draw on public recoUections of a previous period of greater incorporation, such
that the defeat of the revolutionary tradition and of Napoleonic France was
always tenuous.
Therefore, the verdict regarding France as a challenger state, as with
Prussia, is ambiguous. There was no challenge if we measure by the standards of
the next century or by earlier French history. Yet France demonstrates many of
the conditions exhibited by Italy and Germany in the period after the first world
war. Those who had gained or stood to gain through Napoleonic success, both

domestically and in terms of foreign policy, commonly suffered losses of power,
position, or economic advantage under the Restoration. For these groups, the
Restoration appeared to contain a double evil: not only did it represent a
repudiation of the revolution by the oncioz regzme, but the representativeç of
reaction were backed by France's enemies and in many cases had actually fought

against the French in the preceding wars. There was, moreover, little in the
foreign policy of Louis XVIII, Charles X, or Louis Philippe to suggest otherwise.

Domesticdy, miütary culture and recent history, as well as economic
circumstances, combined to make a revolutionary logroll possible on at least two
occasions, and it is possible to draw linkages -both individuaily and as social
groupings - hom early republicans and supporters of Napoleon to the older
revolutionaries of midcentury. The Lone distinction is in outcome. Like the
Fascists and the Nazis, radical republicans were a minority in 1830 and 1848, and
commanded significant support in the streets of the capital, without which the
existing regime could not have k e n overthrown. But unlike the later
revisionists, their political wishes were anathema to their revolutionary allies.

A n d unlike Mussolini or Hitler, the Ieft's methods of consoiidating its gains upon
reaching power becarne more, not less, democratic. Having won the battle of the

streets, radicalism then banked on the ballot box and lost.

CHALLENGE PRE-ORDAINED? CHINA AFTER THE SECOND
WORLD WAR

The 'long peace'4m between the great powers since 1945, which for much
of that time was characterised by the initially consemual division of the
developed world into spheres of interest, saw Little in the way of overt challenge
to US and Soviet hegemony from the remahhg great powers. There were, of
course, challenges mounted by minor powers of Soviet domination, most notably
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Had these revolts been successful at the

national Ievel, a reorientation of foreign policy was the most Likely result;
however, as these challenges occurred in minor powers they were unlikely to
make much difference to the global strategic-political map, and fa11 outside the

scope of this st~dy.MSAmongst the major powers, Britain and the defeated
European states feu largely into step with US foreign policy.4" French
John Lewis Gaddis, "Great Ulusions, the Long Peace, and the Future of the Lnîernational
System", in Charles Kegley, ed., The Long Postwar Peace, l99l.
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The question of Euro-comrnunism raises the question of potential reverses in French and

Itaiian policy, and as with Communist partisans in Eastern Europe, the experience of resistance in
the second wodd war provides clear pardels with the mode1 outlined here. On the other hand,

there is Little evidence to suggest that pro-Soviet policies could ever have brought either the PCI

iconoclasm, while disturbing to Western coalition-builders, did not present a
fundamental challenge to the basic presuppositions of strategic planning in the
Cold War.4m The rise of Japaneseeconomic power after 1945 was accompanied
by a near-complete abstention by Tokyo from international political debate, Save
in those realms which may be considered exclusively economic. An independent

foreign policy was exhewed in Japan, as was any questioning of the U S
dominated international system's structure and characteristics, in favour of
cornpliance with American strategic wishes.

The lone exception to this generalisation is the case of China. In the
quarter-century after the war, Chinese troops, advisors, and ideologues

- and

their proxies - clashed directly with their American (and later Soviet)
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counterparts, in what can only be described as a challenge of USSoviet
domination of world politics. This challenge manifested itself in a variety of
ways. In strategic policy, an independent Chinese nuclear force was developed,
eventudy deployed for use against both dominant powers. In direct military
tenns, Chinese troops engaged first American and then Russian forces in both
active combat and in hostile counter-position and could be counted as aggressors

on a number of occasions. In the diplornatic arena, Chinese attacks on Arnerican

- and after the late 1950s, Russian - positions were characterised by
unprecedented degrees of suspicion and ideological vitriol; furthemore, it was
Iargely due to Chinese influence at Bandung and elsewhere that coalitioning
emerged as the developing world's leading strategy in attempting to break the
global dominance of the industrialised nations.

In this chapter I will assess the history of the Chinese case in Light of the
mode1 and theoretical focus outlined in earlier chapters. Prior to this analysis, 1
will address a variety of possible explanations for Chinese behaviour. Two of

these are rarely advanced but are worth exploring as plausible extensions of
theories outlined in earlier chapters, seeing Chinese revisionism as a consequence
of the terms of the postwar settlement, or as a result of rising economic power.
Two others - more frequently encountered - see post-revolutionary Chinese
foreign policy as either the logical extemalization of the revolution's ideological
nature, or as the continuation of the anti-foreign tradition in modem Chinese
history .

To again anticipate my own conclusions, 1 will seek to establish two
points. First, while the 'extemalization' and 'continuity of anti-foreignism' theses
have much to recommend hem, there is considerable evidence to suggest that
the pattern of post-1949 Chinese foreign relations also bears the mark of
interaction between foreign powers and domestic groups in the Chinese civil war

and in the immediate affermath of the contlict with Japan:this evidence has been
advanced in revisionist scholarship which places an accent on the 'lost chance' of
UsChinese relations in the formative years of the revo1ution.J~Second, this
interaction took the form of betrayal of wartime commitments, on behalf of the
state (an expected outcome for the Cornmunists) but also on behalf of the external
guarantors of the domestic settlement (a partly unexpected outcome). The nature
of this betrayal in tumed produced for the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
perceptions of collusive illegitimacy, perceptions which through symbiosis with
pre-existing ideological predilections served to increase the likelihood and scope
of Chinese revisionist behaviour in the postwar period.
Like some of the foregoing cases 1 have examined in this dissertation, the
Chinese as a state were nominal victors of the recent global conflict, a fact which
renders subsequent Chinese behaviour even more puzzling - at least from some
realist perspectives. An explanation of Chinese behaviour as a reaction to the
settlement is pro bably not tenable. In negotiating the prirnary institutional
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outcome of the settiement, the United Nations, the victorious coalition at the
conclusion of the conflict bestowed on Nationalist China permanent
representation on the Security Council, a degree of power and prestige which far
outstripped that nation's recent influence.409 Furthemore, the informal postwar
settlement contained little that was objectionable and much that was desired in
light of Chinese nationalisF0 traditions or recent aspirations: the global war had

intruded on a pre-existing civil conflict, and had been fought primarily as a
carnpaign to drive the Japaneseout of Chinese temtory. Superpower rivalry in
postwar China ensured that control over Chinese temtory was nominally
restored to the governrnent of the day. Thus purely irt terms of 'state interest', it
seems less than profitable to pursue the terms of the settlement as an explanation

of post-1949 Chinese policy.
How, then, to explain the Chinese transition from victor to challenger in
such a short period of tirne? Two more possible explmations rely on changes in
Chinese dornestic attributes. First, is it possible to explain Chinese behaviour as a

The inclusion of the Chinese at the highest leveis of postwar decinon was at the insistence of
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conçequence of nsing Chinese economic power: as a clash first with old patterns
of quasicolonial subordination in trade with the West, and subsequently with an
exploitative, hierarchical relationship with the Soviets? There seems little
evidence to support such a daim, partly because of the rapid nature of the shift in
China's foreign orientation between 1949 and 1950, which casts doubt on the role

of long-term economic processes as causes, and partly because the most
substantive growth in the relative economic power of China has coincided with
the period of relative normalization of relations with the West.411
However, the chief objection to such an argument must corne from the
timing of Chinese foreign policy moves. The rising-power explanation carries

weight in cases such as Germany's challenge of British naval dominance prior to

the first world war, or Japan's challenge of America's Pacific role in the first half
of the twentieth century, where - as Jack Snyder has suggested - long periods of
growth and the search for markets Ied to cartelized politics and the emergence of
a war partyJ'2 Neither Germany nor Japan suffered any undue outside or
domestic political interference in their economic development in these periods.

In the Chinese case, the splits with the West and with the USSR were both
preceded by signrCicant industrial dismption. The Chinese industrial heartland
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of Manchuria had been disputed rnilitarily or occupied by foreign powers alrnost
continuously from 1931until the revolution, and the economy was generdy "in
çerious disrepair"."3 In the Iate 1950s, the desirability of lessening Chinese

dependence on Soviet industrial and military assistance prompted the Great
Leap Forward, an economic fiasco of monumental proportions which included
the decentralisation of industry, the start and rapid demise of thousands of

under-capitalised and technologicdy backward village enterprises, and the

general squandering of human and material resources as political irnperatives
overrode economic l o g i ~ . ~
I ~ disastrous results of the Great k n p caused the
The
temporary waning of Mao's political fortunes. Yet the Chmese leadership

pursued their ideological and strategic differences with the Soviets with
increased vigour in the immediate aftermath of this failure. The fact that they did
so, after the failure of a program which by design was intended to provide the
indushid strength desirable for an independent foreign policy, suggests that
vectors of economic growth are of little use in explaining Chinese revisionism.

The final potential exphnation for Chinese revisionism is of course the
most common: that Chinese attempts to challenge the nature of the postwar
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order were the cowequence of beiiefs held by the revolutionary leadership. This
argument breaks in turn into two strands whose respective advocates were to
define (in a fashion similar to students of Soviet foreign policy) the Iines of
scholarly dispute regarding the origins of the cold war in Asia.

One strand, initially dominant, views the behaviour of the PRC in the
international arena as the necessary conçequence of the intemationalist ideology
of the Communist leadership. This was particdarly true of American
scholarship, consistent with Stephen wdt's observation that ideological
interpretations of revolutionary foreign policy seern "especially popular with
opponents of the new regi1ne".~5W.W. Rostow's eariy assessrnent of the
situation concluded that pre-existing doctrinal positions were central as factors
leading to the re-orientation of Chinese foreign policy:

It was Chinese Communist attitudes and policies which purposefully eliminated

the possibility of even exploring terms for relatively normal diplornatic relations
with the non-Communist w-orld. This break with the western world

... set what

the Communist leadership evidently believed was the necessary framework for

the national indochinataon which took place after 1949.*16
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This approach enjoyed much currency pnor to the Sino-Sovietsplit, in an era
when views of communiçm as a monolithic international conspiracy were
regularly employed as blanket explanations of Soviet and PRC foreign policy.
Rostow refers to the late 1940s and early 1950s as characterised by "a single
wave" of communist aggression, arguing that "from some time in 1946 on, the
fundamental strategy of international Communkm was one of exploiting to the
limit, short of major war, all possibilities for expansion which they perceivedf'."7
More recent analyses of Chinese foreign policy from a variety of
perspectives have embraced nuance as a tool, but variants of Rostow's judgement
persist. Stephen Goldstein, while acknowledging a greater role for distinctively
Chinese interests in PRC policy, argues that "for accommodation to have been
reached in the Iate 1940s,the Chinese Communist movement would have had to

behave as çomething other tlian what it was: a Marxist-Leninist party committed
to achieving a national, anti-irnperialist revolution" ,418 Melvin Gurtov and
Byong-Moo Hwang, dubious regarding the degree of aggression behind PRC
foreign policy choices and viewing leadership concems as ultimately
domestically-oriented, agree with more hawkish accounts in considering China's
revisionist behaviour to be driven primarily by ideological imperatives. Chinese

4 1Rostow,
~
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foreign policy is thus oriented towards "preventingimperialiçm, revisionism,
capitalism, and other counter-revolutionary forces from threatening the very

fabric of Chmese political life; and promoting the self-sbengthening and selfreliance of the social system and its people".419 Westem Marxists have &O, not
surprisingly, seen ideological rootç to Chinese behaviour. Greg O'Leary notes
that at least u n d the 1970s, the CCPs cornmitment "to the struggles of national
liberation movements and the international working-class movement ... had been
a consistent feature of its foreign policy".Qo

For Westem analysts, the Sino-Soviet split and the acknowledgement of
Chinese strategic insecurities which accompanied i P led to a greater accent on
the particularly Chinese, rather than the universally communist, nature of PRC
foreign policy. From this second perspective, historical currents of Sino-centrism,
xenophobia, and anti-imperialisrn are regularly paired or contrasted with

ideology as explanations of Chinese foreign relations. According to this view, the
century of humiliation at the hands of the West which preceded the Chinese
revolution renders subsequent Chines hostility to a world order constnicted by

-
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Americans and Europeans quite easy to understand.4+2 In its broadest
expression, PRC foreign policy has been çeen as essentially congruent with a
millemiai Chinese imperial outlook:

The whole history of [China's] extemal relations ... se-

to be based on a

fundamentai dichotomy between us" and "them". The dichotomy has persisted

through changes in its more manifest context In the traditional period, the
dichotomy took the form of civilwtion v m t s barbarism. and the outsider who

had not accepted the fundamental fonns of shitic culture was beyond the pale, a
barbarian. In contemporary China, a similar dichotomy characte-

the

construction of the world, with the category "them"sometimes occupied by the
Amencans and their allies, someümes by the %vie&and their allies.423

Accordingly, the seeming reversa1 of Chinese policy in 1949 c m be seen as the
attempts by a newly independent China to break the infiuence of other states in
countries and regions traditionally considered tributaries of Beijing, to restore an
objective basis for the Sino-centric tradition of Chines international thought, and
to punish or eject those actors responsible for the forced 'opening' of China in the

preceduig century. Lucien Bianco argues that "the whole history of modem

4z Çee William C.Kirby. "Traditionsof

Centrality, Authority. and Management in Modem

China's Foreign Relations",in Thomas Robinson and David Shambaugh. eds,.Chinese Foreign

Policy :T f i e q and Practice, Oxford, Clarendon, 1994.

China can be seen as a reaction to imperialism, to an outside force that threatened
the country's very existence". It foIlows that "the revolution inherited from
Chiang the xenophobia that he himself had inherited from earlier regimes"9

As with the case of Germany after the first world war, the difficulty in
assessing the origins of Chinese revisionism stem from a seerning

overdetermination. Both the above arguments have merit, and the difficulties of
assessing the strengths of each are compounded by the adherence by the
revolutionaries to an openly intemationally-revisionist ideology. The problern is
therefore that it is "relatively easy to demonstrate that any specific international
act by a Communist state may be explained by factors other than ideology"; by
the same token, however, that ideology is so flexible that "it is equally difficult to

maintain that it was not a factor in the making of a particular foreign policy
decision".QS This problem in mind, it seems somewhat fruitless to disentangle
two strearns of belief which seem perfectly complementary: not only were
numerous Chmese foreign policy goals cornmensurate with both explanations, it
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is also possible to argue that in the Chinese case both nationaliçm and ideology
proved equally useful to the other as a vehicle.u6
Yet if one accepts that the legacies of communist ideology and of a

nationalism steeped in anti-imperialism and xenophobia must contribute to an
exphnation of postwar Chinese foreign policy, there remain some troubling
inconsistencies of timing and anomdous events which suggest that these
explanationç are, even taken together, incornplete. If the nation&t/antiimperialist theses and ideological theses are heId to be correct, it must follow that

the United States (as - by 1945 - the leading regional representative of Western
strategic and capitalist interests) could never have aspired to a relatiomhip with
the Chinese Communists that was anything other than antagonistic in nature.

However, in the debate over the origins of the Cold War in Asia, the idea that the
Chinese Communists were from the outset the implacable opponents of Western

imperialism has been criticised by historians who suggest that critical
opportunities for a better beginning to the post-1949 relationship were missed.
Proponents of this 'Iost chance' thesis argue that faulty analysis of the relative

strength and goals of the CCP led the US into support of a doomed KMT regime.
This choice, 1will argue, furthered perceptions of collaboration between foreign
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imperid powers and domestic compradore4P elites which, while preçent in CCP
thought since the party's inception, had been eroded in brkf periods of wartime
cooperation. To substantiate this claim, a review of the history of the period is
necessary.

Reference to the Chinese experience in the second world war must
acknowledge that the conflict was both longer and more complex for China than
for most of the other combatant states. The initial Japanese violations of Chinese

territory occurred in 1931; full-scaie invasion came in 1937, Ieading to an
occupation of large portions of China for a span of eight years, a period of
hostilities longer than that endured in any other theatre of that war. An
additional point to note is that the war against Japan was superimposed on a preexisting civil struggle between the Kuomintangu8 and the CCP. The fight with
the extemai threat was thus interspersed with periods of open hostilities between
Nationalist forces and Communists, a struggle which retumed to full intensity
after peace was achieved in the Pacific war in 1945. The consequence of these
differences is that intrawar alliances, pacts and bargains made between societal

427 The term employed

by Mao.

groups, and between the elites of the various interests involved - Cornmunist,
Nationalist, Soviet, and American - took place in a more volatile atmosphere

than perhaps existed in other cases, creating and frustrating expectations with
regularity. This is particularly tme in the case of the CCP, who were to be

betrayed by ail three of the other major players in the course of the conflict. The
relations between the CCP and the KMT thus merit some attention.
The revolution of 1911 in China had produced a Society lacking a true
central government, and in which a nurnber of major regions were dominated by
quasi-autonomous warlords. Of the various factions vying for power by the
early 1920s,the oniy one which possessed both a wuQing belief system and had

a red chance of gaining national control was Sun Yat-sen's nationalist party, the
Kuomintang (KMT). The CCP, founded in 1921, was handicapped by leadership
of a lesser quality than that of later y e a r ~ . 'The
~ ~ KMT remained the most likely

unifying force in the country. Consistent with contemporary Mamist-Leninist
interpretations of the Chinese situations, and with some opinion within the CCP
1eadership:N the Comintem in January 1923ordered the Chinese Communists to
merge with the Nationalists to further the completion of the national-bourgeois
-
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revolution considered a necessary pre-condition for the victory of the proletariat.
At that tirne the Soviet Union also took the step of re-g

its previously

ambiguous cornmitment to renouncuig the unequal Tsarist treaties between
Russia and China,undertook the training of selected KMT officers, and sent a

contingent of m i l i t q and political advisors to the aid of the NationaLists.431
Although much of the membership was initially reluctant, the CCP proved
vital as a mobilising force in assisting the KMT, generating widespread support
not only amongst urban workers but among the peasantry as weli. The May 30th
movement of 1925 (involving protests against mistreatment of Chinese workers

by foreign companies) led to signihcant increases in the membership and
mobilising capacity of the CCP, such that in the decisive struggles against the
warlords in 1926 "it was the CCP, which organised 1,200,000 workers and 800,000
peasants, rather than the Kuomintang, that really ran the workers' and peasants'
movements". Thus the faii of Shanghai occurred through a CCP-organized
general strike, requiring no military action by the K M T forces."'

By 1927, the KMT (now under Moscow-trained Chiang Kai-shek) had
established control over much of southem and eastem China. Chiang had also
solidified and reorganized the army leadership under his command. In April,
wary of the strength and intentions of the CCP as it operated within the KMT, the
Nationalist leadership in a series of actions launched a purge of CCP leaders,
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Cornrnunist ceils, bade unions, and suspected agitators. A break with Moscow
was sought subsequent to the purge, resulting in the departure of the Soviet

advisors and the rapprochement of Chiang's Nankuig faction within the KMT
with the Ieft-leaning non-Comrnrinist elements of the Wuhan

The

Nationalist army, Ied by a representative of landed and mercantile interests in
Chiang, and with an officer corps cornposed of a similar dass background,434 had

been central to the liquidation of CCP influence in the cities. The Communists'
lack of a similar fighting force led to retreat, and a united KMT now controlled
much of the country from the new seat of g0vemmer.t in Nanking, the CCP
lirnited to a small zone of operation in Kiangsi. Through the purge, the Stalinist
strategy in China was widely discredited, and "a devastating blow had k e n
dealt to China's proletarian vanguard'?"

By 1929, with the surrender of Beijing's warlord, the Nationalists were in
nominal control of a united China. As Skocpol points out, questions regarding
the degree of social revolution and anti-imperiaiism in the KMT's program

became more pressing as the party moved closer to military unification and
--
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domination of the country. The purge of the CCP led in many ways to the
reçolution of these questions: with the forced departure of the C o m m u ~ s t ç ~
leftist elements within the haditional KMT were weakened, and opposition to
imperial and domestic capitalist social forms Iost momentum. The KMT tumed
away from mass worker and peasant support towards reliance on commercial
and industrial interests, and in particular towards areas and sectors linked to

foreign trade, based in ports whose prosperity was created by the treaty
concessions of the previous cenhuy. The Nationalists were also increasingly the
recipients of military aid from the West?

This shift was signifrcant in two

separate ways. First, as Skocpol notes, as a strategy for consolidation of state
control, reüance on the coastd ports and trade economy was no substitute for
power resting on industrialization and the development of infrastructure; neither
of the latter was a hailmark of the KMT era, partly through the backwardness of
the Chinese economy &cn 1930, and partly through the regimefsown
mismanagement and ineffi~iency.4~~
As a result, the Nationalists failed to make
inroads into the countryside, where the levers of power still rested in many cases
with warlord-like figures and the land-owning class, coexisting competitively
with the state rather than king in a subordinate position. The regime's
consequent inability and unwillingness to pursue agrarian social refonn meant a
lack of peasant support in a primarily agrarian country. Second,the KMT's

Skocpol, States and Social Revolutions, pp. 24446.

reliance on the foreign-oriented coastal regions helped the Communists boost
their own nationalist credentials, as new leaders such as Mao were increasingly

able to iden*

Chiang's regime and its supporters as a 'compradore class'

-

lapdogs of China's traditional foreign exploiters.438
For the Communists, the net result of the split of 1927, with the loss of
Communist power-bases in urban industrial and commercial centres, was the
conversion of the CCP into a peasant-based movement. The elements of the CCP
which had survived tumed to a policy of agrarian recruitment and politickation,
strongest in the provinces of Hunan and Kiangsi. The coming of conflict with

Japan in 1931, however, did not initially provide the CCP with any oppomuùty
for re-entry and reincorporation into national politics, but rather further
retrenchment the encroachments of China's traditional Asian riva1 were deemed

by Chiang to pose a threat Iess existential in nature than further revolution from
below, and anti-Communist efforts accordingly received greater KMT attention
than did resistance of the invader. Much as the fragmented composition of the

Austrian empire in the Napoleonic era had precluded inclusive reforms s i d a r to
those in Prussia, so did the Kh4T's precarious and superficial hold on China
prevent Chiang from considering mass mobïiisation as a response to foreign
aggression. The primary threat to the regime as conceived by the Kuomintang
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leadership was manifest in the CCV39 according to Chiang, the Japanese were
"an illness of the skin", the Communists "an i h e s s of the blood. They kül the

body".aO
Accordingly, until the mid-1930s no concessions to the Communist
opposition were made by the Nanking govemrnent. Pursuing a policy of
repression against mral dissent and agitation, the KMT succeeded in alienating

the peasantry in regions of suspected CCP influence. Through this focus on
intemal threat, Nanking rendered itseif unable to address the problem of the
virtual colonisation of industrial Manchuria by the Japanese, an action which
provoked widespread popular demand for an interna1 coalition effort against the
J a p a n e ~ e ,this
~ * policy of abstention from defense of national territory was to
prove central in explaining the CCP's ultimately successful strategy fusion of
nationalism and socialism - and in explaining the corresponding decline in the
KMT's hold on an aura of legitimacy.

The KMT policy of repression of the Communists led through its shortterm success to the Long March of 1935, the details of which do not bear
repetition here. The consequences of the CCP's westward trek, however, are of
some importance. First, the Long March provided the CCP with an independent
regional base from which to operate immediately prior to the full-sale invasion

439 Skocpol,States
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of China by the Japanese in 1937. By fighting the invader in separate battles and
on a separate front, the Communiçts were able to establish nationalist credentials
at least q u a 1 and ultimately superior to those of the KMT, whose own record of

opposition to the Japanese prior to 1937 - a policy Iargely composed of
appeasement to buy time for domestic consolidation of power - was feeble.
Second, the Long March led to the further development of the direction of the
party under Mao, whose strategy of peasant-based g u e d a warfare now rose in
stature compared with the policies and tactics favoured by the 'intemationalist'

Politburo,%2dominant in the period of the Kiangsi Soviet. Mao's tactics
contrasted with those of the Politburo in their greater flexibility and
accommodation with respect to the peasantry: where the pro-Moxow group
pursued class warfare in the countryside and viewed the peasants as necessarily
subordinate to the proletariat in the revolutionary sûuggle, Mao's approach was
to treat rich and poor peasants equally in the redistribution of land, and to base
the armed revolutionary struggle on peasant guerrilla tactics.443

The re-establishment of the Communist forces in Shensi province
coincided with the further abandonment of previous policies of reprisais againçt
- -
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landlords as the CCP undertook land redistribution and mobilisation. The other
major poiicy development of the end of the Long March was the nationalist
political offensive by the CCP with respect to the war with Japan. Although the
cessation of hostilities between the KMT and the CCP had been a stated goal of
the Cornrnunists for some t h e , under Mao there now appeared a nation-wide
call for an intemal tnice, under the slogan "Chinese do not fight Chinese".m

Nationaiist, rather than Communist, rhetoric began to dot CCP documents,
slogans and front organizations (such as the 'People's Anti-Japanese League' and
the 'National Salvation Society'),Ms in a campaign directed chiefly if not solely at

younger urban Chinese; in tum, the KMT's policy of suppression of the CCP fell
considerably in popularity.a6
Accordingly, by the middle 1930s the CCP under Mao's leadership had
come some distance in establishing itself as an accommodative nationalist vehicle
in a country increasingly threatened by all-out invasion, and as a party capable of

progressive yet increasingly 'fair' land reform in a society where agrarian power
structures stilI held the key to national unification.447 The sinification of

Marxism-Leninism waç central to the party's new appeal: as C.P. Fitzgerald
concludes, the CCP had "developed from a workersf party of theoretical
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Marxistsf into an agrarian party of rural revolution - heretical Marxism in fact, if

not in name - and now appeared as the party of national resistance and
reconciliation" .m

The 'bargain'

The intemal rapprochement long-solicited by the CCP was achieved

finally through the bizarre 'Sian incident' of 1936. The largely Manchurian
troops of Chang Hsueh-liang (the 'Young Marshal'), warlord of Sian in Shensi
province and nominally allied to the Nationalist government, were refusing to
cooperate in the KMT's continued offensive against the Communists, whom they
viewed as more ally than foe due to the increasing threat posed by the

Japanese-a9 Chiang Kai-shek's visit to press for greater efforts against the
guerrillas resulted in his capture and imprisonment by Chang, who (with the
eventual intervention of Chou En-lai) in tum pressured the KMT leader h t o
accepting the Communists as allies in a new 'United Frontf to pursue the stmggle
against Japan. The Comrnunists ailowed the Red Army to be incorporated into
the KMT's army in the fight against the Japanese, agreed to downplay overt class

stniggle in the countryside, and agreed to renounce their c l a h to have

447Skocpol, States
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established a rival national governrnent in Shensi; in return,the KMT ceased the
'extermination' campaign against the Communists, and gave military subsidies
to the Red A m y (now the 'Eighth Route A r m y f ) . 4 5 0

In what way was this a mobilisation bargain as described in earlier
chapters and cases? In many ways, it was not. Rather than king extended as an
inducement for mobilisation, as was the Kaiser's promise to terminate
discriminatory franchise provisions in 1917, the KMT's offer of a United Front
and of a cessation of persecution was extorted from a kidnapped Chiang under
vague threat of death."'

Moreover, an offer of 'no extermination' is difficult to

cast in the same light as the extension or promise of concrete benefits. On the
other hand, the 'policy coup' of Chang served to illustrate the divisions within
the Nationalist forces themselves, and suggest a willingness in certain quarters to
compromise on a previous hard h e to rally support against the extemal enemy.
First, if the United Front cornmitment was extorted from Chiang, the extortionists
were his own subordinates rather than the Communists (whose influence on the
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incident was much less direct).452 Chang, though holding Chimg prisoner, made

his aliegiance to Chiang's person clear, suggesting throughout that the coup was
over the direction of KMT policy and not a question of personal leadership (he
hirnself surrendered voIuntarily to the KMT leadership after the crisis).
Furthermore, in Nanking the KMT leadership was anything but united over the
question. Chiang's eariier policy of 'bandit-suppression' had been acceptable,
but the potential for a widened civil war now tipped the balance in favour of
domestic accommodation and united confrontation of Japan.'s A view of the

KMT leadership as containing a set of competing interests thus makes it possible
to see the post-Sian United Front as the quid pro quo of those elements of the KMT
wishmg to heighten resistance to invasion. This view is borne out in part by the

relatively lenient treatment of Chang Hsueh-liang upon his surrender to
Nanking4" and in part by the fact that Chiang's release led to the fulfillment of
the pact by the KMT, though they were now under no ostensible pressure to do
SO.

Another objection to the identification of the Sian incident as a 'bargain'
must corne from knowledge of the CCPs own attitude towards the KMT. The

452 Wu,
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after Sian was probably anti-Chiang as weii: p. 186.
His sentence of ten years' imprisonment was commuted to house amest by Quang. Hçü, Rise,
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Comrnunists did not expect - as did groups encountered in earlier chapters - the
govemment to live up to its promise over the long term. Furthermore, if the CCP
accepted the t e m s of the Sian agreements, it was clearly a tactical rather than an
orientational manoeuvre. The goal of the CCP was to wrest power from the
Nationalists. That much had not changed, and the c~curnstancesof power in
China at the time - the Nationaiists reliant on urban and coastal support, the

Cornmunists winning over the rural sectors with relative ease - meant that a
United Front against the Japanese (who even with an invasion force in the

hundreds of thousands were no more Iikely to be able to control the countryside
than were the KMT) was bound to advance that goal.

The Communists, who had ten years of experience in g u e d a warfare behind
them, could be sure of king able to keep the field, for years if need be, tiU they,

and they alone, represented Chinese resistance... Whether Mao expected a total
Japanese conquest, and thus the disappearance of the Kuomintang, or a
surrender to Japan, and the discrediting for ever of the Kuomintang, or a
stalemate in which, as happened, the Nationaiist government was deprived of
three-quarters of its temtory but rnanaged to defend the remainder, in any case
the Communiists wodd in.^^^
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A parauel point mitigates against viewing Sian as a bargain between the CCP and

the KMT: the Nationalists were no more likely to believe in the good faith of the
Communists than vice uersa. If the CCP was pre-disposed to overthrow the KMT
in the end, it is also true that the KMT leadership was as aware of this fact as any

of the actors involved. To the extent that Sian was a deal struck with the CCP per
se, it was from the KMT's perspective a method of buying time for a final assault

on the Communists, rather than of grnering Communist support.'"
More broadly, however, it is possible to see Sian as a genuine mobilisation
bargain if consideration is given to the groups traditiondy supportive of the

KMT (and of the 1911 Revolution), and in particular the urban intekchial and
scholarly classes. The support Chiang had derived by the early 1930s had been
as a champion of Chinese nationalism: though mitigated by the fadure to
adequately confront the Japanese in Manchuria, there were achievementç in
foreign policy from which the KMT had gained considerable momentum. In
particular, the revocation of several foreign trade concessions (as provisions of
the 'unequal treaties' of the previous century) from 1927 to 1931 had proven
highly p ~ p u l a r . ~ From
"
1931 to 1936, however, Chimg's obsession with routing
domestic Communists at the expense of confronting the Japanese slowly sapped

KMT support in urban regiorts. A good measure of this is the activities of urban
nationalist and student groups.
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The Mukden Incident of September 1931and the practically unopposed
Japanese occupation of Manchuria which foIIowed were the first major blows to

Chiang's nationalist credentials. Canton, Shanghai,and Nankuig all witnessed
riots and demonstrations led by students. Two nationalist organizations arose

from this period, the Anti-JapaneseNational Salvation Association (based in

Shanghai), and the National Students' Anti-Japanese Association (based in
Nanking).458 Repeated Nationalist concessions, such as the Tangku Tmce of 1933

which yielded railway privileges to Japanin the north-east, the Ho-Umezu
agreements of 1935 in which Nanking agreed to crack-down on anti-Japanese

youth movements, and the EWT"s agreement soon after to the extension of the
demilitarized zone nearly to the gates of Beijing, furthered the erosion of the

KMTs nationalist credentials, and of the credibility of the govemment's avowed
policy of trading 'space for time'.Gg Urban nationalists, for many years the core
intellectual support of the KMT, became increasingly alienated from the regime
as the likelüiood of further Japanese aggression mounted. Students participating

in mass riots in Beijing and Nanking in 1936 were unequivocal in their c d s for a
United Front against Japan* But as Bianco points out, it was the defection of
old guard Kuornintang supporters under the aegis of the National Salvation
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Association formed in May of that year which demonçtrated the distance Chiang
had travelled: inspired by student agitation, the Association (with Sun Yat-sen's

widow as titular leader) drew support from urban professionals, journalistç, and
academics as well as from youth organizationç.46~The significance of the
intellectual basis of the patriotic movement was especidy great in a society in
which the support of the scholarly classes was traditionally central to the
Iegitimacy of dynastic successions.~62Thus in the months prior to the Sian
incident, there was growing pressure on Chiang to reverse the KMT's policy of
'first unification, then resistance', both from urban circles outside the KMT and
from those amongst Chiang's supporters who were either disaffected or feared

the consequences of a loss of nationalist support4"
If Chiang's own opinion waç changed at gunpoint, the wave of nationalist

support for a United Front within, but especially outside, the KMT at that point
makes it easy to understand his subçequent adherence to the policy. Chalmers
Iohnson suggests accordingly that Sian "was both the culmination of these
popular efforts to influence the Central Government and the symbol of urban

4mBianco, Ongins, p. 145.
4a
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China's refusa1 to tolerate M e r Japanese aggression".a@ It is probably sensible
to conclude that it was the allegiance of nationalist urban sedors of society - in
whose eyes Sian represented a triumph of persuasion - that the KMT sought to
maintain subçequent to Chiang's acquiescence at Sian.465 Thus with broader war

with Japan now seeming inevitable, the KMT concluded a truce with its chief
domestic rival and by doing so sought to bring its own traditional urban support
back into the fold.
Yet if in one way this second goal was achieved (the following year saw a
patriotic frenzy of voluntary mobilisation as the conflict with Japan neared and
then broke out in full in July), in another way the outcome of Sian was
catastrophic for the KMT. The circumstances Ieading to the formation of the
United Front (and subsequent publication of accounts of the events in the west)
made it clear that it had been the Communists and their sympathisers, and not

the Kuomintang, who had actively sought a coalition of 'national salvation'.

Chalmers Johnson,Pensant Nationalisnr and Communist P

m The Emmgence of Revolutionmy

Chilia, 2 937-2 945, Shnford, Stanford University Press, 1962, p. 32.
465

Aithough Johnson's thesis concems peasant nationalism, and nationalism is certainly centrai to

the course of the Chinese revolution, the best-docurnented nationaümi in his and rnany other

works is in fact that of urban groups; Skocpol makes the point that the support derived by the
CCP from the peasanby probably stemmed far more from concrete agraiian refom (never
undertaken by the KMT). See Skocpol, States and Social Revolutions, p. 345, fn. 51.

Though Chiang's own popularity was restored to an extent,a the CCP's
popularity leapt amongst a previously skeptical or hostile xholarly class.&7
WMe students, academics, and professionals Ieft their posts to join the cause of
resistance in the tens of thousands, it was often to Shensi that they traveIIed. The
CCP's chief training centre for soldiers and cadres, the Northwest Anti-Japanese

Red Arrny University at Yenan, was a major destination.w This tendency was
compounded by the increasingly fascistic nature of KMT nile as the 1930s
progressed. The rise of the so-cded 'CCclique' within the KMT, and the
concomitant introduction of widespread use of repressive tactics by political
police (the 'Blue Shirts') against intellectual critics of the regime drove other
Young, urban Chinese into the arms of the CCP.*9

The United Front endured for four years, although its deterioration was
always a possibility.'70 Mao's cession of control over regular Red A m y forces
led to KMT command of the renamed Fourth and Eighth Route Armies, but
Communist guerrillas continued to operate and grew in number. Clashes
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'"The Front's

unity was eroded in part by the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of 1939,which united

the CCP's Soviet supporters with NaU Germany, Japan's chief d y and the only major state to
recognise the Puppet government of Manchukuo.

between KMT regulars and guerrflas increased in regularity after 1940. Chiang's
cornmitment to the alliance, always in question, was compromised by repeated
attempts to score points with nationalist opinion over Red 'failures', usually
o c c h g as a consequence of impossible objectives set knowingly by Chiang

hirnself." For their part, though the Communists had committed themselves to
a cessation of class struggle in the areas they controlled, in fact this meant little:
"big landlords found Me very uncornfortable in areas held by the Eighth Route
Army" through heavy taxation, the confiscation of land, and political

harassment, while non-cooperative village leaders were often tried or simply
murdered.4n Hence, suspicions ran high in both camps from the beginnuig.
While the proxirnate source of the NationalistCommunist split of 1941was the
KMT's betrayal of the Fourth Route Army, in which Nationalist troops ambushed
their nominal aiLies as the Red regulars retreated across the Yangtze under orders

from Chiang, renewed confrontation and civil war was likely in any event.

In important ways the Chinese Nationalists lost the civil war which reemerged ferociousiy after 1945 because of their combined unwillingness and
(probably structural) inability to gain support from the peasantry, which
contrasted sharply with the "unique synthesis between the military needs of the
Chinese Cornrnunists and the social-revolutionary potential of the Chinese

4n As with,for example, Chiang's order that three Red divisions take Beijing agaiwt a superior
Japanesegarrison. See Botjer, History of Nationalis t China, pp. 20647.

peasantryn.473 On the other hand, though the revolution owed its success in large

part to the socioeconomic appeal of Maoism, one may argue that neither the CCP
victory of 1949 nor subsequent Chinese foreign policy choices can be adequately
explained without reference to the relationship between domestic forces in China
and foreign powers, both during the Pacific war and in the critical period of the
renewed civil war, Several different observations have reievance: the failure of

the KMT to prosecute the war against Japan, the misguided post-war American
intemention on the side of the Nationalists, and the continued ambivalence of
Stalin towards the Chinese Comrnunists and Maoist deviations from MamismLeninisrn. Taken together, these factors helped create conditions favourable to a
successful revolutionary coalition, and generated perceptions of regirne and
systemic illegitirnacy cornmensurate with subsequent foreign policy choices.
Before addressing these outcornes I shaU explore each factor individually.
First, Nationalist resistance to the Japanese invasion force after 1937 (and

thus the KMT's nationaüst credibility) was regularly compromised both by the
renewal of anti-Communist tactics and by widespread collaboration with the
Japanese. Chief among the collaborators was Wang Ching-wei, until1938 the
party c h a h a n of the Kuomintang who had never approved of Chiang's poLicy
reversa1 at Sian. In 1940, with Chiang having retreated to Chmgking, Wang was
instalied by the Japanese as head of the puppet collaborationist governrnent in

'72

m.,pp. 20610.

Nanking - a city recently brutalized by the invader. Although Chiang himself
never seriously considered the overtures made to him by the J a p a n e ~ eWang's
,~~~
actions lent credence to other evidence regarding cracks in the Nationalist
leadership's policy of national defense, as his defection had k e n preceded by
broad nimours in Chungking of an imminent compromise peace.475 Yen Hsi-

shan, the warlord of Shansi province in the north who was ailied to Chiang and a
signatory of the United Front, was by 1940 actively trading with the Japanese,
cooperating in routing Comrnunist resistance to the invasion, and had ceased to

fly the Nationalist flag; within a year he accepted Japanese offers to join Wang in
the Nanking Puppet govemment.4~6Meanwhile, the credibility of Chiang's own
cornmitment to the defense of China was undercut by the KMT's deployment of
its best troops to blockade the Communist strongholds of the Northwest.
Where the KMT did engage the Japanese, their treatment of the local
population differed signihcantiy in quality frorn that of the Communistç. The
cutting of the Yellow River dikes by Nationahst troops in 1938 as a defense
measure caused horrific darnage in Shantung, kil1ing perhapç hundreds of
thousands of peasants and rendering two million others homeless, and leaving

"an unfortunate reminder to the inhabitants of North China that the Nationalist
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government seemed always ready to set them on the sacrificial b l ~ c k " . ~ ~
Moreover, the armies Chiang commanded could often not be relied upon to
defend Chinese peasants against the Japanese at all. As is suggested by the
defection of Yen, the Nationalist armies were cobbled together with the
assistance of various warlords and contained a hodgepodge of loyalties, and

many viewed the Cornmunists as a more significant opponent than the Japanese.
Nearly seventy Nationalist generals and more than half a million troops defected

to the Japanese between 1941 and 1943, to be deployed against Red guemllas.4*
Compounded by widespread economic disarray, govemment corruption,
poorly-planned conscription and arrogant treatrnent of Chinese civilians, the
Nationalist record in the war against the Japanese contributed greatly to W e s t in
both r u r d and urban regions. Ln the countryside, the situation was such that by
1944 Nationalist troops sometimes came under attack by farmers without notable

Communist allegiances, and American obsewers could report that "the people
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are seething with unrest" .am But it was not only the peasantry that the KMT

alienated. In the cities, joumalists, students, academics, and other critics came
under heavy pressure from the KMTfsrepressive forces: arrest and detention
were standard, and executions not uncornmon, as the KMT maintained at least
ten re-education camps for its domestic political opponents. As Eastman points
out, it was urban liberal opponents of the regirne rather than the CCP who bore
this crackdown most heavily, as the Cornmunists had the option of escape to
Yenan. Among the groups organizing opposition to the breakdown of the
United Front were the People's Political Council (a non-partisan uitellectual
nationalist group) and the Federation of Democratic Parties, both of whose
operations were eventually repressed by the KA4T.m
The KMT, according to CCP propaganda but also to many US observers,
showed every intention of resewing what strength it had to defeat the
Communists in the renewed civil war?

As the Nationalist regime continued to

alienate broader potential societal support, and came to rely increasingly on
narrower bases such as domestic capitalists and warlords (neither of whose
allegiance was particularly steadfast), its credibility and legitirnacy as the
defender of Chinese national and material interests was sapped. This erosion
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took place not simply in the eyes of the regime's Communist opponents, but in
those of groups the KMT could count as erstwhile supporters: in particular, the
intellectuals who had in many ways been the foundation of the original 1911
revolution.a2 This class, along with the coastal commercial bourgeoisie, was aIso
affected by econornic hardship in a period of mounting idation, and - after the
retreat of the KMT govemment into the interior - cut off from direct innuence on

Chiang, whose regime began to behave more and more like "a r u h g castet'.483
Meanwhile, the Communists themselves took steps to facilitate
cooperation with disaffected bourgeois groups in regions under CCP control.
Mao's atîacks on dogmatic Marxist views of class alliance (which he pronounced

"lessuseful than shit") were paired with the implementation of the 'three-thirds
system', in which provisional local govemments were to be composed of
Communists, non-CCP progressives, and 'intermediate sections who are neither

left nor right' in q u a 1 parts.= The importance of enlisting the support of
middle-class opponents of Chiang was underscored in 1940 by Mao, to whorn
non-party progressives and moderates presented a bridge to a broader
revolutionary coalition:

*2
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The non-party progressives must be docated one-third of the places because

they are linked with the broad masses of the petty-bourgeoisie. This w u be of
great importance in winning over the latter. Our a h in allocating onethird of
the places to the intermediate sections is to win over the middle bourgeoisie and

the enlightened gentry ... At the present tirne, we must not fail to take the
strength of these elements into account and we must be circumspect in our
relations with them.af

The Communists were to profit from these circumstances in the period
after 1945, but the domestic policies of the KMT were only part of the story.
Foreign-KMT linkages were also creating coalition oppominities for the CCP, as
their primary opponents distanced themselves from urban and moderate
bourgeois support, seeking the support of the great powers and in the process
placing the Iegitimacy of their c l a h to Sun Yat-sen's nationalist legacy in

question. JohnService, one of the key US observers of the day, reported to
Washington as early as April1944 that the fortunes of Comrnunist expansion in
Asia were k i n g advanced by Chang's "inteninl and extenuil policies which, if
pursued in dieir present form, wiU render mationalist] China too weak to serve

Mao, "On the question of political power in the anti-Japanesebase areas", Qted in ibid., p. 696.
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as a possible counterweight to Russia".

A second point to be made is therefore

that urban nationalist sentiment also was cloven from the KMT as a consequence
of the activities of foreign powers, both during and after the war with Japan; it is
to these linkages 1now tum.

Perceptions, ivnrfime nnd poshuar:firrbgn-Nntiomlistalliances and the 'lost chnce'

The two great strategic events of 1941,Barbarossa and Pearl Harbour,
brought the United States and the Soviet Union into the war. The former became
an active combatant against the Japanese and thus an interested d y of the

Chinese. The Soviets, though now preoccupied with defending their own
territory against the German onslaught, retumed to a more consistentiy proChinese posture and in doing so eased the strains caused by the Nazi-Soviet pact
and particulariy by the Soviet-Japanese treaty of neubality of April 1941.a7
However, if both future superpowers sought to varying degrees to support the
Chinese against Japan, it is also apparent that both nations chose repeatedly to
support the Nationalists at the expense of the Cornmunists, this despite growing
evidence that the KMT was able to command neither the allegiance nor the
cornpliance of the Chinese population. This pattern of relations not only

Message from Service to the US Department of State, cited in Thomas, A m d Truce, p. 416;
emphasis added.

survived but became more intense after the conclusion of the war in the Pacific,

and is central to an understanding of post-revolutionary Chinese foreign policy.
The Soviet policy towards China from 1941 until the tuming of the tide at

Stalingrad was viewed through the lens sf J - i ~ i v das: more Russian troops were
required to defend the USSR's Eurasian heartland, the danger of a Japanese
atîack against a weakened eastem front mounted. Accordingly, it suited Moscow

to promote united Chinese resistance and thus keep the Japanese occupied. The
Chinese Communistsf allegiance to the Comintem, though regularly asserted in
public, had contained an ambivalent strain since 1927 and the subsequent KMT
rout of the CCP's urban base. Moscowfscontinued support of both the CCP and

the Nationalists had fuelled the rise in the party of those desiring a more
independent foreign stance. The eventç of the war were to accentuate that
tendency. Repeated Cornintem directives f ~Red
r assaultç on numerically
superior Japanese forces met with increasing skepticism and non-compliance
from the CCP,"

and caused corresponding suspicion in Moscow. Mao's choice

to resist Soviet demands led in tum to a confrontation with

- and purge of - the

rival 'internationaiist' faction within the CCP,a9a factor which iowered the
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likelihood of Sino-Soviet foreign policy congruence in the post-revolutionary
period.
As the war progressed, direct Soviet rnilitary relief in the Chinese war of

resistance against the Japanese did not materialise to any great extent In the
concluding stages of the conflict, however, the prospects of enhanced postwar
international power for Moscow generated attention towards China smacking
more of imperialism than of solidarity with the CCP and Chinese nationahm. At
Tehran, Stalin sounded out Roosevelt on the prospects for Soviet access to a
warm-water port in China; at Yalta, this dong with joint Sho-Soviet control of
the Manchurian railways was agreed amongst the Big Three without consultation
with C h i a r ~ g Despite
.~~
the obvious ideological contradictions of this policy and
the effect it was bound to have on the CCP, Stalin's apparent belief that Chiang
was the only likely source of authority in China after the war led to a widening

rift between aLIeged Comintem unity and actual Soviet-Chinese relationç.49i

The conclusion of the war brought further disillusionment for the Chinese
Communists. The Soviet entry into the war against Japanoccurred just days
prior to the Japanese surrender. Although Soviet troops rapidly recaptured
Manchuria, their victory over a practicaily vanquished opponent was hollow in
the eyes of their Chinese counterparts. Moreover, once ensconced in Northern
-- - - - -

-- - -

Akira Iriye, "Japaneseaggresîon and China's international position, 1931-1949",in Fairbank
& Feuerwerker, p. 538.

China the Russians showed littIe inclination to leave: the Yalta summit and
subsequent discussions amongst the big three had k e n suggestive of a Soviet
sphere of influence in Manchuria in exchange for cooperaüon in the war against
the Japneese.492 This expectation found legd expression in the Sino-Soviet Treaty

of Friendship and Alliance announced upon Japan's surrender, by far the most
bitter pi11 for the CCP to swailow. In exchange for Moscow's recognition of the

KMT as "the central government of China", complete with pledges of military
aid and moral support and assurances that the Soviets would not interfere to aid

the CCP, the Treaty required Chiang to cede greater control over the Manchurian
railway system to the USSR and placed the port of Dairen in the Soviet military

zone.493For the CCP, the sacrifice of their position for the benefit of Soviet
strategic and economic interests was a shock. Mao's anger over this episode,
which he saw as emblematic of the brakes Moscow had continually placed on the

Chinese revolutionaries, lingered well into the post-revolutionary period; other
party leaders were "hurt, angry, and bewildered'?"

Of course, this was far from king the end of the relationship between the
Russian and Chinese Comrnunists. Despite the disappointments of the CCP's
history with the Comintem, intemationalkm still enjoyed a degree of credibility
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as a strategv which was to survive untiI the death of Stalin. There was no officia1
protest of Soviet policy, which quickly shifted to the benefit of Mao's forces.
With mistrust deepening between Moscow and the Western allies through 1945
and 1946 (and with the consequent emergence of Stalin's 'two camps' doctrine),

in Soviet thinkuig Yenan's interests soon outweighed the merits of cooperation
with the Nationalists. The CCP \vas to profit enonnously from the Soviet
presence in China, with respect to both war mntèrieL and access to regions under
joint Soviet and Nationalist jurisdiction. In particular, Soviet assistance was
central to the Manchunan campaign of Lin Piao.
Yet Soviet assistance followed, rather than Ied, the CCP into renewed
stniggle with the Nationalist government, waiting to be convinced that the
Communists were viable contenders for power (and that failure to support Mao
would mean a loss of influence). As much as a renewed sense of east-west
confrontation stemming from events in Europe, two other factors seemed to
suggest that Stalin's eventual support of the CCP was conditional: Nationalist

military advances in Manchuria against the People's Liberation A m y which by
implication threatened Soviet interests in the region,495 US hoop withdrawals

and general signals regarding a Iack of Amencan strategic cornmitment to
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China,'% and independent Chinese Communist miütary successes. To its

chagrin, therefore, the CCP could not be certain of Soviet support for some time,
and probably not until early 1946. For their part, "the Russians were apparently

dominated by a wait-and-see attitude towards China". While Moxow allowed
the Communists to claim captured Japanese weapow, much of the best

weaporuy and machinery in Manchuria was removed by Soviet troops; if no
longer actively eroding the CCrs position, the Russians "were certainly not
going alI out on behalf of Mao".d"
Does the chequered history of CCP-Soviet relations in the years of the
Civil and Anti-Japanese wars, in particular the belated Soviet abandonment of

Chang Kai-shek, provide us with iwight into the Sino-Soviet split of the
following decade? In important ways, the split of 1958-60 has its roots in genuine
doctrinal differences between the CCP and the CPSU over the course of Chinese

domestic development under socialism. Mitigathg this conclusion, however, are
several other factors which together suggest more tactical motivations for the
Chinese. First, the period of h i e Sino-Soviet cooperation lasted perhaps only
seven years. The death of S t a h and the subçequent revelations by Khnishchev

of the Soviet dictator's often self-serving policy choices lent greater momentum
Aruga Tadashi, "The United States and the Cold War: The Cold War Era in Amencan

History", in Yonosuke Nagai and Akira Iriye, eds., The Ongins of the Cold W m in Atia, New York,

CoIumbia University Press, 1977,pp. 78-79.

to the Sino-centric elements of the CCP, who in any event had been since the
early 1940s the dominant group in the party: the CCP were "national communists
at heart, keenly aware of China's ~nisfortunes".~~~
The relatively short duration

of Moscow-Beijing cooperation contrasts sharply with the preceding two
decades, in which despite continual loyalty to the Comintem the CCP had
regularly k e n the victims of Russian-KMT cooperation. Second, upon achieving
power in 1949 the CCP found itself in much the same position as had the
Nationalists in 1945 - in need of foreign support in the face of considerable
opposition. The 'lean to one side' policy of 1949, in tune with Staiin's 'two
camps', "was prompted not only by ideological affinity but also by practical
considerations" and endured as long as the Soviets were willing to provide the
Chinese with massive military and economic assistance. Khrushchev's cessation
of nuclear aid to China in 1958 marked the beginning of open Chinese verbal

attacks on the Soviets.99 whereas the earlier part of the decade had seen
considerable Soviet largesse as a consequence of the post-Stalin leadership

struggle. Third, the terms of Soviet support of Mao after 1949 were remarkably
similar to those extracted from Chiang in 1945: a Russian zone of influence in
outer Mongolia, Russian railway rights in Manchuria, and freedom of access for
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Soviet shipping in Dairen?

Soviet aid was also extended as interest-bearing

lending rather than direct assistance;together with the northem concessions,

"China had obtained a rninimurn loan with maximum interest".sl The Korean
War was also the subject of recriminations by the CCP with respect to the Soviet
role: the contlict cost the Chinese dearly in men and equipment, whde the Soviets
avoided direct intervention despite their earlier role in bringing about
hostilities.50'

Thus, the terms of Soviet assistance to the Chinese Commullsts, while
certainly better after 1949 than in earlier periods, were regularly the cause of
rnisgivings amongst the CCP leadership. Though the evidence is somewhat
circumstantial, the fact that the relationship was to survive only as long as
significant amounts of aid were forthcoming seems to suggest that the Chmese
alliance with the Soviets was largely one of contingency, and bore the memory of
past relations with Moscow. Born of necessity, it is doubtful whether the
Moscow-Beijing Axis was ever a positive choice for Ma0.93
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P m , p. 239, suggests that Soviet domination of Chuia was

resisted at the earliest econornicaüy viable opportunity.

This becomes clearer if Chinese decision-making at the time of the split is
examined in iight of historical factiondism. Though the Maoists had generdy

been in a position to counter the more orthodox Marxist-Leninist stream of the
party since the failure of Sialin's united front policy in the early 1930s, deStalinisation had empowered the pro-Moscow faction, as Khrushchev's need for
allies in the Kremlin's power struggle had led to a surge in Russian military aid
to China. When this surge subsided with Khmshchev's consolidation of power,
the rese~ationsof the Maoists regardhg Soviet generosity led to growing

hostility. The pro-Soviet group, now led by Liu Shao-chi, sought to heal the
growing rift in 1958, but Mao seized the initiative at the Eighth Party Congress to
push the CCP in the opposite direction. The manifestation of this policy was the
Great Leap Forward, a doomed attempt at developing an independent industrial
base (and development strategy) and a military base free of Soviet influence. Its

failure proved a temporary setback for Mao, but the subsequent power struggle
in Beijing led ultimately to Mao's ouster of Liu and the subsequent redirection of

Chinese foreign policy away from the Soviet line.= Thus, the emergence of the
Sino-Soviet split in its W e s t form in 1960 required the poiitical victory of the
faction within the CCP which had been most circumspect in its view of Soviet
behaviour towards China, and which had been most directly affected by StaIin's

half-hearted (and occasionally treacherous) support of the Chinese Communists
in their struggles with the NationaIists and Japanese. When Chinese economic

M4 Ibid.,

pp. 23613.

growth no longer rendered the trade-off of national independence for Soviet aid
politicdy necessary or expedient for Mao, the parting was swift and the new
trajectory decidedly revisionist.

If the anti-Soviet direction of post-1960 PRC foreign policy can be traced in
part to mistrust between the Maoists and Moscow dating from wartime alliances,

the relationship between the CCP and the Americans was clearer, at Ieast after
1946. US support for the Kuomintang at the highest levels of the Truman

administration increased markedly with the onset of the Cold War, and rendered
anything other than an antagonistic relationship with a newly-Communist China

highly unlikely. For the KMT, however, US support was a rnixed blessing.
While Chiang was in desperate need of extemal support as his domestic power
base shrank even further after 1945, American d i t q assistance was never
granted in sufficient quantity to achieve even a compromise peace with the
Communists, let alone outright victory. Worse for the Nationalists, however,
was the perception of reliance on foreign support as their domestic legitimacy

shrank, a cycle which was self-arnphfying. Thus if the substance of American
support was Iess plentihil than it might have ben, the US presence created an
impression of Nationalist dependence on foreign powers which seriously eroded
the KMT's remaining nationalist credibility.
Yet while eventually contributing much to the anti-western posture of
post-1949 China, the US in 1941was in a position whidi made a long-tem
rapprochement with an eventual Communist government a distinct possibility.

The initial Arnerican policy towards the Chinese domestic situation had been one
of national conciliation in order to defeat the Japanese. As such, US aims feu

more in line with the United Front goals of the CCP than with Chiang's own
divided agenda of mild resistance to Japan combined with increasing repression
of the Communists.
American frustration with Chiang's unwillingness to cooperate with the
CCP, of which the most vocaI ernbodiment was Stilwell, led to Roosevelt's

demand in 1944 that Chiang cede control over Nationalist forces to Stilwell. For
the Communists, this presented a greater chance of recognition and a lessening of

Nationalist attacks on Communist positions. Stilwellfsloathing of Chiang Ied to
his replacement by Hurley, who kept up the pressure on the Nationalists to readmit the CCP into government. Soon after his arriva1 in 1944 Hurley convened
a meeting of the KMT and CCP leaderships, in which the Americans reiterated

their demands that the KMT work cooperatively with Mao and recognise the
"legality" of the CCFo5 For their part, the CCP seemed willing to entertain the
possibility of working with the Americans, until perhaps as late as 1946. With
the wartime alliance of the Soviets and the western democracies in operation, and
w ith the Americans' persistent objections to Chiang's anti-Communist activities,

Mao's views of relations with the United States were relatively conciliatory
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through the end of the Japanese war.506If there are grounds to doubt the
potential for ideological convergence between Yenan and Washington - many of
Mao's pronouncements regarding America as the "ideal of democracy" are too

fawning to be taken at face v a l u P - there is however considerable room for a
belief that in the charged strategic atmosphere of Chinese domestic and regional
politics, the continuation of pragmatic accommodation between the US and the

CCP was a distinct possibility .
However, between 1945 and 1949 the United States' relationship with the

Chinese Communists worsened dramatically. Furthermore, it is likely that this
worsening was due primarily to the relationship between the Americans and the

CCP, and not to any ideologicdy-necessary Chinese alignrnent with Moscow.

Okabe Tatsumi has shown that the period between the end of the CCP's
cooperative stance towards the US and the resumption of closer ties with
Moscow is marked by a distinctively independent CCP foreign policy of an
'intemediate zone' which foreshadowed the later PRC policy of 'three worlds':
as argued above, the Soviets were giving little succour to the Communists, and
only with the development of outright US hostiüty towards the CCP did Mao cal1

for the CCP to 'Iean to one side'?
506 See Okabe Tatsumi, "The Cold
jm

War and China", in Nagai & Iriye, pp. 224-27.

lhd., pp. 22627.

"ibid., p. 230-36.The CCP's desire

to estabiish an anti-fascist international front had led it to

seek cooperation with the US as early as 1935: see H e Di, "The Evolution of the Chinese

Amencan allegiance to Chiang Kai-shek and Washington's failure to

perceive (and exploit) differences between Yenan and Moscow was centrai to the
drift of ahances in the renewed civil war. The arriva1 of George Marshail as
Truman's mediating emissary in December 1945 was intended "to promote a
unified, democratic China that would stand by the United States in the emerging
Cold Warn.509 By Marshall's departure in 1947 that mission was in tatters, and
the remaining tirne prior to the Communist victory in October 1949 was to see
the US write off Nationalist China as a lost cause. Yet the lack of nuance in

American perceptions of Chinese Communism was to hobble the pursuit of
options which might have borne more fruit at least two crucial opportunities to
establish a more cooperative relationship with the CCP were squandered
between 1944 and 1947.510

How did the CCP-American relationship tum sour? In the first place,
despite increasing entreaties to the contrary from better-placed envoys in the
field, the Truman administration's preoccupation with what it saw as a creeping
pattern of global Communist encroachment led to an increasing degree of
support for Chiang against the CCP and a glossing-over of Chang's weakening

Communist party's Poiicy Towards the United States, 1944-49", in Harding and Yuan. SinoAmerican Relations..
509 Levine, " ANew

Look at Amencan Mediation in the Chirtese Civil War: The Marshall Mission

and Manchuria", Diplomatic History, vol., 3. no, 4, Fa11 1979, p. 369.
He Di,"Evolution", passim.

degree of legitimacy. This drift had begun under Roosevelt with the replacement
of Stilwell by Hurley and Wedemeyer, both of whom had rapidly begun to shift
in late 1944 towards a policy of outright support of Chiang against the

Cornmunists whiie the war against Japan was still underway. Strongly opposed
by junior embassy staff in a report issued in Febmary 1945, who argued that such
a move would undennine US long-term interests in the region and throw the

country "into chaos", Hurley nonetheless was able to persuade Roosevelt that

Chiang was the Americans' sole hope in China.511 A purge of recalcitrant
embassy staff followed. The Cornmunists, who months before had thanked
Roosevelt for Hurley's role in bringing the KMT to the bargaining table, were
outraged and seemed not to believe the about-face: Chou En-lai wrote to Hurley
requesting assurances (not given) of continued US Army cooperation with the

CCP, and the party requested direct talks with the US administration, to no
avail.51
Despite the embassy purge, Hurley's position was considered increasingly
untenable within the State Department, a situation which led to Hurley's
resignation and the arriva1 of Marshall. Marshall's mandate was to achieve a

peaceful settlement of the domestic situation; his initial demonstrations of even-
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Tao Wenzhao, "Hurley's Mission to QUna and the Formation of US Policy to Support Chiang

Kai-shek against the Chinese Communist Party", in Harding and Yuan, Sino-American Relations,
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handedness bolstered the views of those within the CCP leadership who had
identified 'democratic' and 'militaristic thought' factions within US policy circles
as opposed to an imperialist rnon0lith,~13and opened the door again for CCP-US
cooperation. Marshall oversaw the convening of the multi-partisan Political
Consultative Conference (PCC)and the achievement of a ceasefire by January
1946. The PCC passed a series of resolutions which if fully irnplemented would

have severely M t e d the Nationalists' hold on state power. Yet the Marshall
program was undercut by continuing US sbategic support of the KMT, whch
(artificially) boosted Chang's confidence in the Nationalists' ability to defeat the
Communist forces in the field. By mid-1947 it was apparent that the KMT was
using the peace negotiations as a smokescreen and was stepping up attacks on
Communist positions in Manchuria - aided by US air transport of Nationalist
troops.51' Though Marshall was under no illusions as to the Nationalists' lack of

democratic legitimacy as he understood the term,5=5CCP statements and feelers
regarding a willingness to cooperate with US mediation efforts were roundly
ignored as evidence of Communist aggression in other theatres began to
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mount516 Ultimately, the CCP found it necessary to back away from the

bargainkg table. Marshall's frustrations over the failure of his attempts to elicit
cooperation from Chiang (and thus from the CCP) gave way to ouiright US

support of Chiang as full civil war broke out for the last t h e - support which
was both insufficient and based on a perception of CCP-Soviet unity which was

hdamentally flawed.

Washington could not contemplate with equanimity the prospect of a
Cornmunist victory in China because it remained convinced of the links binding

Yenan to Moscow. However exasperated Marshaü and Leighton Stuart became
with Chiang Kai-shek and his entourage, Chiang's leadership of China was not

seriously questioned, even if in the final analysis his regime was judged not
worth saving by any reasonable Amencan effort517

US policy was instrumental in ending whatever chance there was of

maintaining non-conflictual relations between Washington and the Chinese

Comrnunists: the Truman administration's "long-term course of supporting

5'6

TatsUllZi, "The Cold \Var and China", p. 234,notes that Leighton Stuart,US ambassador at the

tirne of the Marshall mission, dismissed one key statement of CCP ambivalence towards the USSR
out of hand, saying that it "rnightweU have been written in the Kremlin".

Levine, "Marshall Mission", p. 3 R

Chiang had aeated deep mistrust on the part of the CCP".518

Thiç in itself

might

have k e n imrnateriai but for the victory of the CommUNsts over the Nationalist

armies in 1949. However, the Amerîcan policy of increasing suspicion of the CCP
and corresponding support for the Kuomintang, perhaps critical in pushing Mao

into the arms of Moscow, was also a contributing factor in the waning of the
KMT's own popularitv amongst moderate societal groups.
Perceptions of KMT collusion with a foreign power which seemed bent on
undermining Chinese national interests came to a head after the breakdown of
the Marshall mission in 1947. For the intellectual class in the post-1945 era, the

"dominant political preoccupation was opposition to the civil war".519 The AntiCivil War Movement developed a heavy anti-American accent as US backing of

Nationalist forces - though limited and ultimately ineffectuai - became
increasingly apparent to urban non-Communist Chinese. Moreover, US support
of Japan in the reconstruction period was offensive to much nationalist opinion.

In 1947 and 1948 a series of student protests broke out in most major educational
institutions in the country, in which the students demanded an end to the civil
war and to US intervention on Chiang's behalf. The protesters were increasingly
met with harsh tactics, as abductions, torture and execution by KMT troops and
police became common threats. As Suzanne Pepper points out, the signrhcance
of this widespread movement was less in its swelling of the actual ranks of the

H e Di, "Evolution",p. 45.

CCP, which was minimal, but in the signal that the i n t e k t u a l class was no
longer willing to support the KMT. The KMT's credibility had been sapped
through its perceived lack of bonafirIes in the Marshall negotiations, its reliance
on foreign military support, and through its dogged prosecution of the civil war,
which was seen in urban moderate circles as a hopeless battle and one which

created the conditions that fuelled left-extremism. "The political mandate
extended to the CCP from urban China was thus ambivalent, coming not directly
but as a vote of noniionfidence for the KMT".5'0

In the end, of course, the [US] policy of limited assistance pleased no one and

gained nothùig. It was unable to delay disaster for the KMT government on the
Chinese mainland. Yet it also earned the condemation of the non-Communist

anti-war movement there, as an Amencan atiempt to promote its own interests

by disregardhg those of China through contùiuing support for the unregenerate
Chiang K a i - ~ h e k . ~ ~ ~

In what way did this outcome lead to a post-revolutionary foreign policy
more anti-American than might otherwise have been expected? The probability
that unmolested (or even accornmodated) the CCP would have chosen a middle

Pepper, "The KMT-CCP Confict, 19451949, p. 746.
ibid., pp. 74651.
521 [bid., pp. 786-87.

road between Moscow and Washington upon taking power is, if debatable,
certainly greater than zero, according to the evidence of Mao's earlier consistent
willingness to cooperate outiined above. American support of Chiang (and
consequently of Taiwan), bIanket identification of Maoism as an obedient ally of
Moscow, and unremitting hostility to the fiedgling PRC rendered such a middle

road impossible in any event.
Was an a n t i - r e p e logroll a feature of the CCP's overthrow of the KMT?
Here the evidence is mixed. Unlike the other regime changes outlined in this
dissertation, which for the most part were dependent on urban political confiict
and key changes in class and secioral alliances, the victory of the Chinese

Communists was the culmination of a vast military mobilisation of a peasant
army against a regime whose primary support and recognition was by the critical
last years of the war drawn mostly from overseas. Does the abstention of the
KMTs erstwhile support amongst the intelIectuals and petty bourgeois in coastal
urban areas, and the growth of anti-Americanism amongst those same groups,
therefore matter at all? There appears to be some reason to suspect that it did.
First, while it is difficult to Say that these groups did matter in light of the
peasant-based nature of the conflict, it is also difficult to conclude definitively
that they did not. Had the KMT retained a degree of legiümacy with urban
groups through US enforcement of the Marshall ceasefire and political
accommodations, Chiang's hold on cities such as Canton rnight well have been
strengthened, and the China lobby in Washington may have won the allocation

of greater resources: ironicaiiy, Chiang's lack of popular legitimacy cost hirn as
much support with the US as it did d o r n e s t i ~ a l l y Though
.~~
the Communists
eventudy routed the Nationalists, the CCP was not conçidered a possible winner
of the war by urban Chinese opinion u t i l the winter of 1948-49,which suggests
that the loss of urban support for Chiang may well have been critical. Second, in
the transitions of the Long March and the subsequent war against the KMT, the
CCP had becorne a peasant party. Having achieved national power, it was

necessary to tramfer the centre of political power to the coastal cities and build a
bureaucratie power stnicture millions-strong.523 In the initial period of

Communist nile many urban intellectuals, petty bourgeois and other nonCommunist groups alienated by KMT collusion with the US after 1945 were
a bsorbed into the PRC's state structure. Given the delicate strategic situation of

the new regime and the as-yet incomplete process of social r e v o l u t i ~ nclass
,~~~
unanirnity regarding foreign policy was likely of considerable benefit to the

CCP's consolidation of power.
Thus while greater circumspection is required in the Chinese case, there is
some evidence to suggest that the formation of an anti-regime Iogroil contributed
to the replacement of an externauy cornpliant Chinese govemment by an
extemally-revisionist regime. KMT domestic policy was sufficient to generate
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lefi-intekctual opposition in the fom of Communism and to d o w alliance
between the CCP and the peasants. Soviet polis, towards the KM?' and the CCP
between 1924 and 1949 facilïtated a split in Communkt ranks and the subsequent

ascendancy of a Chinese-nationaikt tendency in the movement. The KMT's
repeated attentions to its intemal enemies at the cost of territorial losses to Japan
generated support for the CCP amongst urban intelIectuaIs and petty bourgeois
and sapped its own strength. US support of Chiang caused much of the

Nationalists' remahhg urban following to withdraw itç support ui the post-1945
period, and destroyed whatever opportunities there were for a 'middle road'

Chinese foreign policy outcome after 1949. In this manner Comrnunist social and
anti-irnperialist goals, peasant desires for agrarian reform and k d o m from the

KMT's heavy-handed and extractive rural policy, and urban intellectuai and
nationalist disappointments with Chiang Kai-shek's disashous domestic policy
and seemingly fascist-militarist seU-out of the aims of the 1911 revolution,

combined to result in the overthrow of a regime weakened by its reliance on
unacceptably foreign sources of support.

Conclusion

Stephen Walt has argued that revolutionary states, while often the source
of challenges to international orders, are rarely the initial aggressors. In the case
of China,he suggests that the PRC was prodded into adopting an aggressive
stance through US intervention in the Korean War.525 While Walt is probably
correct to Say that the Chinese revolution, Like other revolutions, was despite its
public proclamations primarily national and not universalist in essence,j26 the

story of foreign involvement in Chinese domestic politics before 1949 suggests
that the extemal conditioning which gave rise to Chinese revisionism occurred in
the two decades prior to the revolution itself, during the civil conflict and the war
with Japan, and not in the immediate &ennath of the revolution. With respect
to the manifestations of the Chinese challenge - Chinese involvement in Korea,
Tibet, Vietnam, the Bandung movement, the Sino-Soviet split - it seems clear that
even if the PRC was provoked into any of these confrontations, pre-revolutionary

CCP interaction with the United States and the USSR rendered Chinese
revisionist behaviour more likely than not, doctrinal explanations
notwithstanding.
Ultimately, how well does the Chinese experience fit the mode1 outluied in
earlier chapters? Put plainly, the awwer is: not as well. The overlapping nature
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of the two main military conflicts in thiç period render it difficult to speak
coherentiy of 'mobilisation bargains' and 'postwar perceptions' as found in other
cases. Furthemore, the movement to overthrow the KMT predates the major

war in question by a decade, and thus can hardly be called a consequence of

dishonoured state commitments in the postwar settlement. Finally, the peasant
mobilisation achieved by the CCP must take most of the credit for the overthrow
of the KMT: what revolutionary logroll there existed was not of the same

magnitude of importance as the coalitions found in cases such as interwar Italy.
On the other hand, if the revolution had a momentum unrelated to the
international confiict of 1937-1945, the course of that conflict created foreigndomestic alliances which served to Sap CCP and urban perceptions of the
iegitimacy of the postwar order, both dornestically and intemationally. If the
revolution did not succeed becczuse of the KMT's alliance with the US, it was
certainly hastened by that linkage. And if the revolutionaries were disposed
towards an assertively independent, Chinese socialism, those within the CCP
favouring this path were assisted in their control of the party by Stalin's cynical
support of Chiang.

It is also true that the Kuomintang repeatedly promised to work with the
Communists to free China from foreign encroachrnent, and in doing so raised the
expectations of signhcant sectors of the urban population who had been the
original nucleus of the 1911 Nationalist revolution. The fact that this promise

was broken during the war, rather than upon the morrow of a Nationalist

victory, is Iess a testament to the inaccuracy of the model's expectations than it is
an indication of the extrerne insincerity of the pledge, and of Chiang Kai-shek's

repeatedly exaggerated view of his own security of position and legitimacy.

Ln other cases, the role of the rnilitary has been critical to the success or
failure of revisionist postwar movements. In the Chinese case, this appears to
have üttle applicability: as the dornestic challenge of the regime took place in the
context of a massive peasant war nested within an international conflict, one c m
hardly speak of a 'postwar' challenge, and veterans' groups are in consequence
an inappropriate focus. What parallels there are derive from the Nationalists'
difficulties with desertion. Chiang Kai-shek's military reliance on a coalition of
former warlords and foreign support regularly circumscribed the degree of
allegiance he could command at critical junctures, and defections were common:

of officers to the Japanese and their Chinese puppet regimes, and of the ranks to
the Communists or to desertion.
Another intervening factor which contibuted to previous explmations of
the success of domestic revisionist movements was that of political development.

In earlier cases, the expansion and subsequent contraction of political
incorporation rendered postwar regimes vulnerable to overthrow, creating
societal demands for inclusion which perceived no expression in the regirne's
restrictive political foms. In the Chinese case, there are definite pardels to be
noted, primarily in the Kuomintang's gradual exclusion of two of its former
domestic allies, as Chiang Kai-shek's regime became increasingly militarist and

autocratie (and to some observers, increasingly façciçt). The Communists,

previously partners of the KMT in the United Front of 19241927, suffered a
series of purges, and were readmitted into a governing coalition in 1937 only to

be betrayed with equal vigour in the midst of the war againçt the Japanese.
Urban non-Communist inteilectuals and petty bourgeois, once the foundation of
the Nationalist regime, came under increasing repression frorn Chang's regime
as it drifted towards a domestic policy of right-wing auhoritarianism.
The results of this case study are mixed: while the events leading to the
emergence of China as a challenger state do not provide an exact match with the
relationships specified in the rnodel, it is reasonable to conclude that the basic
dynamics conhibuting to the PRC's revisionism are similar in kind to those
discussed in earlier chapters, if not in exact shape and sequence. Expectations
generated from wartime accommodatiow were dashed: the regime which failed
to honour its commitments did so in cooperation with outside powers in a
fashion which compromised not only the legitimacy of the dornestic order, but
that of the regional order and international order which emerged in 1945. These
paraliel, collusive illegitimacies in turn furthered the prospects for a crosxlass
and cross-sector alliance dedicated (or acquiescent) to the overthrow of the
regime and the prosecution of an independent foreign policy in contradiction of
the wishes of the great power parantors of the postwar settlement. Far more

than in other cases, however, these dynamics must take heir place beside a
number of exogenous factors in explaining Chinese post-war behaviour.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS: WAR, DOMESTIC POLITLCS AND THE RISE
OF CHALLENGERS
This project began as a response to my perception of a discordance
between the historical record - the linkages between major wars, postwar orders

and the rise of challenger states - and existing explanations of these events. Two
separate assertions in the literature were troubling, in particular. First, it was
often alleged that, by virtue of major wars' capacity as 'decisions', the victors in
such contlictç were consequentiy in a position to impose and enforce a new
international order in accordance with their interests. As an assertion this

seemed to me to be, if not entirely without foundation, at least questionable in
light of the European experience from 1815 to 1û48 and again h m 1918 to 1939,
and the experiences of the great powers after 1945. In each of these periods, the

difficulties encountered in establishing a new order (if in fact anything durable
was created at all), and the frequent emergence of challenger states about which

Little could be done short of renewed major war, seemed to suggest that victory
presented the victors with a delicate balancing act as much as an opportunity to
profit from a new and beneficial set of niles. Second, the explanations given for
the rise of challenger states in these postwar eras, while in some cases reasonably
satisfactory, were in other cases problematic - or at Ieast, left as many questions

unanswered as answered. Specificaily, there seemed to be several challengers for
which there was no adequate theoretical account, alI occurring in thiç century.

Three theories typically dominated the exarnination of this question,
alleging that challenger states emerge because of a) shifting relative power
differentials, b) responses to excessively harsh peace heaties, or c) indigenous
political development which held corollaries of aggressive extemal behavior.
Certainly, there exist cases of challengers in which these theories (alone or in

combination) seem of greater use and relevance than my own model. Imperia1

Germany's revisionist stance in the decades pnor to the first world war and
Japanese expansionism after 1930 seem to fit well with the causal Linkages and
expectations expressed in theories of rising power.527 Whle revisionism in

jt7

Japan was excludeci as a case in Chapter 2, on two grounds: k t , that the degree of

mobilisation of Japanese scxiety in the first world war waç insufficiently great for one to speak

meaningfully of 'mobilisation bargains'; and second - as mentioned above - that Japanese
behaviour fit reasonably welI with existing 'rising power' theories of challenge. However, there

are aspects to the Japanese case which may bear fruit under further investigation. Like Itaiy,
Japan was a member of the winning coalition in 2918. Yet Japanese success on the batflefield was
not met with recogrution in the postwar internationalarena: the Washington Conference of 192122 and resulting naval heaty confirmed instead Japanesediploma tic inferiority. Domestic

difficulties of postwar inflation - and, after 1930, a deciine in trade due to slackened US demand led to domestic economic imperatives which paralleled growing antrrgonism towards Japan's one-

time d y . While there was no direct overthrow of the post-1918 regime, atîacks by militaristextremis&on moderate politicians throughout the 193Ck contributeci to a strengthening of hard-

France after 1815 conforms (as argued above) reaçonably weil with the
expectations of my own model, the behaviour of the French state in the years
after the revolution must - in spite of foreign provocation - be seen largely as

the consequence of indigenous political development; perhaps the çame might be
said of Russia after 1917.

My point, however, is that together or separately these theories are
incomplete. If, for instance, the relative harshness of peace treaties c m explain
the rise of challenger states, why do we observe the emergence of revisionist state
elites whose nation by all accounts did quite weU at the peace table? In this
category, the example of China after 1945 seems the most appropriate case with
which to refute the oft-cited example of Germany after Versailles. Moreover, the

other cases presented here alI pose difficulties for this theory as weU. The
Gemanic tenitories conquered by Napoleon were compensated handsomely in
territorial terms in 1815, yet strong revisionist movements sprung up there soon
after. The treatment of France at Viema, often held up as an example of
magnanimity which might well have been followed at Versailles, led just as

quickly to the emergence of sociai movements wishing to redress the tenns of the
postwar international settlement.

In ItaIy and Germany after Versailles, the

injustices (real or perceived) of the Treaiy did create widespread resenment in
each country. However, if the populations of these countries were relatively
line expansionists within the government QearIy, this is a non-Europeancase which merits
further attention. See Kennedy, Rise and full, pp. 385-92.

united regarding their opinion of the Treaty, there were divided as to how to
respond. As 1have shown, the reversais in foreign policy exhibited by these two
states had as a necessary condition a set of domestic coalitions and sîrategic
political choices conducive to the political fortunes of the revisionist factions and
fatal to the interests of the postwar regime. The harshness of the peace treaty (if
such a thing exists in terms other than the perceptual) was influentid in the
revisionist outcornes of these statest hajectories, it cannot be denied. But the
qualities of the settlement were - in the eyes of Gerrnans and Italians - Wtered

through the choices of postwar elites, domestic political actors, and foreign
powers. The same set of filters conditioned these states' subsequent responses to
the international postwar order. In the absence of considerations of domestic
politics and the interaction of societal groups with extemal actors, the nature of
the settlement alone can tell us littie about the emergence of challengers.
With respect to historical-sociological arguments, there is an impression of
similar incompleteness. There is little doubt that the emergence of

constitutionally non-orthodox regimes has been accompanied by widespread
international strife There is no doubt that the arguments of Moore, and others
have considerable power when we ask where such regimes corne from. But
when we ask: why do they behave as they do in the international arena? the
answers are slower in comuig. Germany's revolution von oben and subsequent

sondmueg help us to explain the rise of fascism as a middle class reaction to the
crisis of authority and economic stabiliv in the Weimar Republic. They do not,

however, by themselves help us to explain Germany's need to establish
dominion over Europe in the late 1930s. For this,knowledge of Gemian
interaction with other states, and the effect of such interaction on German
domestic politics, is required. It is apparent f-rom the material presented in
earlier chapters that the two post-1933 developments of domestic faxism and

extemal revisionisrn, embodied in the ascendancy of the National Sociaiists, were
also twined together in domestic politics as weU. The rise of the Nazis in the
1920s owed as much but not more to foreign preconditionç as it did to domestic

political development In explaining the rise of challengers, there is a clear need
to supplement historical sociology with attention to international relations, and
to the mutual perceptions and interactions between foreign powers and dornestic
groups.
If the two preceding sets of theories offer only incomplete explanations for

the emergence of revisionist states, the 'rising power' explanation offers
reasonably cornplete accounts of a number of challenger states: eg., Japan, pre1914 Germany, and more distantly Hoiland and England. On the other hand,

with respect to other challengers such as post-1945 China and interwar Itdy, this
explanation is not so much incompIete as inappIicabIe (or if applied, inaccurate):
these were not states whose power was cresting with respect to their great-power
rivals when they chose to pursue a revisionist policy. Instead, like Germany in
the early 1920s, the emergence first of revisionist movements and then of
revisionist foreign policies in these countries appears to have coincided with

relatively inauspicious economic circumstances, whether one speaks in relative
or absolute terms. The other example which gives this theory trouble is that of a
non-challenger. The United States, like Germany, grew in relative power quite
unmolested in the years leading to 1914, yet exhibited a far more conciliatory
approach to the British-Ied international system - and especially to the other
great powers - than did Gennany. 'Why Germany, why not the United States?'
is a question which, if in many ways obvious, is unanswerable in relative power

tenns.
The central problem was thus the existence of challenger states for whom
there existed no satisfactory explanation in the literahire. In this century in
particular, there were five instances in which great powers sought to challenge
the international order: Germany (twice), Japan, Italy, and China. As 1 have

argued in the preceding paragraphs, three of these cases (Gerrnany 191839,
Japan, and China) are not weil explained by rising power, domestic social
history, the harshness of peace treaties, or any combination of these. The task of
the dissertation was therefore to develop a model which, by acknowledging both

the strengths and the shortcomings of existing explmations of the rise of

challengers, could fill the gaps in current theoretical understanding.
1am at pains to stress that the model outlined in Chapter 2 and used to

examine the histoncal material in Chapters 3 through 6 is in no way presented or

thought of as a replacement for the other theories discussed above. First, it
cannot replace them as its focus is not identical. With respect to 'historical-

çocioIogical' accounts of the rise of differing regime-types, I sought not to
conduct such approaches anew but to explore the questions the works of Moore,

Tilly and others left implied but unanswered. Regarding 'Ning power' theories,
1 limited myseif to the consideration of the immediate postwar period and was

concemed with the emergence of challenger states in this period alone. Authors
such as Gilpin and Organski are concemed with the broader question of the rise

of challengers at any juncture. It is not from their general success at doing sot but
from the limited anomalies in their work, that my own research questions stem.
Much the same can be said of the works of Cam,Holsti, and others whose
'arguments from prudence' have stressed the importance of judicious peace
settlements. That peace treaties have themselves conditioned state responses to
international orders is beyond doubt; that peace treaties alone have done so, in

the absence of societd-level political and perceptual factors, is highly doubtful.

My goal, therefore, has been to complement rather than replace existing theories.

T7ieonj verstts history

My argument, as formulateci prior to conducting the case studies, was
essentially as folIows. Where postwar perceptions of collusive illegitimacy by
societal groups exist, they may lead to the emergence of a revisionist foreign
policy if two M e r conditions are met. The first condition is that a condition of
abortive incorporation exists - that is, a partial extension of political inclusion

which either has been subsequently rescinded, or has been unaccompanied by
correspondhg institutional changes to refled such incorporation. Such a
situation, it was argued, renders regimes prone to overthrow, generating a public
belief in the efficacy of mass politics but retaining an anachronistic or ilIegitimate
institutional structure. The second condition is that of military acquiexence:
does the military have an institutional interest in regime change? Such an
interest was posited to result in either the active participation in, or the tacit
toleration of, attempts to overthrow the postwar regime.

In light of the empirical research conducted in earlier chapters, and with
respect to the cases studied, it is possible to draw number of conclusions
regarding both the usefulness of the model and its apparent deficiencies.
Regarding the strengths of the model, there are five points to be made.
1 . Mobilisntion b n r g h s in mnjor zuars ruere defining political monmits in the etnergerice

of intemntionnl revisionism as nmnifested nt the doniestic nnd i n t m t i o n n l leuels. In
each case, the existence of a domestic group or groups who felt they had lost

wartime gains, or that the promise of postwar benefits was left unfulfilled by the
regime, was a central factor in the domestic politics of the postwar period.

Liberal intellectuals, students and professionals in Restoration France and

Germany, middle-class nationalists and veterans in Italy and Weimar Germany,
and to a more limited extent the urban intellectual, professional and scholarly
classes in China, were key players in the domestic rise (and occasional triumph)
of revisionist factions.

2. Poshvnr perceptions of c ~ l l u s i illegrtimncy
~e
rwre more important thnn the 'reality' of
the s e t t l e m t in detomining the tenw of domestic politics. Victory and defeat, profit
and loss from wartime were very much in the eye of the beholder. There were

numerous instances where the degree of betrayal and collusive activity
undertaken by the postwar regime did not warrant the objections emanating
from the regime's critics. The nse of 'stab-in-the-back' myths in Germany and

Italy in the 1920s had enonnous power in mobilising middIe-cIass support for the

revisionish (and agaiwt their socialist enemies). That the postwar situations of
these countries were probably not the result of workingclass behaviour duruig
the war was inconsequential in the political atmosphere of the day. Where the

public did not make ready associations between domestic and external enemies,
the revisionist press often created the appropriate image. The Communist press
in China never failed to underscore Chiang's ünks to foreign support and his

generals' reluctance to fight the Japanese.
3. The ocairrence or non-ocmrrmce of c h n l h g e depenlied in each case a domestic
coalition politics. What is clear from an examination of the three cases where

challenge occurred (Germany and Italy after the first world war, China after the
second) is that revisionkm as a foreign policy outcome was never a certainty.
Von Papen's decision to control Hitler by bringing him into the govemment, the

decision of Italy's monarch to cede control of Rome to Mussolini upon assurances
that there would be no proclamation of a republic, the failure of the CCP's

intemationalist faction to isolate Mao d e r the debacle of the Great Leap

Forward: all are testament to the fact that there were other possible outcornes for
these states. By the same token, it is possible that had the veteran Bonapartists

occupying key positions in 1830 been w W g to ally with the Liberals of the
»louvenzent,rather than cast about for a new strongman, the triumph of the

consemative parti cle résistance might have been averted.
4. Abortive incorporntiun ruas cenfrnl to the domestic politiccd progress ofrevisionist

grozips. Dissonance between the degree of mass politicisation and contemporary

political institutions was an important factor in a number of these case histories.

The attempt to restore the hegemony of the old regime in France and Germany
after 1815 met with resistance from broad segments of (primarily middle-class)
society who had been brought into the state in periods of French revolutionary

and Napoleonic domination. The middle class in Germany and Italy after 1918
were through corporatist state policies increasingly squeezed out of the central
position in political Me they desired and had been promised in the war. The
urban intellectual base of the 1911 revolution in China found itself increasingly
excluded from decision-making and subject to harassrnent as Chiang's regime
drifted towards rightist-authoritarian solutions to Chinese domestic politics. In
au, these conditions rendered postwar politics fertile ground for anti-system

political movements, and rendered allies easier to obtain in such struggles than

they might otherwise have ken.
5. Logrolled conlitions in poshum politics oftol nl lorved the emergence of n revisionist
foreign polinj ns a consequence u m nfinpated by some coalition pnrhws. The various

factions that acquiesced in Mussolinïs assumption of power, the domestic
groups that cooperated with Hitler in the overthrow of the Weimar Republic, and
the peasant base of the Chinese Cornmunist revolution, were in many instances
either willing to acquiesce to the foreign policy desires of their coalition partners

or alternatively possessed no coherent foreign policy objectives of their own.
What they shared with the Fascistç, Nazis, and Comrnunists was a desire to rid
themselves of the postwar regime. Thus while Rhenish industrialists valued
Hitler's abiIity to counter organised labour, and benefitted from military build-

up, their interests certainly did not include deliberate provocation of conflict with
most of the other great powers, especidy as their own gains were achieved
without undue diplomatic disturbance. In Italy much the çame can be said of
industry, the Vatican, and the Italian monarchy. And if the Chinese revolution
was based on peasant mobilisation, the evideme is also suggests that the foreign
policy of the PRC did not stem from peasant demands.
There are, however, a number of areas in which the mode1 was either at
odds with the historical record, or requires hrther attention, particularly with

respect to domestic coalition politics.
1. Professional ntilitnries zoere »iwe Likely tu support right-zuing thm Zef-zuing

clinllenges. There may be more to this than simply the conservative leanings of
professional soldiers: it rnay have something to do with the fact that essential
workers have regularly received exemption from military service in major wars.

This was the case in Germany and Italy during and after the first world war,

where veterans were quick to blame industrial workers for national defeats and
humiliations. Typicdy, too, left-wing challenges have been mounted against
anti-democratic right-authoritarian or absolutist regimes, with whom politicised
militaries may have an elective affïniv. The officer caste in many of these cases

was typically drawn from younger sons of the rival aristocracy, for whom the
spectre of democracy promised greater disorder and loss of status than benefit.
Possible exceptions to this generalisation include the case of China,where in
many ways rural and urban societies generated their own elites in the CCP and
the KMT, who were both able to draw on military support from their own
constituency. The other exception may be Bonapartism, which as a peculiar
mixture of imperiaiism and republicanism divided the allegiances of the French
military in 1830 and 1848.
2. Rruinonist ozrtconies sonletimes fniled to occur rvhere policj comple~nentnrityruas

lncking mongst tlw logroll pnrtnership despite the successfiil overthrorv of the reginre.
This was the case in 1848 in both Germany and France, and was true for France in

1830 as weU. In these cases, a coalition was formed dedicated to the overthrow of
the domestic regime. Yet there were signhcant cleavages amongst the coalition
members as to the nature of post-revolutionary policy. It was not so much
disagreement over foreign policy which tempered the impact of these
revolutions, but the fact that those advocating an outright challenge of the
international system were also committed to domestic refonns considered
excessive by more moderate opponents of the postwar regime.

3. M i l e bmgnins zvere usually found in the form suggested in the model, broader regime

policies occnsio~llyhnd effeccts similar tu mobilisation bargmns. This suggests that
the focus on mobilisation bargains as specific instances of regime-societd pacts
involving over inclusion or material gain may be too narrow. Was the
frustration of opponentç of the Restoration of 1815 due to their associations
with specific commitments such as the Stein-Hardenberg reforms or the Code
Napoieon, or was it due to the demise of more general characteristics of that
period, such as 'careers open to talents'?

Genernl conclusions
The experiences of the great powers examined in the case studies have a
number of implications for the understanding of international orders and
challenger states. The findings of this study also have relevance to other sets of

theory in international relations. Here I shaU address some of the more salient
points of interest.
What light does Ws study shed on our current understanding of war?
There are a variety of conclusions one can draw with respect to this issue. 'fie
first relates to the causal impact of major wars on subsequent state behaviour. It

has b e n suggested by others that major wars provide formative politicai
experiences which serve to condition post-war foreign policy choices; for
example, the alliance behaviour of many European states after both World Wars

can be shown to relate to alliance experiences in those wars.528 This study
suggests that it is instructive to go beyond the billiard-bd approach of
discussing national experiences by examining the wartime experiences, postwar
perceptions and subsequent behaviour of sub-state groupings, sectors and
classes. The distinctions regarding Ievels of andysis raised by Singer three
decades ago are still ~alient.52~
If Germany chdenged in the 1930s while France
did not in the 1830s, we may be able to account for the variation in behaviour of
these defeated states by I o o h g simply at system-level phenomena - asking
whether these states were incorporated into, or excluded from, the new
international order. If at first blush this approach seems sdficient as an
explanation, delving deeper into the experience of these two societies tells us that
several very different reactions to defeat were present in both cases.
Furthermore, it is unclear that the eventual resolution of these contlicting goals in the German case, the victory of the pro-challenge element, in the French, the

repeated acquiescence of revolutionary regirnes to the prevailing order - c m be
attributed solely or even maidy to the behaviour of outside powers. Class
politics, the arbitrary political choices of coalition leaders, the experiences of
veterans, the relative degree of political rnodemization: ail these 'domestic

variables' played central roles in the eventual foreign poiicy outcome in these
Reiter, Learning, Realism and Alliances.
Singer, "The Level-of-Analysis Roblem in InternationalRelations". World Politics, vol. 14, no.
1,1961.

and other cases. The conclusion drawn here thus mirrors the work of Snyder and
others in explaining challenge at the system 1evel.m If in international reIations

scholarship it is considered increasingly unacceptable to draw distinctions
between 'domestic' and 'international0politicsOJlit is certainly imperative to look

beyond the systemic level to explain systernic outcornes.
Second, one may make a few comments with respect to the questions of
power transitions and power balancing. h the literature on this topic, we are

told to expect challengers to exhibit a level of power which is rising and
relatively qua1 to that of the leading s t a t e 2 - or, in a more complex statement of
this relationship, at particular 'inflection points' on that curve."3 Some of the

states in this study that became challengers were certainly in relative power
positions consistent with these arguments. However, there were others that were
110t,53

and there were also states who passed through the supposed 'danger

zones' of the power transition with little military consequence for their
relationships with other powerful states. It seems evident that in addition to

- -

--

5M Snyder, Mytlts of Empire.
j31
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Columbia University Press, forthcornhg 1997.
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Doran and Parsons,"War and the Cyde of Relative Power".
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objective capability, which on its own seemç a poor indicator of outcorne, the
intent to challenge emerguig f-rom the soup of domestic politics must be studied

as an important enabling condition for the emergence of challenger states. If
there is one lesson to be drawn from the experience of the countries examined

here, it is that the act of challenge is driven by the passions of political opinion;
collective memories and differing interpretations of events and outcornes; or
feelings of betrayal and dissatisfaction. The sirnpie point made by Stephen Walt

- that balancing power is futile without attention to where genuine threat exists seems to receive considerable support l~ere.~"
There are also some more general reflections to be made regarding the
relevance of politics to the rise of challengers. We may observe that while
resource-based explanations have played a large part in the dominant accounts of
challenge in the literature, more intangible factors seemed central in a number of
the cases explored here. Symbolic political staternents and collective political
memory were a common thread in uniting the disparate groups in revisionist
coalitions. The Bzrrschenscluiff and the Cnrbonnn used poetry and individual acts
of defiance in their cause, and adopted the mantles of patriotic historical figures
to aid their cause. The Stnhlhelrn and other volkisch groups turned the veneration
of Paul von Hindenburg h t o an art form, and repeatedly made it a point to

employ the colours of the imperial regime rather than the republic.
D'Annunzio's outlandish territorial exploits were the chief rdying point for

Stephen M. Walt 7he Ongzns of Allinnses, Ithaca, Comell Univemty Press, 1987.

Italian revisionism in the bitter aftennath of Versailles. The reasons for this are

varied, but probably prominent among them is the necessity of retaining a
collective group memory of the injustice of the settlement. By employing
symbols of earlier ascendancy and conquest, and through repeated reference to
the betrayal of this promise, group members persuaded of their own
victunisation saw that continuity of purpose survived. The intensity of the
wartime experience and the disappointments associated with collusive betrayals
were thus passed on, as the generations that came of age in these war sought to
mobilise their own heirs.
Regarding the salience of cornplex domestic political sources of foreign
policy, the same point regarding might be extended nd musenm through much of
the Iiterahire on conflict and war. Deterrence theory, for example, is built largely
upon unitary-actor, rational modeis of decision-making, is as currently
constituted poorly equipped to deal with the phenornenon of multiple recipients
of 'signais' within the same state. Critics of rational models of deterrence
regularly focus on factors inhibithg pure rationality of choice, but rareiy explore
deeper into the layers of domestic political activity: if it is possible for the
rationality of state behaviour to s d e r when decisions are fiItered through
cornmittee decisions, for instance, it is also probabIe that rationality can be
hampered by the vicissitudes of domestic coalitions. In attempting to deter
potential adversmies, a state adopting a strong stance may well cause other state
leaderships to reconsider any aggressive designs they may possess; on the other

hand, episodes of successful deterrence may convince revisionist groups within
the deterred state that the current leadership is too willing to be swayed by the
leading states in the system.536
Finally, this study contains implications for research into the 'democratic
peace'. Major wars generated more political demand t h a n supply, withm and
among states, but the effects varied with the degree of political development.

Stepping beyond the focus of this dissertation to speculate on the experiences of
great powers in major wars more broadly, it would seem that the states most
affected by surges in political demand following such wars are those which 1
have identified as exhibiting abortive incorporation, and which modernisation
theorists might have considered to be states in transition from absolutism to
liberal democracy. The list of states in the three periods under review which
developed strong domestic international-revisionist movements does not include
Austria or Russia, perhaps because they were in 1800 still so distant from

anything resembling popular political consciousness that mobilisation bargains
were unnecessary: old-fashioned cwrcion suffïced. Nor do the advanced
democracies of the 20th century show any inclination in this direction, though

The iiterature on deterrence, rationai decision-making. and critiques of same, is considerable.
For an introduction to the research, controversies, and issues involved, see Christopher H.Achen
and Duncan Snidal, "Rational Detemence Theory and Comparative Case Studies", World Politics
41,January1989,and Richard Ned Lebow and JaniceGross Stein, "Rational Deterrence Theory: 1
Think, Therefore 1 Deter", Wmld Polifics 41,January 1989.

mobilisation bargains are readily apparent in France, BriGiin, and the United
States.

In part this is because these states were the guaraniors of the settlementç,

and it would be logicdy difficult to sustain an argument which held, for
instance, that British or American citizens were suffering repression because of
the actions of foreign powers. As the working class in the courttries believed full

weU in the aftermath of Versailles, their regimes' repression of socialist
movements was eady explained in intemal class tems. Major war thus seems
far more threatening for r e p e s undergohg periods of transitional
incorporation, which in turn may partly explain why it is these regimes which
roll back wartime societal gains with the most vigour. There may, in fact, be a
window of developmental history for any particular sîate in which the pattern

identified in this dissertation is most likely. The implications of this conclusion
for theories of the 'democratic peace' are sigruhcant, as it offers some cause for
optimism regarding the stability of the international system in a world in which
the great powers are increasingIy democratic, most having closed this window of
potential domestic instability.

Policy implicntions? The Cold War's a f m m t h

If stateç exhibiting partial transitions to full political incorporation and
political institutionalisation have b e n the most likely candidates to emulate the
pattern outlined in the model, the experiences chronicled in these case studies

may have considerable relevance for the contemporary international situation,

where the state 'defeated' in the Cold War exhibits many of the characteristics of
other transitional regimes. There are, in fact, a number of disturbing pardels
between the Russian republic of today and the Weimar Republic. While there are

also some obvious differences, if we are to derive anything from this analysis it is
the similarities which should concem us.

Like Gemany in 1918, Russia as the dominant state in the former Soviet
Union has recently concluded a protracted conflict with the Western democracies
which ended in a defeat viewed by large portions of the population as an
unnecessary, self-inflicted capitulation. The post-conflict elite was composed
chefly of those elementç which had cooperated with Mikhail Gorbachev in
bringing an end to the strategic confrontation with the US. Like Weimar,

Russia's experience with (relatively) genuine democracy is a few years old, and
exhibits weak democratic institutions. State power is still viewed instnunentaily,
with numerous instances of extra-constitutional challenges of regime authority.
A rightist coup failed in 1991; more recent was the alleged coup aimed at

cancelling the presidential runoff elections in June1996.
Like Weimar, the Russian economy contains economic sectors and other
interest groups which were oriented towards and agressive, intemationalkt
foreign policy for decades, and which are now unhappily enduring a sudden
period of retrenchrnent. Like Weimar, the waning years of the just-concluded
conflict saw the regime demand increasing sacrifices from its population in

exchange for a future 'golden age': the Soviet institutionalisation of a mentality of
deferred expectations has yielded only more frustration and hardship since 1989.
Currency instability and general economic distress are common to both cases.
Like Weimar, a large-sale demobilisation has accompanied the end of the
conflict, pouring hundreds of thouçands of veterm into a Russian economy Uequipped to accommodate them.

My argument if applied to the Russian case would anticipate the fusion of
domestic and foreign-policy resentmentç. At times in the last five years this has
occürred. The emergent Russian nationalist movement and its extremist fringe
have as their closest allies those who favour the restoration of economic
collectivism and the abandonment of free-market refonns. Perceptions of
coLiusive illegitimacy are commonly expressed in the nationalist press. It is true
that recent events and electoral returns suggest the right-nationalist movement
has ebbed somewhat. Yet many of the revisionist movements examined in this
work also endured penods of eclipse. While the right-nationalist leadership has
not appeared to possess sufficient mobiüsational ski11 to win the ailegiance and
trust of more than small muiority of the Russian electorate, the possibility of
more sober leadership for this movernent rem-.

The implications of this study for contemporary Western relations with
Russia are clear. Structural imperativeç tell us Little as to the likelihood of
emergent Russian revisionism. There are instead different possible outcornes. If
Russia is to emerge as a revisionist state, it will not be some inevitable process

deducible from its great power status, but from future choices made by domestic
actors and foreign states. As with Stresemann and his heirs, for the West, a close
relationship with the Yeltsin regime may be too much of a good thing. The West
have good reaçons for supporüng liberalking forces within Russia, but also have
good reasons for preserving impressions of Russian independence and clout in
foreign policy terms. Consequently, the incorporation by NATO of states
typically in the Russian orbit, while motivated by concem for the weifare of those
populations, may in fact undermine that very purpose by presenting Russian
nationalism with a gross provocation. The more that moderates are squeezed
between an intewentionist West and an outraged nationalist foreign-policy

lobby, the less auspicious are the chances for continued pacific relations. Tied
economic aid, and economic pressure on in Russian interaction with the nearabroad (e.g., linkage of foreign policy with c ~ n t h u e deconornic cooperation) mav
also be counterproductive.
This is not to Say that the West should do nothing in the face of Russian
aggression and violations of human rights, any more than it should abstain from
addressing similar problems in China. It is, however, to caution. State choices
between pacific and revisionist behaviour in the aftermath of conflict are often

the result of domestic political struggles. The proximiq of the cortfIict in the
political memory of societal groups makes linkages between foreign powers and
domestic factions even more significant in 'postwar eras' than otherwise. To

collude with friends may still bring enemies to power.
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